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Book I
BLUEWORLDER


Heroing is one of the shortest-lived professions there is.
- Will Rogers

“Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of Earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings;
Sunward I've climbed, and joined the tumbling mirth
Of sun-split clouds -- and done a hundred things
You have not dreamed of…”

- From “High Flight,” by John Gillespie Magee

------------------------



Chapter 1

My Father Brought the Sky Home


	I suppose you could say I left the planet Earth for the first time in 1928, just after my eighth birthday, and for the last time in 1950, just before my thirtieth.

	Yet isn’t that one hell of a presumption on my part, dear reader— the notion that there’s ever going to be a you to say anything at all about me! This isn’t even paper I’m writing on, in my sanctuary half a mile above the red desert, and as far as I know I’m still the only living creature on this planet to whom the English alphabet is anything but nonsense squiggles.

	Still I find myself determined to leave some sort of record of all the terrible and wonderful years I’ve spent here, hundreds of millions of miles from anyone who can read this. Is that vanity?
	
	I suppose I might as well just lay it all out for you, you comforting hypothesis, and we can both make up our minds as I go along.  


*****

	My name is Violet Elizabeth DeVere, and I was born in Abilene, Texas at the tail end of a dry, windy September in 1920. That town wasn’t done settling, back then. It was still a coming-and-going sort of place, and like currents in a river you had cattle men, oil men, farmers in and out of luck, drifters, grifters, preachers, and Great War vets chasing what was left of their hopes in life. And then you had my father, who was above it all.   

	I mean that literally. He was anywhere from a few hundred to a few thousand feet above it all. Howard DeVere built his first airplane from a kit in 1914, when nobody really knew what to do with the things. By 1922, when he bought a sky-worn Curtiss Jenny biplane from Uncle Sam, folks had grown some better notions. Dad made crop dusting his game. The concept was even newer than I was. Back and forth he flew, low enough to wipe his boots on tree-tops, bombing fields and orchards with gray-white streamers of lead arsenate powder. He kept that stuff in a hopper that he half-assed out of some old tin sheets and bolted into his Jenny in place of the front seat.         

	Dad flew the mail, too, starting in the last couple of years before the Depression came on like a bad dream. Once the crops had drank all the poison dust they’d need for the year, he’d migrate east to Dallas for a week or two at a time, and work the express route to Chicago as a contract pilot. That route was a half-day by air with seven or eight stops along the way, and it must have been in Chicago, in the fight against boredom during his layovers, that he first picked up our shared vice. The little nudge from fate that doomed your humble narrator to a life in the air, and to this exile.  

*****

	They say Texas breeds big men, but dad was never big. In my eyes, nobody who wore a leather flight jacket needed to be big. Dad knew I loved that thing so much that he always wore it when he came home, even if the air was so hot you could see it rippling like a snake just above the ground. He'd bail straight out of it afterward, but never until I got my hug.   

	Now, it wasn’t quite that hot, that autumn of 1928 when mom and I met him at the sod landing strip that passed for the town’s air terminal. It was warm and breezy, and dad picked me up and held me against that sun-cracked leather jacket, and it smelled like sweat and engine oil and pipe smoke. 

	That smell was and always will be the smell of the sky, to me. Whenever my dad came down out of the air, he brought the sky home with him.

	That time, he brought something else, too.

	“Vee,” he said, that being his preferred name for me, one mom never used, “I know I don’t need to ask whether you’ve been behaving while I’ve been off fitting blocks into the pyramids with the Pharaoh’s other slaves.”

	“No, you don’t,” I said.

	“Right. I know you’ve been an ornery little pain in the behind, don’t I?”

	“Oh, you liar!” I punched him a couple times, the sort of punches that only eight-year-old fists can deliver as tokens of deep affection.

	“Well, I thought you and your mother might appreciate it if we gave you something to occupy that busy little head of yours.” As he spoke, he reached into his jacket and pulled that something out. “Sorry I missed your birthday, Vee.”

	And that’s how I wound up owning a slightly folded, heavily-thumbed copy of the August, 1928 issue of Amazing Stories.

*****

	Let me tell you about the cover.

	Imagine a green lawn, in front of a well-maintained garage and a prosperous-looking house on a wooded hill. A perfectly ordinary lawn, with a perfectly ordinary man and woman on it, waving upward. . . at a man hanging suspended in mid-air by the action of the bizarre electrical devices he wears on his belt and his backpack. And make no mistake, he is not falling, nor is he merely hovering cautiously. He is outstretched like an athlete, lying upon the air, swimming in it, and his expression is one of pure, easy pleasure. 

	He is defying gravity almost literally by the seat of his pants.

*****

	I might have been inclined, by the accident of my birth, to a life spent approving of airplanes. But the cover of that magazine, from the moment I set eyes on it, drove me without rest toward the pilot’s seat. I never spared an instant for second thoughts. That breezy day in 1928, my feet forgot the ground they were standing on, and I swore that as soon as I had legs long enough to reach a rudder pedal, I would own the sky. 

	I’d been a reader before then, of course, but I tore that magazine nearly to pieces with the number of times I devoured it front to back. The flying man from the cover was the hero of a story called “The Skylark of Space,” the work of a certain E.E. Smith and Lee Hawkins Garby. 

	I made my own flying belt and backpack the day after dad came home. I had a pair of badly sprained ankles the day after that, earned by leaping from one of the nooks in the gabled roof. It turned out that canvas, baling wire, and cardboard were much less effective at nullifying gravity than the intra-atomic energy of the unknown metal X!    

	“Good Lord, Vee,” said dad as I lay in bed recuperating that night. He turned my disappointing prototype flying belt over and over in his hands. “You never did anything so damn foolish since before you had teeth. Are you gonna make me regret bringing that magazine home for you?”

	“No, sir,” I said.

	“So no more jumping off the roof?”

	“I’ll make you a deal,” I said, as slyly as an eight-year-old could. 

	“A deal? I ought to pound a peg into the front yard and chain you down! How’s that for a deal?”

	“That magazine advertises subscriptions.”

	“Does it really…” he said, very slowly, a man fully realizing that an extortion attempt was about to come down the pipe.

	“Please, daddy, I’ll behave like you wouldn’t believe!”

	“I’m already having trouble believing your behavior,” he sighed. “You got some cheek, honey. First you try to kill yourself, then you try to wrangle a new library out of it. Let’s you and me have an understanding.”

	“What’s that?”

	“I know at least a couple genuine ways to fly, and a cloth belt full of imaginary metal ain’t one of them.”

	“I got that figured out. I promise.”

	“Then you be sensible, once those ankles of yours heal up. You’d better shame the angels, for at least a month or two. Then we’ll see about your subscription. Maybe.” 

	Well, I’m not sure the angels felt the heat of any competition, but I certainly never risked my bones testing home-built anti-gravity devices again. 

	And so it came in the mail, a reward for my forbearance, a second issue of Amazing Stories, proudly emblazoned along the spine with the magical word SCIENTIFICTION. This one featured a cover illustration of a metal man wrestling a bloodthirsty lion, just about to break the poor thing’s neck. And the contents! Something about a trip to the moon… a voyage across space… a menace from Mars… and more “Skylark!”
	
	“Hold up, Vee,” said dad as I made a beeline for my room, fresh pulp clutched to the front of my dress. I meekly handed over my new fascination. Dad paged through it for a few moments, chewing thoughtfully on his pipe stem, before passing it back. 

	“Just mind yourself,” he said. “If I get word that you’re climbing on the neighborhood cats and dogs and trying to tear their heads off, you’ll think we named you Violet because of the color of your behind after I get done spanking you.” 
	“Yessir.”

	“And Vee?”

	“Yessir?”

	“When you finish that, would you leave it out for a few days so I can get a fair crack at it, too?”

*****

	The Depression hit just a year after that, and it knocked a lot of folks around Abilene pretty hard. We weathered it by dumb luck. While there weren’t as many crops that needed dusting, a lot of the other local applicators hit their bottom dollar before dad did. He inherited their slices of the shrunken pie, and between that and the Dallas-Chicago route we kept above water. People didn’t stop needing to mail things.

	Dad actually managed to buy a larger house, a mostly-finished thing up in the hills outside the city proper. It had asphalt roof shingles and a big round porch. My parents got a deal on it because all the original builder’s money had vanished overnight, and the original builder quickly followed suit. Old Crooked House, we called it, on account of the way it creaked in high winds, and because none of dad’s repairs were ever going to win any ribbons for beauty at the county fair. Dad was a mechanic, not a carpenter.

	I had some good years there. New clothes were rare, and none of us were in much danger of gaining weight, but dad and I did have our shared indulgence, that stream of Amazings that never stopped coming, plus the occasional Air Wonder Stories or Zeppelin Stories or Weird Tales. About the latter, we actually argued from time to time. Dad was fond of H.P. Lovecraft, while I adamantly was not. I wanted adventures where the heroes won the day with daring and scientific miracles, not stories where they ran into the night crapping their pants because of monsters that were just too awful to contemplate.

	“Well, Vee, that’s probably because you’ve never had to pay income taxes,” said dad sagely, when I tried to explain my grand theories of literature one morning at breakfast.

	At least we could both agree that Robert E. Howard was pretty swell. Conan the Cimmerian would pay his income taxes, all right— he’d pay ‘em in crushed skulls. There was no pants-crapping when that fellow was around, unless you were on the wrong team.    

	Dad and I shared something else, but I would never call that an indulgence. No, dear reader, something so absolutely vital was no indulgence for either of us. I flew with him for the very first time in the summer of 1930, in a borrowed plane, since I was too big to share dad’s seat and he would have killed anyone dumb enough to suggest that his little girl tuck herself into the crop-dust bin on his old Jenny. 

	By 1933 that Jenny was gone. “Airframes are like horses,” dad once told me. “A few years hard riding is all you’re meant to get out of ‘em.” He scored a lucky deal on a New Standard D-25 biplane, a ship built to haul four people rather than the usual two. This meant he could weld in a dusting hopper and still have room for eighty pounds of yours truly (though never while he was actually dusting— I wasn’t allowed near that stuff, on or off the ground). I learned the air in that D-25, making wide lazy loops above the green fields, the brown scrublands, and the slate gray of Lake Fort Phantom.  

	I flew solo for the first time just after I turned fifteen. Dad was a nervous dot pacing on the grass of the Abilene Air Terminal, which had been expanded to a triangle of sod strips. I orbited that triangle at various heights and speeds for half an hour, always mindful of that beloved dot, but more entranced than ever by the bright blue world around me. This wasn’t SCIENTIFICTION; this could be my life, my everyday life. The whole sky for an office!

	In January, 1937, dad and I flew east to Fort Worth, the closest place I could take both the written test and the flight test for my private pilot’s license. My little blue pilot’s log noted “45 hrs 18 mins dual instruction / 16 hrs 45 mins solo time,” and was countersigned by my father.

	Two weeks later I found a letter in the mailbox, addressed to me from the Department of Commerce, Aeronautics Branch, Washington, D.C.

		DEAR MADAM:

		You have completed the tests and examinations required 	
		by the Air Commerce Regulations for a Private Pilot’s 				License.

	Out of the envelope fell a little white card, proof that I had been awarded Private Pilot’s License #24,268. 

	Two days after I received that card, my mother went into Abilene to play bridge. A slobbering drunk behind the wheel of a 1934 Buick Sport Coupe caught her as she was crossing a street; a moment later he slammed into a tree and went through the windshield. They both died more or less instantly. 

*****

	I haven’t said much about my mother, Evelyn Morgan DeVere. I don’t mean that as an unkindness to her. It’s more of a kindness to myself— some things you just try not to dwell on, even with so many years to insulate you from the live current of your grief. 

	I loved my mother, but I wasn’t in her confidence the same way I was in dad’s. She was a strange fit with the pair of us. She was neither enthusiastic nor uneasy about dad’s career. Howard could have been a soil chemist or an insurance adjustor or a railroad detective; it was all the same to her as long as the roof didn’t leak. She did typing from time to time when there was work available in town, and she kept most of the books for DeVere General Aviation Services, dad’s grandiose name for his little empire of the air. 

	Mom loved cards and radio programs; she wasn’t a reader and she didn’t understand a speck of what dad and I saw in our pulps. She’d sip her coffee at the kitchen table, bemused and neutral, while dad and I would verbally fence 3over how Solomon Kane might have handled the Fungi from Yuggoth. She was like an anthropologist silently observing a little tribe of Texas madmen, forever unable to decipher their private crazy-talk. 

	She didn’t shape me like dad did, or share what dad and I shared, but what mom did was just as important. She allowed me to happen. She was as mild in judgment as she was in everything else, and it was no great shame to her if her daughter wanted to bury her nose in strange magazines, wear trousers as often as skirts, or spend long days helping dad pull apart a malfunctioning radial engine. She never tried to bury me in etiquette and parlor games and the labyrinths of fashion, things that might have stuck me to the ground as effectively as lead weights. 

	Dad lit the fires, but mom let them burn.

*****

	It was a month after the funeral before dad would take to the air again. I  started flying for pay in his place, though I hadn’t taken the exam for a commercial license yet. Some things were winked at, back in those days. I wasn’t dusting at first, but I did a photography job, then ran some cargo and an urgent passenger transport. While dad was grounded in mourning, I went into the air to forget, and wished I could stay there, the higher up the better.

	Old Crooked House was quiet as hell with just the two of us. It must have been half a year before I even heard dad laugh again. Lines grew on his face and he lost weight that wasn’t meant to be lost. Age caught up with him all at once, like it had jumped him in an alley one night and beat him hard for all of the years he’d been ducking it.

	Dad put on a brave act for me, but he never truly recovered from mom’s death. It was Evelyn or nothing for him, and just a few years later he had serious problems of his own. 

*****

	The world got nervous in those last years before the big war. Our pulps reflected it; their pages were thick with atomic explosives and exotic poison gases, war-rockets and mechanized terrors. Readers used the letter columns for tedious arguments over the usefulness of everything from dreadnaughts to bomber aircraft. I had lived just long enough to witness the first sea-change in the fiction I loved. Bob Howard and H. P. Lovecraft were both dead, and Hugo Gernsback was no longer publishing SCIENTIFICTION. 

	Real scientifiction was about to be hurled forth from gun barrels and airfields and torpedo tubes all over the world.  

	I had escaped from high school, and was was doing a two-step with some vague plans to attend the University of Texas. However, DeVere General Aviation Services ate up more and more of my time as dad’s heartbreak grew into real physical issues. His hands started to shake, and flaky lesions appeared on his arms and legs. The doctors told us that his devil-may-care early years of aerial application had at last borne poison fruit. 

	Though we were far more cautious with our chemicals by the time I finally learned the art of dusting, that caution came too late for dad. In 1939, I flew fifty percent of our collective air hours. In 1940, I was up to eighty percent, and dad was no longer handling the really tricky stuff at all.

*****

	On December 7, 1941, the Empire of Japan bombed the hell out of the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor. East to west, pole to pole, the world was all-in for the big fight. 

	Rationing took a few months to really kick in, but when it did DeVere General Aviation Services had to be hung up in the closet. We had some money in the bank, but avgas was suddenly more precious than rubies. The clamp came down hard on most civilian flying, “for the duration.”

	Every man in the county who didn’t have flat arches ran off to enlist in something. Every pilot who could tell the difference between the horizon and his own ass was suddenly a hot commodity, unless that pilot was a she.

	I spent most of 1942 in an angry fit. I was mad at the Japanese, mad at the Nazis, mad at the doctors who couldn’t do anything for dad. I was maddest of all, full-throttle pissed off, at the fact that it seemed like any clod who could work a slide rule without cutting his fingers off was deemed fit for aerial training by the Army Air Forces or the Navy. There I was with eight hundred hours in the cockpit, completely ignored. A new Army airfield was being scraped out of the plains with desperate speed just west of town, but I felt like every beau at the dance had suddenly run off, leaving me standing alone in the middle of an empty floor.

	It turned out I wasn’t the only one.     

*****

	There were rumors about programs for women flyers by mid-1942, plans with capital-A words like “Auxiliary” and “Alternate” in their titles. There were too damn many half-starts and missed opportunities, but niche by niche and flight by flight we started to claw our way into jobs that I felt we had already proven our right to.

	The war was on in deadly earnest, and it seemed intolerable to me that I should spend it glued to the ground.   

	When the Japanese roared in over Oahu, the British had already been using women to handle transport and ferry missions for some time. Anything they could do to free their men up for combat flying, they did. The only real barrier England still had against a German invasion was built ten thousand feet in the air.

	There was a team of British and American women delivering aircraft across the Atlantic— I heard about them, but had no strings I could tug to get involved. At first they were barely allowed to handle trainers, but by the middle of the war they were supposedly saddling up anything with wings. Closer to home, there was also a group of women working under private contracts to ferry new planes, still warm from the assembly lines, to the AAF bases where they would be manned and geared for fighting. Again it was a matter of connections, and again I had none. 

	I finally got my big chance in late 1942, when two distinct new opportunities for female pilots opened up. The first was Nancy Harkness Love’s Women’s Auxiliary Ferrying Service. It was a hand-picked cadre of about thirty women, and never got any bigger. Stop me if you’ve heard this before, dear reader, but your Texas girl had no cards she could play to get herself through that door.

	No, I hitched my wagon to something called the Women’s Flying Training Detachment, which was the brain-child of another famous aviatrix, Jackie Cochran. I later heard that about 25,000 women applied to the WFTD waiting list, but most of them were bounced immediately for lack of flight hours. Remember what I said earlier about clods barely capable of working a slipstick without causing grievous bodily injury? Well, that was fine for men. Uncle Sam would hold your face against the grindstone until you sprouted a pair of silver wings. Women, on the other hand, had to have valid commercial licenses and a couple hundred hours in the air. Those requirements eased slightly as the war went on, but they were never entirely lifted. 

	I remember the day I sat in the living room, filling out the paperwork for my application, while dad half-dozed and watched from his favorite armchair. We never admitted it out loud, but his flying days were done. His skin was graying, his hair was coming out, and he needed a cane to get from his bedroom to the water closet. He was forty-eight and looked seventy.

	“Are you sure you’re all right with this?” I asked.

	“Vee,” he said, his voice trembling, “I checked you out in blind-flying and stall recovery, not god-damned stenography. You know as well as I do this ain’t no choice.”     

	“I didn’t mean my flying,” I said, “I meant my leaving you on your own, with your--”

	“My what, my delicate condition?” He did a fair impression of a hearty laugh. “Violet Elizabeth, I do not need my napkin tucked in for me just yet, or my ass wiped. Anyhow, if you got busy elsewhere, I might have time to square us on that pile of magazines you’ve been treating as a private reserve.”    

	Just about the only good news in the messy months right after Pearl Harbor was that the pulps kept coming. The brains behind them found jobs in war bureaus and shipyards and munitions factories, but they were as much in thrall to their typewriters as ever. Amazing had gone stale, but that was no loss when there was something as juicy as Astounding Science Fiction to pick up the slack, and I read every issue.

	Dad tried to keep up, but his vision and his decaying concentration were in conspiracy against his pleasure. Mostly he used the magazines to sort of decorate himself when he fell asleep, as though I might be convinced things were the same as ever. I knew better.

*****

	My licenses and my long hours in our family D-25 skipped my application past the first set of obstacles; one of Jackie Cochran’s personal assistants came to town for an interview just two weeks after I sent my papers off. I copped early to the fact that the interviewer was looking for an excuse to blackball me as some sort of hellcat or trouble magnet; fortunately, I’d decided to dress and act as though I was applying for a job as a receptionist at a nunnery. “Shame the angels,” my dad had once told me, and surely this was a prize as much worth behaving for as that precious subscription all those years before. 

	Well, they fell for it. 

	I was too late to be accepted into the very first pack of WFTD girls. After passing my AAF physical, I ultimately found myself assigned to the fourth wave of hopefuls, class 43-W-4. My new home would be a place called Avenger Field, near Sweetwater, not fifty miles west of where I sat in Old Crooked House on the day I opened my acceptance letter and final instructions.

	Before the war, I could have hopped it in a plane and been there in half an hour, as easily and thoughtlessly as someone else might have made a telephone call. But those days were put away like an old toy. I stood in line for a train ticket like everyone else.

	I left home with the sunrise on March 4, 1943. I was on my way to learn the ropes of some of the hottest aircraft in the world, pursuit planes and high-altitude bombers that could take me up to where the blue met the black, like ships in the stories I had always treasured. But I was en route to those wonders on a rusting iron track, behind an engine that had been doing business when Mark Twain was still a going concern, and the brown Texas hills outside my window rolled by so slow, so slow.



Chapter 2

The Red Cloud Over Texas


	I hadn’t meant to spill so many of those particulars, about my childhood and my parents and all those marvelous magazines, but this thing is sort of out of my control already. Like a plane with a heavy stick and a mind of its own, misbehaving and jerking me all over the sky. I remember too much.

	I remember smoking, for example.

	It’s been fifteen years since I last had a tobacco cigarette, and God Almighty, I could use one now. My body chemistry doesn’t comprenez the local stuff; I might as well be smoking wool. 

	Now that I’m dredging up this story the memory of smoke burns in my hands and lips and lungs. I smoked like a locomotive when I was writing, flicking ashes into the C-Ration can I kept beside my typewriter.

	A typewriter! Another casualty of exile. What a lamentable loss that old machine was, my glossy black 1936 Royal DeLuxe with a rebellious 'w' key. All those post-war days I spent in Old Crooked House, waiting for paying work to ring the telephone, staring at a blank white sheet of paper and trying to dream up science fiction stories that wouldn’t use too many 'w' words... 

	And smoking.

	I am going to drive myself mad if I keep dwelling on that last, lost pack of Chesterfields I had tucked inside my jacket the afternoon I vanished from the air over Texas and wound up here.

					*****

	Step back to 1943, to class 43-W-4.

	WASPs, they called us. Eventually.
	
	In late 1943, after I'd graduated, the WAFS and the WFTD were slammed together into one glamorous sandwich. We handed in our competing acronyms and became Women’s Airforce Service Pilots, WASPs, once and for all.

	Now, I'm heaping more assumptions on your head, imaginary reader. I'm assuming that you'd even heard of us before I started unrolling all of this. When the WASPs were deactivated in 1944, the official records of our service were sealed, classified, and thrown into the deepest dungeon in the government archives, down there in the dark with George Washington's false teeth and the secret formula for Coca-Cola. 

	Yes, classified, even though we’d been recruited with the equivalent of a public ad campaign. We were posted to a hundred different duty bases, and publicized or vilified in the national papers for nearly two years! We weren't parachuting spies into the heart of the Third Reich, we were flying domestic transport missions in aircraft any school kid could identify at a glance. Classifying our work made as much sense as classifying the fact that cats have fuzzy asses. 

	But then, there were a lot of things about the WASPs that are difficult to understand. 

	For starters, we were never an official military service, although we trained to military standards, to fly military aircraft, in the military fashion and in constant partnership with military men, in the middle of the biggest war in history. We were technically civilian contractors, and every one of us that arrived at Avenger Field to begin her WASP career paid her own way to get there, and would go on paying for room and board out of the salary she received.

	In fact, just about the only things we didn't pay for in my first few months of training were our jackets, goggles, and parachutes. In the barracks at night, we joked that our oxygen masks would be coin-operated. 

	Aviation wasn’t a poor woman’s game in those days, and an awful lot of us took pay cuts for the sake of doing our part. I don’t mean to paint myself with that brush, mind you. With dad's plane in the hangar for the duration, I was breaking even on the deal. However, a few of the gals in my class had set aside incomes or inheritances that made me feel dizzy when I found out about them.  

	Other than the little indignities like room and board, what did it really mean, not having been militarized? It’s hard to describe without sounding selfish, since life was damned hard all over during the war. Four hundred thousand Americans came home in caskets, or not at all.  

	Every service had its official women’s auxiliary, even the Coast Guard, and their entitlements were more or less the same as any man in that service. A WAC or a WAVE or a SPAR that dropped dead on duty could receive a flag-draped casket and an honor guard, even if her duty was filing papers at an office in Philadelphia. 

	A WASP that lost her life in the course of her duties- flying high-speed aircraft across the United States, towing gunnery targets for live fire exercises, safety-testing rebuilt airframes (now there was a roll of the old dice!)- got nothing from Uncle Sam. She wasn’t merely entitled to nothing, she got nothing. 

	I know. I was there when we literally passed a hat to collect the money needed to ship a dead WASP back to her family, so they could even have the body in hand to bury it on their own dime. That was a member of my class, Jane Champlin, killed in a night-flying accident shortly before graduation.

	Jane had quit her job when she'd heard about the WFTD, and desperately crammed in the flight hours she needed to jump her application over the mountain of rejects. Then she blew her bank account on corrective sinus surgery so she could pass the Army Air Force physical. She'd done all that with a lightness in her heart, for the sake of her chance to serve. She was the first of thirty-eight WASPs to die in the air. 

	For that she got no men in uniform to send her on her way, no flag on the coffin, no benefits to her family, no service markers on her tombstone or notice in the newspaper. That's what not being militarized meant. That tiny portion of honor which should have been alloted to us at the grave, if nowhere else at all, was held back like some piece of flying equipment our instructors had neglected to check us out on.

					*****   

	I never knew that I could scrawl furiously. Bang keys in anger, sure, but I just about murdered my Martian scribing table a moment ago, wielding this little electric pen like a scalpel. I am still bitter, after all these years. It's back like the ghost of smoke in my mouth. 

	Terrible things happen in war. Lies, treachery, death. You expect evil from the enemy, but you never expect terrible things from your friends, from your brothers, from men that you love and look up to.

	When millions of men put on uniforms, millions of women stepped forward to take their places at the jobs they'd left behind. We built the ships and planes, we cleaned the furnaces, we packed the ammunition, we ran the trains, and we were mostly welcomed for it. Those of us flying aircraft were the tiniest droplet on the leading edge of one hell of a wave. 

	After the war, that wave receded. Those millions of men wanted to shed their uniforms and get their old jobs back, and God, I don't blame them. I don't know who to blame.

	In 1948, I was at the Abilene air terminal, unwinding after a flight, paging through some magazines that had blown into the hangar like tumbleweeds. In one of them I found an article advising industrial managers on how to handle female employees, and I didn't know whether to laugh or load a shotgun. There I was, leaning against the fuselage of a plane I'd just brought down from the edge of a thunderstorm, listening to the pop and creak of the still-cooling engine, reading a piece of tripe about my lack of initiative, my inability to handle stress, my need for constant supervision, and my preoccupation with lipstick.

	Things hadn't gone back to 'normal' after the war. There'd been a kickback, an ugly, underhanded sort of thing, and it was everywhere. When the guns were booming we were crucial partners, trusted and encouraged. Just a few years later we were swept back to the kitchens and cosmetic counters, our competence forgotten.

	Maybe things are better for you, imaginary reader, in your where and when. I can only hope so. But what happened to women in general after the war was more or less what happened to the WASPs while the bullets were still flying.

					*****

	Was it all bad? Was it all bitter? Oh sweet Jesus, no. We wanted to risk our lives for our country, and we got a roaring carnival of chances. We were desperate to spend as much time as possible flying the planes we loved, using the skills we'd fought so hard to build, and for a short, golden time the Army Air Force worked us like mad.

	If I could step into a time machine, and find myself on that train platform in Abilene, on March 4, 1943, knowing what I know now, would I still take the trip? Would I do it all over again?

	You'd have to kill me to stop me. 

	I know any one of the thousand of us that graduated from that program at Avenger Field would say the same. I know the thirty-eight we left behind would say it loudest of all, even if someone told them just how soon they'd be taking their last flights. 

					*****

	So much Violet on Earth... so much Violet in history. "Another damned thick chapter! Always scribble, scribble, scribble! Eh, Ms. DeVere?" 

	It's time to set aside Avenger Field. You'll hear more about the WASPs. You'll hear more about everything. But let's skip ahead. I picture my eight-year-old self, impatiently flipping through the early dialogue of some of those old stories, hunting for the bits with death-beams and rockets and monsters.

	There are death-beams, all right. And rockets.

	And monsters.

					*****

	I went back home to Abilene in November, 1944. I felt entitled to a good hard sulk, and my dad, far gone as he was, was still too sharp a student of human nature to risk his limbs by trying to yank my little black rain cloud off my head.

	Congress had punched the WASP program good and hard, right across the jaw. A bill was sent to the House floor concerning our militarization and incorporation into the AAF. They flung it down and pissed on it. We were deactivated, classified, and shipped home- at our own expense, of course.   

	I still had a Civil Air Patrol membership, but for the first time in years, I didn't feel like flying. I wouldn't have touched a rudder pedal for a thousand dollars, even if one had been available to me. 

	I was morose for weeks. My only physical act was to look into some long-neglected repairs around the house, in the grand DeVere tradition. If dad had been a mediocre carpenter, I was no doubt the worst since Jesus changed careers.

	It took a lot of old friends to finally calm me down. I had no social engagements, few chums in town beyond the air terminal, and very little to do all day except smoke and mope in quiet commiseration with the people that seemed to know me best... A.E. van Vogt, Theodore Sturgeon, C.L. Moore, Cliff Simak, Fritz Leiber, Isaac Asimov, Robert Heinlein...

					*****   

	I don't think anyone can appreciate catharsis until they've been drop-kicked hard enough to need it very badly.

	When I was a little girl, my magazines had pointed the way to the sky, and their dry smells of paper and glue had been the sweet bouquet of ambition itself. In my funk as those last few months of the war went by, what they offered was consolation. Not just something to lose myself in for a few hours at a time, but the promise of an entirely new ambition. Those stacks of Astoundings pointed the way to a card table in one corner of my room, where I set a typewriter down next to a pile of old notebooks and pulled up a chair.

	With flying off the menu for at least a few months, I set out to become a science fiction writer. 

					*****  

	"How's my ink-stained wretch?" dad croaked one night as I settled his huge old gray wool blanket around him on the couch. Actually, it wasn't that huge- there was just less of him than ever for it to wrap around. He was always cold, even when the sun was high and bright, and he had that blanket perpetually draped around his shoulders, like a convalescent Superman.

	"Not bad," I said, and I think I meant it, for the first time since my return. There were Marines on Iwo Jima at that point, so it must have been February or March, 1945. We listened to the radio constantly. Without it, I think we both realized, Old Crooked House would have been silent as a monastery save for the creaking of the walls and the echoing CLACK CLACK CLACK of my mechanical writing partner.

	"I may die of shock," said dad, "depriving several local quacks of the satisfaction of seeing their other predictions come true. You've lost some of that vinegar you came home with."

	"Maybe," I admitted.

	"Oh WASP, where is thy sting?"

	"Yanked by act of congress," I said. 

	"To hell with those idiots," dad wheezed. "Vee, you did more than your duty. Someone's gonna see that, some day."

	"I dunno," I said. "If you'd had a little Victor DeVere, or a Virgil DeVere, I might still be flying somewhere. I'm pretty sure I'd have made it to Officer Candidate School, at least."

	"You honestly feel that way?"

	"I just don't know. Haven't you ever wondered-"

	"Violet Elizabeth," he said with real venom, "the Lord gave me a daughter for a reason, and any man who got you and still wished for a boy, sight unseen, wouldn't deserve a child in the first damn place!"

	"I'm sorry, dad, I'm sorry." I put my hand against his clammy cheek and he held it there with his own, mustering about as much strength as I might have, as an eight-year old.

	"I oughta slap you so hard you wouldn't find your face again until next Tuesday," he said, sighing. "But I'm afraid that would interfere with the production of the first Violet DeVere masterpiece."

	"At the rate I'm improving, that first masterpiece ought to be ready some time around 1995." 

	"What's half a century?" He closed his eyes and shifted slightly away from me on the couch, where he was sleeping most nights, near the comforting murmur of the big cabinet radio. "I've had my first fifty years. Waiting out the second should be much easier."

	"Can I do anything for you before I go to bed?"

	"I did leave a slight chemical disaster in the kitchen, wrestling with that blasphemous instant coffee crap. If you could-"

	"I'll take care of it before it hardens into a museum exhibit. Anything else?"

	"Yes. If you stumble across a cure for cancer, you go right ahead and wake me no matter how late it gets."

	"Dad! That's not funny!"

	"I'm the one all wrapped up in it, beautiful. It's funny if I say it is."

					*****  

	The war ended with a big damn burst of Scientifiction in August, 1945. 

	Dad and I made tentative plans to get DeVere General Aviation Services out of hibernation. He knew he wouldn't be getting any higher off the ground than a tall set of stairs would take him, but he seemed eager to keep the books.  

	In September, 1945, I received my first rejection letter from Astounding Science Fiction, sent in exchange for a truly awful piece of writing that neatly plagiarized the worst bits of a dozen stories from the magazine's 1944 issues. Dad cackled with glee, as though I'd just been awarded a Nobel Prize on a bed of hundred-dollar bills. He made me hunt up an old picture frame, and in short order that rejection was hanging above his couch like a battle trophy. 

	"That's from New York City," he said impishly, when I rolled my eyes at his excitement. "They only tell the very best sort of people to go screw themselves, you know!"

	In October, I added a second, third, and fourth rejection letter to my collection. In November, I spent a week at the air terminal, taking the heirloom D-25 out of storage, eyeballing every square inch of fuselage and wing and aileron, greasing and oiling and massaging the engine back to smooth-running life. I loved that old thing, but it sure was a quaint ship compared to the aluminum birds I'd flown for the army. 

	There were rumors that the War Surplus Administration was about to flood the market with cheap service planes and parts. Dad and I agreed that we should restore the D-25 to solid flying condition, then sell it off and try to pick up something newer from the government, preferably something I'd been certified in as a WASP. 

	on November 17th, 1945, I flew for the first time in a year, under a cool gray sky with a strong wind out of the east. I meant to stay up for half an hour but stretched it to twice that, banking up and up and up, in loose counter-clockwise circles over that triangle of airstrips that turned into a miniature model beneath me. I still needed to use a ration card when I went into town for our groceries, but the choking grip on aviation gas had been loosened a bit, and that afternoon I flew my money's worth out of that tank of fuel. 

	When I got back home, chilled but excited from the flight, I found my fifth rejection slip waiting in the mailbox. It was just like all of its fellow harbingers of inadequacy, except for five words scrawled in neat black script in the lower right-hand corner:

	Shows promise. Please keep submitting.

	"Better push your timetable up," said dad, glowing so brightly I could have hung a lampshade on him and sold him for decent money at Woolworth's. "No radio for me tonight. I want to fall asleep listening to you pounding on that typewriter like it owes you money."  

	I did as he asked- I hit those keys until exhaustion fogged up my brain, and I stumbled into bed without leaving my room once more to check on him. So I've never been sure just when it happened- but I came down in the morning to find him still and silent on his couch, and already cold. 

***** 

	I had him buried in his old leather flight jacket, in a plot he'd arranged right next to mom. There weren't many people at the funeral. Pilots and ex-pilots, some of the farmers he'd done work for, old Mr. Derryberry from the air terminal. We had no other family. Whatever tree of DeVeres we'd sprung from, the Abilene branch had narrowed down to a very fine tip.

	I went home that afternoon, after he was in the ground, and for once, just once, there wasn't a breath of wind outside. That house was the quietest goddamn place on earth. I slumped against the radio cabinet and stared at his couch, at the neatly-folded gray blanket, and I cried until I didn't have any more water to squeeze out. 

	Then I got up, got my hands on all of dad's recent business paperwork and files, and dumped the mess on the kitchen table. I made instant coffee, and smoked up a fine haze, and sifted that stuff until the moon had climbed halfway up the black sky outside.

	The next day I started making phone calls.   

*****

	Dad left me full title to DeVere General Aviation Services, of course, along with the family plane and bank account. He hadn't blown much of his money on treatments for his illness, because there were no treatments.

	He left me more than that, though. Two things in particular had a value beyond numbers on a bank ledger.

	First was Old Crooked House itself. For all the fresh blemishes we'd installed in our attempts at repairs, it was still a fundamentally sturdy place, and paid for. My own hillside fortress, where I could maintain a comfortable anonymity as far as the world beyond Abilene was concerned.

	Not many gals were writing for the science fiction magazines under their own full names. It was easier (unless you had one of those rare double-duty names like Francis) to go by initials. From the glorious isolation of my Texas house, I could write as V.E. DeVere, and there was nobody within a thousand miles who could know any better. I filed papers at the county courthouse to do business by those initials, in the air and in front of my typewriter. 

	The second thing dad left me was a cushion of good will at the Abilene Air Terminal, with its tight-knit little crew of operators. Everyone had known Howard, and even the dusters he'd more or less put out of business in the 30s hadn't begrudged him his luck. Nor did they really begrudge me my place. They'd watched me rack up hours in the D-25, had watched me go off to the WFTD with something like real pride. With the earth still fresh over dad's head, nobody offered so much as an unkind word when I took over as pilot-proprietor of dad's shop.

	I got lucky with the D-25 and managed to sell it to a fellow down in Dallas who was looking to start some sort of air show. I rolled that cash together with dad's savings and my own, and after a couple months I finally scored a near-mint Taylorcraft L-2 from the War Surplus folks. "Previously owned by a little old Army pilot," said the guy who handled my paperwork, "who swore he only let the Germans shoot at him on Sundays." 

	Sweet old guy. He didn't give me any trouble at all. Turned out one of his nieces had been a WASP two classes behind mine.  
	
	The L-2 was a liaison bird, one of the 'grasshoppers,' a no-fuss little redneck sort of airplane. Grasshoppers were built light and sturdy and simple, designed so that anyone with the brains of a standard-issue 12-year-old could yank one out of its crate, get it flying, and patch it up when it came back full of holes. It could take off in any weather short of Judgment Day. In fact, given a stiff wind, it could start at home plate on a baseball diamond and be up in the air before most of the outfield was gone. I had checked out on the L-2 in early 1944, and flown about twenty of them to army bases on the West Coast.

	I flew my baby home from the surplus depot in Houston. It took us an hour or two to learn each other's quirks, but after that we settled into a fine working relationship. The air was as calm as a warm blue lake all the way to Abilene, with one stop for gas and lunch along the way. That was April  26, 1946.

	V.E. DeVere's seventeenth rejection slip was in the mailbox when I got home. I pinned it to the wall and kept typing. 

*****

	I might as well settle the suspense now and let you know that I did eventually manage to sell something to John Campbell at Astounding. I pulled my sixty-third rejection notice out of the mail on August 8, 1948 and found that it wasn't a rejection notice after all. I suspect that I had finally exhausted their supply, and they had no choice but to send an acceptance while they were getting more rejections printed. You can find "A Case of Mid-Space Turbulence" in the January, 1949 issue, right next to a decent offering from Asimov and a killer (in more ways than one) story from Lewis Padgett. I can recall that issue almost word-for-word, as vividly as the first few magazines I read as a girl.

	Hell, if Old Crooked House is still around and nobody's moved my things (which might be a stretch, since I'm pretty sure I've been legally dead since 1950), you could even go to Abilene and grab a copy. They'd be a bit stiff and yellowed by now, but I owned twenty of them. If they're still there, help yourself. 

***** 

	I typed most nights in my big empty house and worked most days down at the hangar, trying to put my pre-war connections back together like a mechanic soldering a rusty old piece of electrical gear. Some men didn't want me working for them, but just enough did to keep me in the black. I dusted, surveyed, and even puddle-jumped the occasional passenger or express cargo.

	It sounds lonely, the way I've written it, but I struck up correspondences by mail with about a dozen fellow sufferers of science fiction-itis. I had so many messages in bottles washing up on my remote island that I really didn't feel at all unsociable. Most of my friends were part of a loose confederacy of Texas eccentrics called the Rolling Plains Amateur Press Association, though I even got occasional letters from folks in New York.

	I tried not to dwell on what had happened during the war.
	 
	In 1948, the Army Air Force cut the apron strings and became its own sovereign service, and someone decided to throw a meatless bone to the former WASPs. I remember finding that big official envelope in my mailbox. It was an invitation to apply to the new Air Force, offering a chance at OCS and a lieutenant's commission. Flight certification would not be considered, and flying duties were out of the question.

	I didn't even bother writing back. 

*****  

	I wasn't rich and I wasn't famous, but I guess you could say I'd achieved a comfortable equilibrium. I got a couple more stories published, I gossiped with my fellow ray-gun nuts, and I spent many, many agreeable hours flitting around the sky.  

	It was a good enough time, and it lasted until August 19, 1950. 

*****

	I recall that day, and everything about it, with unnatural clarity. It's there like a box in my memory, with every item from those last twenty-four hours neatly catalogued. A police evidence file, almost. The contents of the victim's pockets from the day the All-Sovereign of Mars murdered her former life. 

	It was a Saturday, bright and hot and muggy. The sun came up mean, throwing punches at anyone it saw scuttling around below. I stayed inside all morning, drinking real coffee, smoking Chesterfields, listening to my papers flutter in the breeze from my little electric fan. I was staring at a note from John Campbell that might just herald the acceptance of my fourth story for Astounding, assuming I was willing to perform the surgery it advised: 

		"Dear DeVere-
	
		I could please myself immensely by cutting you a check for "Out of 		the Green Silence," but I think I'd be doing both yourself and the 			magazine a disservice. It's nearly there, but nearly there doesn't cross the 	finish line. I talked about my feelings on the subject of your quasi-Spartan 	fish people in our last game of postal tennis, and no miracle has since 		shifted my resolve. They're a cheap gimmick resolution for a plot that was 	otherwise humming along very sweetly; they'd be a cheap gimmick for 		Asimov and a cheap gimmick for Kuttner and I hope you'll accept it as a 		token of prestige when I insist that they're a cheap gimmick for DeVere. 		Let us say the ball is now on your side of the net- and when are you   		going to send me that follow-up to "Cold Windings of the Murthalump?" 

		Regards,

		John"  

	I was having trouble making a decision. The sky business wasn't so hot that month, and that dangling paycheck was like a gravitational anomaly, distorting the usual orbit of my thoughts. 

	Furthermore, I was a bit melancholy. My one fellow female in the Rolling Plains APA, bright, funny little Pat Medford, had just departed Texas for California. She was the only correspondent I ever entrusted with the full meaning of my initials. Pat was bound for Santa Barbara, chasing an advanced degree in something biological. Myrmecology, I think. The study of ants. Her father was famous for it, and she wanted to be the second Dr. Medford in the field. She promised to keep writing, but I knew a quest for a PhD would keep her chained to the proverbial grindstone. 

	I've thought about her a few times in the years I've been here. I hope she got that doctorate, and that myrmecology turned out to be the adventure she was hoping for. I suppose I'll never know. 

	Anyhow, that brutally hot damp Saturday morning, the ring of the phone was a welcome distraction from my fairly congealed thoughts. I stubbed out the smoldering fragment of my cigarette and grabbed the handset.

	"Hate to trouble you, Violet." It was Jubal Abernathy, part-time manager at the air terminal when Mr. Derryberry wasn't in town. "Would you be averse to going up today?"

	"Why Jubal, when I don't feel like going up you'll know I've accidentally cut off my own head. What gives?"

	"There's a fellow hurt bad up in Paducah, and their doctor's off somewhere. Doc Soames needs to get up there right fast."

	"Mercy mission, huh?" My head lost its fuzz in a hurry. "I'll come straight down."   
         
	"Thanks, Violet, I knew I could count on you. We'll figure out something for your gas and time-"

	"Hey, I didn't ask!"

	"Just looking out for you, Violet. You know me. See you soon."

	Paducah was about a hundred and ten miles northwest as the crow flew, and probably a bit more as the Oldsmobile crawled. I could heave a doctor up there two or three times as fast as anyone in a car.  
	
	I dressed in a hurry- plain old work shirt, gray mechanic's trousers, scuffed loafers. I yanked my hair back and tied it with one of dad's handkerchiefs, and left most of my assorted junk on the kitchen table. All I had when I ran out the door, by way of gear, was my own leather flight jacket, my sunglasses, and my little black wallet with a few bucks and most of my license cards. In the inner pocket of my jacket was a single open pack of Chesterfields and a matchbook. Nobody'd bothered to tell me I was packing to leave the planet. 

***** 

	I screeched up to the hangar in dad's 1940 Ford pickup. It had once been a bright beautiful red, before ten years of weather made a mobile Picasso out of it. 

	Dr. Emerson Soames was pacing in the shadowed hangar interior, keeping out of the sun like an ant that's spotted a magnifying glass. As I hopped out of the truck, my mind was whirling with calculations for the flight.

	"Hey, Doc," I shouted. Soames was a pleasant gnome of a man, with piercing dark eyes in a face seamed and wrinkled like a clay pinch-pot. He was good at what he did, and trusted around the air terminal. "How much do you weigh?"

	"What an impertinent question, Miss DeVere." He raised his eyebrows, and with some of his wrinkles formed a smile. "But for the record, one hundred and forty-three pounds, not counting my shoes. Or my bag."

	"What about the bag?"

	"Thirty pounds, maybe." He gestured to a heavy satchel sitting against the hangar wall. "Not sure what I'll need, so I packed the big bag. Sulfa, splints, my-"

	"What's the emergency?"

	"Fella got thrown off a horse. Compound fractures in his right leg, and they're afraid to move him. Rightly so, it sounds like."

	"Well," I said, "I'm guessing we'll be about seventy minutes in the air, pushing her for all she's worth. Will that be good enough?"

	"It's the best the poor guy's gonna get," said Soames.

	Jubal helped Soames and his bag into the little cabin of the plane while I did some quick work with my slipstick. One hundred and thirty pounds of Violet, plus one hundred and seventy pounds of Doc and gear. . . we were well within my L-2's weight limits, but I had to figure out how much fuel I could afford to leave behind for the sake of a little extra speed, without letting the tank go dry twenty miles early and a few thousand feet too high. 

	When I'd done my math homework and a pre-flight check, I hopped into the cockpit. I buckled in, then set my flight jacket on my lap- it might have been hot enough to turn pigs into bacon at ground level, but once you get up a few thousand feet, you can never be sure what sort of conditions you might discover. 

	"Ever done much flying, Doc?"
	
	"I'm afraid this will constitute my introduction to the wild blue yonder, Miss DeVere."

	"Nervous?"

	"It's fair to say that poor bastard up in Paducah is lucky I took a solemn physician's oath."

	"Well, don't fret. This sweetheart may rock a little on a hot day like this, but the good news is, she can take off or land from the back of a cow, if the cow stands still for a moment."    

	"What's the bad news?"

	"I didn't say there was any bad news, did I?" I turned and favored Soames with what I hoped was my most wolfish hot-doggin' air-ace grin. "You strapped in tight?"

	"Yes. Although, I do hate to ask, but I didn't have any chance to eat or drink before I got the call. Is there-"

	"My complete patented emergency sustenance kit is located directly under your seat, Doc. Help yourself."

	My complete patented emergency sustenance kit consisted of one bottle of Sun Tang Red Cream Soda. Soames nursed it with surprisingly steady hands as I spun us up to flight speed and sent us into the wind, cranking my baby's four-cylinder engine for every last one of the sixty-five horses it was good for. In moments we were banking over the field, turning northwest at five hundred feet. I gave our wings a gentle waggle for good luck, and then we hauled tail for Paducah, climbing gently as we went.

*****

	Wind was out of the southeast at ten knots. Temperature at ground level was about a hundred and five. The sky above was thick with wispy cirrus clouds, looking like a field of unravelled asbestos fibers, but that was all well past twenty thousand feet. I leveled us off at sixty-five hundred, in warm clear air with perfect visibility ten miles or more in any direction. We got a good hard bounce every few minutes, but when the sun beats down on the countryside like that you can expect some air pockets to float up and make your acquaintance.      

	I was having a fine time- this wasn't just a job, it was a mission, with a wistful tinge of my old WASP days. We'd been in the air about twenty minutes when Soames tapped me on my left shoulder.

	"Miss DeVere," he shouted, "I hate to bother you with what might be a silly question, but what am I looking at directly behind us?"

	I checked six, and past the dark line of the rudder, against the bright blue sky I saw a thin, rippling red line.

	"Doc," I said, mouth wide open, "I can honestly say I have no idea."

	I watched for a few moments, directly and in my mirrors, as the rippling strand of crimson grew larger, like a bleeding gash in the sky. I couldn't yet tell whether it was getting closer or simply spreading, back where it was. I decided to get on the horn.

	"Abilene Terminal, Taylorcraft six-one-niner Able," I said into my radio headset. I got nothing but static back. "Abilene Terminal, Taylorcraft six-one-niner Able!"

	"I could swear it's getting closer," said Soames. 

	He was right. The details within the redness were more distinct. The thing had a rippling, gaseous sort of texture, almost like a cloud, though it had a tint that no ordinary cloud had any business showing off in the middle of such a healthy blue sky. 

	"Might be some kind of St. Elmo's Fire," I said. "Spend enough time in the air, you'll see the damnedest things. I'm gonna take us up a ways to get over it."

	While I hauled back on the stick, I continued my fruitless attempts to make radio contact with anyone that might know what was going on. "Abilene traffic, Taylorcraft six-one-niner Able, please respond. Any Abilene traffic, please respond, over."

	I did not like the static I was getting in return. It meant that either the radio I'd checked on the ground less than half an hour before had suddenly failed, or something was messing with transmission and reception. I leveled us off again at seventy-eight hundred feet.

	"Seems to be moving on the same heading we are," I said. "Should pass right beneath us. Makes me wish I'd brought up a camera."

	"Miss DeVere, I hate to complain again, but I'm afraid-"

	"Holy hell," I said before he was even finished. The scarlet thing climbed, with two or three times the vertical speed I'd just managed, until it was once again directly level with us, and closer than ever. I couldn't be sure, lacking any real frame of reference for the sinister red phenomenon, but I'd say at that point it was no more than four miles away. "Hang on, Doc."

	I banked us to the right, a good hard turn that pointed us due east. I watched the thing out the starboard cabin window- flowing like a bloodstain in water, it surged along with us, still closing. Two miles now, at most. I had a fiercely cold lump in my stomach. 

	"I don't think that's a cloud." I muttered. "Really hold on, Doc." I banked left and gave us a hard yaw, which pitched our nose down below the horizon. Brown and green fields whirled below us as we twisted and dove, with the engine roaring and the air screaming around us. I whipped us back up at five thousand feet, and then checked our six and swore. 

	The cloud was racing straight down upon us, from above and behind and all sides, unfolding and billowing. I could see white flashes of energy, like heat lightning, stabbing the air from within its boiling red depths.

	"Mayday mayday mayday," I hollered into the radio, "mayday mayday mayday, Taylorcraft six-one-niner Able, in need of... oh, shit, mayday, God, we need-"

	The air filled with a throbbing, pulsing rhythm, and the L-2 shook like a toy in the hands of an angry toddler. My airspeed counter started rolling off nonsense numbers, and my dash compass went mad. The red cloud enfolded us, and the control column bucked in my hands. I lost track of our orientation- the world outside vanished in the redness, and we tumbled crazily, with white-hot electrical arcs rippling across the wings and spars. I could see fragments of wing skin peeling away into the maelstrom. Doc's bag tumbled around the cabin, along with an empty glass soda bottle. 

	The air stank of ozone, and the sizzling crackle of the unearthly lightning grew so loud I couldn't even hear myself screaming. The world flew to pieces around me, and I thought for sure that we were dead.

*****

	A cotton-candy sensation in my stomach, a tickle. Like the instant of free-fall you can get plunging back and forth on a playground swing, if you do it just right. I drifted in soft darkness, too confused to think. Then I had solid weight again, and I hit dirt so hard my consciousness held up its hand to the waiter and said "Check, please!"

	I was only out for a few seconds, I'm sure. The pain saw to that. The plane was gone, along with my chair and my straps, and somehow I was sprawled face-down on loose, cool sand, with my flight jacket stuffed under my left cheek. Most of the impact on my upper body seemed to have been taken by my breasts- and that's not what they were meant for. Let me tell you, imaginary reader, that I had a good long howl before I did anything else. 

	What the hell had happened? I rolled sideways and ran my fingers through the orange-red sand and gravel of my resting place, and I tried to gather my wits. Not moments earlier I'd been tumbling out of control, probably moving straight down at about two hundred miles an hour. I'd landed hard, sure, but something had clearly decelerated me with incredible efficiency just before that. Human beings who met the ground with the momentum of a crash dive didn't yowl over their bruises, they turned into spaghetti sauce.

	It took me a moment to realize that along with the pain, I felt a strange lightness all over my body. An unnerving sensation, but almost pleasant despite everything. I pushed myself up to take a look around, and received two major shocks.

	The first was that my little nudge jack-knifed me backwards and carried me to my knees. I'd exerted about as much force as required for a single meek push-up, and popped upward like a spring.

	The second startling thing I noticed was that I was kneeling in the shadow of the most incomprehensibly vast structure I'd ever seen- a tower like a dozen madly-stacked Chrysler Buildings in dull red stone and cold blue metal. Its dark heights soared past the point of visibility under a deep black sky that was on fire with stars. They glowed up there like the image of ten thousand grains of radium dust thrown across a sheet of photographic film.

	I knew in an instant that if I wasn't dreaming, this wasn't Texas. This wasn't Earth.

	I heard a choking sob from just behind me. I turned clumsily, and saw Doc Soames curled up there on the red sand, trying to move. His busted glasses lay beside his face, and his medical bag was in a little crater of its own, crumpled like road kill.  

	Doc wasn't alone.

	There were twenty or thirty of them standing just beyond him, tall, dangerous-looking figures in dark suits... no. Armor. The impossible starlight gleamed on their steel-gray armor, ribbed and segmented like drawings I'd once seen of Roman legionaries. They wore long cloak-coats the color of gray smoke, with the mantles thrown back over their shoulders, and they had gray iron masks that cast their eyes into deepest shadow. 

	Every one of them carried a long, hard object that had to be some sort of weapon. Moving in unison, they came forward across the sand, armored hands outstretched toward Doc and myself.   


Chapter 3

The Representative Sample


	I suppose it was a narrow-minded assumption on my part, imaginary reader, that they weren't friendly. Maybe the Rotary Club welcome wagon in this neck of the woods just had a thing for cloaks, and in a few minutes we'd all be taking a nice flying saucer ride for lemonade and hot dogs. Yet something in my gut was screaming that they meant us no good, and I acted accordingly- I jumped to my feet.

	By the time I was five feet off the ground, I realized that I wasn't merely light-headed or confused from the crash- someone had most definitely turned down the gravity. I twirled in mid-air, came down soft as a feather, and then leapt again, soaring straight over the Doc. I didn't mean to directly attack the platoon of cloaked figures, but I guess that's how it looked- one very excited earth woman, arms flailing, coming at them from eight feet in the air. 

	The armored strangers were ready for me. Several of them were equipped with catch-poles, ten or twelve feet long, ending in mechanical clamps that were slammed shut on my arms and legs with sinister hissing snaps. The clamps were padded, but their grip was painfully firm- I doubt I could have struggled free without losing my clothes and a lot of skin into the bargain. Using the leverage of their poles, my assailants slammed me back down to the sand and held me there like a captive animal.

	"Hey," I snarled, "Hey! What the hell do you guys think you're doing?"

	"Miss DeVere," shouted Soames, "Are you all right? I can barely- why, what the...!"

	They caught the Doc with clamps around his arms. Two of them hauled him up, actually lifting him off the ground, while a third came forward with a device that looked like an atomic-age butterfly net- a glass hemisphere on the end of a long stick. They slapped that thing down over the Doc's head, muffling his protests, and an instant later his features were obscured by a jet of dark purplish vapor that rapidly filled the glass bubble. He kicked spasmodically and went limp.

	"Oh, you sons of- oh no, you had better not!" I yelled. The wielder of the vapor dome lifted the device from the Doc's head, and the dark stuff dissipated into the air. Doc was out cold- and now the guy was coming for me. "Can any of you understand what I'm saying? There's no need for whatever you're doing- there's no need!"

	I fought back desperately, but the four fellows working the catch-poles had them up at shoulder level and were leaning into them hard. The transparent dome slapped down over my head, and I tried to hold my breath as the purple gas sprayed into my face, but it got up my nose in an instant and tickled fiercely. I sneezed, gagged, and gasped reflexively, and that was it- the stuff slid down my throat, cold and oily and itchy as hell, and I was tumbling into blackness before I even had time to be disgusted. 

					*****

	That was no momentary flutter of consciousness. I was out for a good long time.

	And then...

	Well, here's an experiment you can try at home, imaginary reader. Mix a pound of old roofing nails with some gravel and a bag of flour. Open the hood of the nearest car, pop the cap on the oil reservoir, and dump it all in. Close her back up, turn the key in the ignition, sit back and observe the results. 

	That was about how my head felt when I next came to, and found myself (sans jacket) on the cold, hard floor of a new accommodation. It was a cell, and it wasn't pretty- every surface was made of dull blue metal, and there wasn't a bed or a window or even a door to be seen. A soft rattling hiss from a network of dark holes in one corner of the ceiling told me I had ventilation, at least. The air was cool and dry and smelled faintly of machine oil. 

	"Oh my god," I muttered, and rolled onto my back. I would have been hard-pressed to invent a room with fewer comforts than the one in which I now found myself, but with the shape my head was in, that cold hard alien metal floor felt softer than a baby duck's butt. I resolved to do nothing but lay there for a while and watch the walls wobble.

	"Ah, your consciousness returns," said a soft voice from somewhere behind me. 

	I rolled over and noticed, for the first time, the little fellow sitting in a far corner of the cell, calmly watching me with his legs folded beneath him. 

	The little red not-human-at-all fellow. 

	I wish I could tell you, dear reader, that I had some kind of bold John Carter moment, that I leapt to my feet and shrugged off my illness and stood tall and proud as humanity's ambassador to wherever the hell I was. But that's not what happened.

	"Holy Jesus, I'm not dreaming," I whispered, clutching my head as I stared at my cellmate. He was humanoid, dressed in a pale brown robe, and sitting there as calm as a garden statue. He had gnarled, leathery skin, the color of old dried blood, and wide dark eyes like wet slices of black olive, and when he blinked it was like elevator doors sliding shut. Even over the faint noise of the ventilator I could hear those membranes sliding together with a little rustle like shuffled paper. 

	And I was afraid. 

	It hurts to write that, but I was. All my life I had longed for a moment like this, whether I knew it or not. Hadn't I climbed the Tower of the Elephant, taken a starship to Trantor, fought my way across Barsoom? Blown whole solar systems out of existence staring into the three-dimensional displays of the Lensmen? Hadn't I taken those journeys and done those deeds a thousand times in my own mind, longing for strangeness and adventure and contact with things beyond? Well, the real deal, the honest-to-god moment of that contact, was staring me in the face... and all I could do was lie there and feel the tears tickle the edges of my eyes.  

	"Blueworlder," said the little red man- and when I say little, I mean I had twenty or thirty pounds on him, easily- "your eyes are discharging moisture. This one's duty is to rehydrate you. Further loss prior to completion of this one's task would cause this one consternation."

	And then he held out a little bowl of water, polite as you please. Just the sight of it gave me enough strength to slide up on my elbows- I was aided here once again by the milder gravity of my new locale, which compensated for my awful weakness. Had I felt like this after the crash? I'd been in pain, but surely not like this... although my head was a primary culprit, what I had was everywhere. My muscles were rubbery, my back ached, my mouth was dry and sour, and my throat burned- honestly, it felt like I'd caught malaria, and someone had tried to cure me by running me over with a truck. 

	"Thank you," I whispered, and crawled close enough to take the little bowl. It was clay, smoothly finished but undecorated. The water in it was flat and tepid and tasted like it had been flavored with engine rust, but I drank it down like it was god's private reserve of the really hard stuff. 	
"This one is entitled to no gratitude," said the red guy.

	"Why do you keep calling yourself that? You got a name?" I laid back and felt that wretched warm water sliding down my gullet, and like a parched sidewalk weed I swear that I firmed up a bit with every drop that soaked in.

	"Self-acknowledgement is disallowed for this one."

	"You can't say your own name?"

	"This one is a functionary. This one's designation is Functionary."

	"You can't even say 'I' or 'me' or 'my?'"

	"Such a liberty would be unthinkable, blueworlder." 

	"Blueworlder," I mused. "You must mean Earth? The planet with the oceans? Where are we now, if we're not on the, ah, blue world?"

	"Ours is the world next farthest from the sun."

	"Mars," I whispered. That would sure explain the difference in gravity. "But... Mars! Damn. That's... I can't remember how many millions of miles. How did I get here? And how do you know where I come from? Have you met, ah, blueworlders before?"

	"The All-Sovereign commands powers this one is not worthy to comprehend," said the little man, and when he spoke the phrase All-Sovereign he lowered his eyes to the floor in a quick sort of bow. "You have been drawn here to meet his requirements."

	"Drawn here to meet someone's requirements?" I didn't like the gist of that at all. "Is this All-Sovereign gonna put us back when we're finished? Because unless I miss my guess, right now the Civil Air Patrol is out buzzing the hills looking for the wreck of my airplane. Right now, some poor guy in Paducah is wondering where the hell he's gonna find another doctor!"

	"If you would accept this one's suggestion, for the sake of your peaceful deportment, avoid reflection on your previous existence. Such reflection can only cause you unnecessary distress."

	"Peaceful deportment? Look, the last thing on my mind right now is maintaining some sort of peaceful damn deportment! I mean, what is this? Am I in quarantine? Is this how you people treat visitors from other planets? What the hell happened to the man who came here with me?"

	"All of your fellow blueworlders are part of the representative sample, and are being held for interrogation."

	So, this was no quarantine, no big misunderstanding, no diplomatic snafu, to be followed by dinner and drinks and formal apologies to Congress. I was a prisoner, locked in a cell because someone absolutely wanted me there. Suddenly, a light bulb that had previously been pretty dim sizzled to life above my head, and I finally asked the very first question that should have jumped into my mind.  

	"Hey, where the hell did you learn English?"

	"This one is not speaking your language, blueworlder. Neither are you speaking Thoravedic. You were made to inhale the spores of a pan-linguistic mycomatrix."

	"That sounds awfully impressive, little guy. John Campbell'd give me six cents for that. But what the hell does that mean, exactly?" 

	"The spores have taken root in your nervous system and formed symbiotic nodules. This facilitates effortless communication with other sentients exposed to the matrix. All civilized inhabitants of the All-Sovereign's domain have been given the spores, including this one."

	"Symbiotic nodules," I muttered, feeling a shudder of revulsion pass through my body. "Jesus. You people infected me with some sort of telepathic space yeast. Not only am I not dreaming, I'm in a damned Hal Clement story! God, that must be why I feel like I'm getting over a fever."

	"Yes. Your physiology reacts unpleasantly to the introduction of the matrix. For that reason, it was administered with an anesthetic vapor, the after-effects of which should now be dissipating."

	"That's your story," I groaned. In truth, the water had given me back some strength, and while the general ache was diminishing, it wasn't doing so with anything resembling polite haste. 

	"Blueworlder," said the red fellow, "if you have recovered sufficient strength, would you care to reabsorb the nutrients you disgorged during your earlier distress?" He produced another clay bowl, and this one contained a pinkish-yellow mess that was just growing a sort of soft crust on top. My stomach did a ballet routine when I realized what it was. No wonder I'd woken up with such a horrendous taste in my mouth. 

	"Good lord, no. We don't, uh, re-absorb... discarded nutrients... uh, not in that fashion."

	"This one apologizes. This one's understanding of your physiology is limited."

	"You got anything else to eat around here?"

	"No. This one gathered your discarded nutriments merely as a courtesy while you were unconscious. No undigested food will be provided."

	"Well, you people make Huntsville look like a bed and breakfast. Can I convince you to slip something in your pocket for me at dinner tonight?"

	"This one has not expressed himself clearly. There will be no fresh nutriments for yourself or for this one. Neither of us will require them."

	"What? What the hell are you talking about? Unless that pan-fried fungus matrix fixed it so I've kicked the food habit, I'm gonna need to eat-"

	"Not within the time frame of your required service to the All-Sovereign."

	I was about to say something really obnoxious and un-ladylike, when the lighting in the cell changed. I couldn't actually tell where the new illumination was coming from, but a dull red light flashed three times. The little guy immediately rose to his knees and folded his hands in front of him. Maybe I was meant to do the same, but I think you'll understand, imaginary reader, if I say that my reserve of cooperative spirit had suddenly dwindled to quantities best sought after with a microscope.

	There was a rumble and a loud hydraulic hiss, and the wall directly opposite the little guy simply vanished, flung aside in the blink of an eye by a mechanism more powerful and precise than anything I'd ever seen on earth. Startled, I rolled over, wobbled to my feet, and put my back against one of the remaining walls. Outlined in a brighter red exterior light were at least a dozen imposing figures- more of the guards or soldiers that had met Doc Soames and myself when we'd arrived on Mars.  

	Seeing past their gear and uniforms, I could now spot the Martian-ness of their frames, a kinship with the little fellow who'd given me water, though the guards were taller and far more robust. Their heads were slightly larger than a human's, and their shoulders a touch wider, though my overall impression was otherwise one of narrowness. Their limbs were longer and thinner than ours, and their waists were the sort of hourglasses every girl is supposed to dream of. 

	They wore tight black and gray uniforms with ribbed cuirasses of metal foil, and I finally got a good look at the masks they wore- thin, heavily stylized iron half-masks that covered their lower faces, but not their gleaming black eyes. Above those they wore black hoods, held in place with slim iron circlets around their foreheads. 

	All but the one in the lead were carrying carbines of some sort, polished black weapons with tapering barrels and heavy butt-stocks. 

	"Rise, functionary," said the leader, and the little brown-robed guy did, slowly and meekly. "We have observed the fulfillment of your task."

	"Farewell, blueworlder," said the functionary. "This one has found his brief time in your company a most atypical diversion."

	"Uh, you're welcome," I said. "Guess I'll see you around."

	"No," said the little red guy, very quietly. 

	The leader of the guards gestured, and one of his men stepped forward, pointing his weapon at the functionary. My guts turned to ice.

	"No need to waste a desiccator charge," said the leader.

	"Of course, Squadmaster," said the advancing guard, reversing his weapon with one smooth motion.

	"Blueworlder," said the little guy hurriedly, "this one... this one's name used to be-"

	He was silenced by a gun-butt to the skull. Knocked clear off his feet, he fell against the back wall of the cell, where his attacker- his murderer- made sure of the job with three more swift, precise blows. I stood there, shocked stupid, while the killer wiped his gun clean on the brown robe of the crumpled little guy. The stuff he wiped off looked as red as anything I had in me.    

	And that, imaginary reader, is how I got my first really clear notion of just what sort of Wonderland I'd stumbled into on this side of my own personal rabbit hole.  

					*****

	"You bastards," I whispered, "you bastards, he didn't do anything to you, he was the most harmless god-damn guy I ever-"

	"Functionaries are not permitted to survive communication with blueworlders," said the Squadmaster in an even, reasonable tone of voice, like a shoe-store attendant explaining to me why my choice of color was out of season. 

	"Well, Jesus, why put him in my cell, then? Why not warn me? I could've kept quiet if it was so damned important to you-"

	"He was never important." The Squadmaster gestured again, and several of his men stepped up behind him, facing me. "Now, will you behave reasonably?"

	He had my answer when I flew across the cell at him, arms outstretched. Dizzy or not, I was livid, and I did something I thought was clever- I bent low and minimized the arc of my leap. Unfortunately, the Squadmaster was nobody's fool- he caught my arms with his own. My momentum carried us into the wall behind him, where we grappled furiously. I could sense his men moving in behind us.

	"Leave her," he said, more calmly than I would have expected. "She clearly requires an education."

	"I have one, you piece of crap," I said. "Tells me that I grew up on a planet with twice your gravity. You might not be so pleased with yourself in a moment or two." 

	Now, that wasn't part of my formal education, mind you. That was from the Edgar Rice Burroughs School of Cards To Play When Desperately Fighting For Your Life On Mars, from which nearly every science fiction reader I knew had taken correspondence courses. The odds were good that whatever advantages of size or sex he might have over me, my strength and sturdiness would be totally disproportionate to my frame, like a Martian who'd spent every moment of their life exercising inside a suit of heavy weights.    

	"True, the blue world has left you accustomed to a much heavier gravity," said the Squadmaster, grunting with exertion for the first time, "but I think you'll find that Thoravedic muscle tissue... is several times more efficient than your own."

	As he spoke, he strained fiercely against me, matching my strength and forcing my arms away from him. I lost my devil-may-care grin. 

	"I've seen blueworlders dissected," he whispered.

	"Happy to return the favor," I said. I feigned weakness for a split-second, then yanked my right arm out of his grip and slammed it hard against his slender neck, curling my thumb and fingers around it and squeezing for all I was worth. "Long as we're exchanging... science lessons... I'd bet good money that you've also got light, hollow bones... fragile... like a bird!" 

	It was a good bet, and maybe given enough time I could have snapped that neck like a turkey's wishbone, but the Squadmaster possessed something else I didn't- a rigorous education in hand-to-hand combat- and he was through playing with me. 

	He drove a knee into my stomach, knocking the wind out of me, and while I was still dealing with that surprise, he slipped out of my grip and pivoted like a judo fighter. I flew into a wall and landed badly, banging my head against the cold metal. There was no more forbearance after that. I was hoisted up by four or five of the guards, my hands were wrenched behind my back, and I felt some sort of metal cuff slapped around my wrists and fastened tight.   

	"There," said the Squadmaster. "We have given you something of an education, blueworlder. Now you will come with us to the Sciences Section, where you will be allowed to return the favor."  

					*****

	It's not easy to stare in awe at the wonders of a society that's just given you a glimpse of its underlying cruelty. When I think back on those first few steps outside my prison cell, I'm reminded of my feelings toward the Germans at the end of World War II. The first human rockets to scrape the edge of space were built by the slave labor of a state that had turned murder into an industrial process- a beautiful and worthy ambition hatched from perverse brutality. Think about something like that long enough and you'll drive yourself crazy.   

	Dissonance, I think, is the word I might be looking for. Well, imaginary reader, when I got my first few glimpses of the scale of Martian engineering, I had dissonance in spades.

	The detention complex was built much like a lock-up back on earth, with rows of cells opening onto railed walkways. I could see closed cell doors to my right and left. The major difference was that the walkways were under open air, not the roof of a prison building. In fact, I was looking out at a smooth orange-red cliff face, across an intervening gap of about two hundred yards.

	The sky above was the same jet-black, star-studded wonder I remembered from my arrival- and in the space below the gap was nothing, nothing but empty air, down to a darkened red plain at least a mile below. I swayed with a sense of vertigo that I had never once felt behind the controls of an airplane.

	I was marched to the center of the walkway on my cell level, and turned to face the cliff wall. There was a tall fortress-like structure clinging to the rocks across the way, well-lit by a sinister red glare, and I could spot at least two dozen Martians moving around or standing guard beside objects that bore more than a passing resemblance to spotlights and heavy guns. 

	"We have the last blueworlder," said the Squadmaster, seemingly to thin air. "Bring us over."

	From the fortress, a bridge exploded. Twenty feet wide, it shot across the gap with unthinkable speed- the length of two football fields was spanned as fast as I could snap my fingers, without any noise but a smooth whoosh of displaced air. The massive black tongue of metal, which had no visible supports, locked instantly into place beneath our walkway without so much as a bang or a shudder. I flinched in delayed reaction but the guards were already hauling me forward, across the wide gap. 

	I felt a cool breeze against my cheeks, and I couldn't keep my mouth shut. I needed to say something smart-assed to relieve my own creeping sense of awe. "Bet this is an uncomfortable duty station when the weather turns ugly, eh, fellas?"

	"There's no weather up here," said the Squadmaster with a hint of smugness. "It's not allowed."

	Well, hell. To that, I just plain had no response.

	I didn't cause any physical mischief on the walk across the bridge- the thought over going over one of those un-railed edges and falling to my death somewhere in the Martian darkness was awful. I did manage to turn my head and catch a wider glimpse of where we'd come from, however.

	I'd been in a room on one of the uppermost levels of a big rectangle of cells, about ten levels high and twenty, maybe thirty cells across on each level- I couldn't stop for a precise count, of course. But the most striking fact about the cell block was that it was built atop a smooth metal pylon, leading all the way down to the vast plain below- a relatively little box perched atop a sky-scraping needle. 

	My god, Alcatraz was as open as a weekend kiddie Bible camp by comparison. 

	Beyond the spire-top prison was the sweeping arc of a high-walled starlit valley, not just a few miles across but quite plainly an order of magnitude more vast. On earth, I was sure, I would have seen the view fading into mist or clouds, but in this cool, dry air where weather was "not allowed," I could see all the way to the opposite side. There were no other artificial structures visible upon the valley floor, but I could make out dark silhouettes sliding across the stars above us- air vessels of some sort, though how huge or high up, there was just no telling.

	Soon enough we were nearly across the chasm, and I saw that my guess about the function of the objects dotting the exterior of the fortress had been correct. Every Martian in view wore some variation of the uniform of my guards, and several teams of them were manning light artillery the rough size and shape of Bofors guns. These weapons were in swivel turrets that had no trouble tracking us as we traversed the bridge. The news for anyone contemplating a skedaddle from that prison just kept getting better and better.

					*****

	Once inside the fortress, I was led up corridors and stairs, across wide mechanical bays, past barracks and vaults and rooms where dozens of Martians sat concentrating on the gleaming readouts of machines well beyond my powers of identification. Despite their mastery of physical engineering my captors seemed to have no qualms about old-fashioned exercise... or perhaps I was merely being singled out for a bit of softening up before my interrogation. At any rate, we walked for quite a while, and while some of my attention was focused on simply maintaining a dignified stride and not bouncing in the air with every step, I was able to make a few useful observations. 

	Wherever I was, it was an armed camp- at every turn there were more guards, more varieties of uniform, more weapons. Furthermore, the whole place struck me as some sort of active operations center. There was no lounging and no laughter. Everyone seemed to have a place, or to be moving with a firm purpose. There was a tension in the air that even my alien senses could pick up. 

	Also, while I could see lines of angular symbols everywhere, on walls and doors and electronic viewing screens, they meant absolutely nothing to me. The most logical conclusion (and experience eventually proved me sadly correct, imaginary reader) seemed to be that the linguistic spores I'd inhaled only translated the spoken word. Until I got a chance to hit the books the old-fashioned way, anything a Martian wrote down was doomed to be as much gibberish to my eyes as Mandarin Chinese would have been to his. 

	The most interesting discovery of all was that I was swimming in a sea of masks. At first I'd taken the iron coverings on the lower faces of my guards as some sort of flourish to their uniforms, perhaps for the sake of intimidating prisoners. But as we moved deeper and deeper into the complex, I didn't see a single uncovered Martian face. There were full iron masks, cloth masks, copper masks (some with a greenish patina), and even the occasional gleaming silver mask. The precise meaning of all the various styles and compositions of the masks was beyond me, but I didn't think it was a coincidence that the only other naked features I'd seen had belonged to a fellow occupant of a jail cell. 

	Unless I missed my guess, style on Mars meant never having to show the world your real face. 

					*****

	The room I was eventually taken to was high up in the fortress, so high that my guards had to relent from their apparent desire to march me into the floor. They shoved me into an elevator that was large enough to hold a garden party. This device, which was glass-fronted with an exterior view, moved almost as swiftly and soundlessly in the vertical plane as the prison bridge had exploded horizontally... though I could detect only the faintest sense of acceleration in my gut, and no change in air-pressure at all.

	We were in motion for nearly a minute, and as we rose, I could see once again across the incredible valley, though my prison was now well below us, and it grew much smaller as the moments passed. 

	This was when I got my first good look at the dark shapes occulting the stars. They were irregular, bulbous cylinders, completely dark below but lit from above with what I assumed were navigational lights. As we came abreast with them, I spotted superstructures, gun emplacements, and a variety of strange antennae on their upper surfaces. The vessels were easily the size of aircraft carriers, and they drifted in the sky with the majestic grace of Zeppelins, though nothing about them looked as soft or flimsy as a gasbag. 

	At last, the elevator came smoothly to a halt and a small door opened onto the room that had been set aside for my interrogation. 

					*****

	It was a hemisphere, about a hundred feet in diameter, enclosed from floor to ceiling in blue metal shutters, so the general effect was like being inside an unbudded metal rose. In the middle of the smooth floor was a single reclining seat, heavily padded, much like a dentist's chair- though not even the worst dentist in Abilene had ever needed anything like the heavy steel shackles hanging open for my legs and hands. 

	I suppose I twitched nervously, or maybe my personal goon squad was just used to their prisoners getting edgy when they saw the accommodations. I was carried bodily to the chair and held down by the weight of a dozen strong arms while the metal clamps were slammed over my ankles and wrists. Once I was secure, the guards spread out in an arc, standing easy but alert, with their weapons ready.

	"Oh, yeah, better keep those guns on me, idiots." I muttered. "I bet I could be out of these cuffs in just nine or ten hours if I really felt like it!"

	If Martians smirked, that Squadmaster was smirking behind his mask, I just knew it. I settled my head back against the padded chair and sighed- nothing about the situation was good, but at least my post-mycomatrix hangover was still gradually fading. 

	There was a whirr and a hiss, and a circle of golden light appeared in the metal floor about ten feet to my right. A Martian in a twilight-blue robe and a greenish copper mask rose out of the circle, which closed beneath him without leaving a visible seam. 

	"Squadmaster Mathrel," said the newcomer, "your guest seems to have lit a fire of curiosity at a rather high altitude." 

	"Sir?"

	"Exarch Thrail wants a word with her. Personally." 

	"Thrail? Coming here?"

	"As we speak."

	The blue-robed Martian walked over, placed a hand against my chin, and tilted my head slightly back. The features of his mask were a sterile caricature of the facial structure I'd seen on the murdered functionary- wide dark eye slits, long narrow nose, high cheekbones and a dark slash for a mouth. I thought it looked a bit smug. "Yes," he said, "I can see it really is a her this time. My compliments."

	"It's easier to tell when they're younger, sir," said the Squadmaster. "Must I hear about that incident for the rest of my-"

	"Until you outrank me, yes," said the newcomer, and he made a rhythmic clicking noise with the back of his throat, a noise that I would eventually find out was the Martian equivalent of a chuckle. He then ran his fingers lightly through my hair, and I flinched. That got me a soft pat on the shoulder.

	"Be at ease, blueworlder. I'm Synthesist Avila, Sciences Section. Your time here could pass very smoothly... if you can avoid any outbursts of ill temper."

	"I'll see what I can do. You sure you gotta run your damn hands all over me?"

	"Forgive me. I'm your medical advocate, here to monitor your physical well-being."      

	"Really? Well, watch yourself. Your buddy in black likes to beat people to death for doing me favors."

	"Ah. I take it you crossed paths with a functionary. What an unfortunate waste of resources."

	"Resources? Oh yeah, resources. Like a heart and soul, you piece of-" 

	The door from the elevator slid open, and I lost my train of vulgarity. Avila and Mathrel spun toward the door, snapping to attention in a very earthly fashion, with their hands folded in front of them. Mathrel's men threw their weapons over their shoulders and composed themselves just as fast. 

	The first thing through the door was a file of soldiers, and I say that deliberately- my immediate impression was that they were a different sort of bird altogether from Mathrel's bunch. They wore long gray cloak-coats, just like the welcoming committee that had captured myself and Doc Soames. Their masks were still iron, but they were full-face, and their weapons were larger and more powerful-looking, real Buck Rogers numbers. There were eight of them, and they split into two lines, forming a corridor for the big shot that came after them.

	His robes were not exactly elaborate, but they were rich and elegantly cut, dark gray bordered with folds of gold, a gold that matched the gleaming perfection of his mask. No patina for this fellow- gold mask, gold circlet, and jeweled pins for the gray hood surrounding his head. He moved with graceful, confident steps, closely followed by two underlings in blue robes and tarnished copper masks like Avila's. 

	One of them was carrying my flight jacket.

	"Exarch," said Avila, bowing from the waist, "welcome to the Sciences Section. Your presence is an unexpected honor."

	"Blueworlder DeVere's presence is an unexpected opportunity," said the gold-masked Martian. His voice was deep and smooth and somehow cultured- I suddenly wondered how much power the linguistic spores had to color or even distort my perceptions. Just how impartial was their translation? 

	"How do you know that name?" I said. "Do I talk in my sleep?"

	"Your companion, the blueworlder Soames, was kind enough to name you for us at the conclusion of his interview."

	"That a fact? What'd you do, break his kneecaps?"

	"Really, Violet, if I may presume to call you that, we seem to have begun this relationship poorly." 

	"You're a pack of murderers," I said. "You're a bunch of goddamn murdering goons! I didn't ask to come here, and that functionary that got slugged in my cell certainly didn't ask for what he got-"

	"Violet," said the Exarch, "if our positions were reversed, I honestly believe I'd be just as disoriented as you are. Our ways must seem utterly strange to you. Might I suggest... might I ask, that you reserve some of your judgment until you've learned more about us?"

	"I'm not making any promises."

	"Nor do I require them." The Exarch waved a hand at the floor, and about three feet to the right of my chair a wide padded stool popped up into position. He settled himself and his robes into it and drew his legs up beneath him, so that it almost looked as though he were levitating there without support. "Squadmaster, your unit is dismissed. Wait down below with my men until summoned."

	"Exarch- ah, Excellency, are you sure that's-"

	"Did the words leave my mouth, Squadmaster?"

	"Of course. Your will, Exarch."

	Mathrel and his boys withdrew to the elevator, followed by the cloaked heavies that had come in with the Exarch. In a moment they were whisked quietly back downward, and were were all alone- just Thrail, his two assistants, Avila, and yours truly.

	"Mathrel and his cohorts are a necessary tool," said the Exarch. "Unfortunately, some tools are dull. Your earlier treatment was regrettable. Up here we can be more civilized."

	"And yet, somehow, I still find myself shackled to my chair," I said.

	"In our gravity, an impulsive blueworlder becomes a cause for general concern."

	"You might be more polite than Mathrel and his thugs, Exarch, but frankly, you're still trying to hang a party hat on the fact that I'm a prisoner."

	"Avila," said the Exarch, after a moment of silence, "bring our blueworlder a new container of water."

	"Immediately, Excellency."

	"And release the restraints on her wrists."

	"I- ah, yes. Very good, Excellency."

	Avila fussed with something behind me. In the meantime, the Exarch's blue-robed underlings summoned stools for themselves out of the floor and perched, much as he had, about twenty yards away. One of them set a wide silver slate on their lap- this was my first glimpse of a Martian electric writing table, the same sort of device on which I'm spilling all of this history for you, my pretend audience- while the other sat quietly holding my jacket, along with a metal package about the size of a shoebox. 

	"Here," said Avila, appearing at my left with a transparent bowl of water. He waved his free hand over my wrist shackles, and they sprang open. I took the bowl in my hands, and finding it cool to the touch, made the decision to sacrifice a bit of dignity and have a gulp. I figured it was wise to seize what I could and get it in me while it was being offered.

	"An adequate gesture of good faith?" asked the Exarch.

	"Nicely done," I said, and helped myself to another sip. "Since it really doesn't knock your power over me down by one tiny notch. Thanks for the water, though."

	"Avila tells me that your hydration needs are more extreme than our own."

	"I'm sure Avila's right." I finished the water off, just in case this conversation had a nasty detour in store, and held the empty container in my lap. It was some sort of light plastic, hardly useful as a weapon. "Now, who are you? What does Exarch mean?"

	"Intriguing," said Thrail. "Is the wrong person sitting in that chair?"

	"If you'd be willing to settle just a few of my questions," I said, "I might be more willing to handle yours."

	In truth, I was barely willing to tell these people my shoe size, but I figured that any chance I had to curb my stark ignorance of their world was worth a little white lie.  

	"Exarchs," said Thrail, "are the chief lieutenants of the All-Sovereign. Each of us is responsible for one significant aspect of the government. Exarch Vorus, for example, commands the Sciences Section, but your presence here on Mars falls more within my purview."

	"And you are... 

	"Loyalty Section."

	"Ahhh," I said. "I think I can read that euphemism a mile away. You're the guys with the long black coats and the secret lists. The night and fog boys." 

	"The translation spores may be doing neither of us a favor," he said slowly, "but I believe I comprehend your meaning. And yes... I tend to matters of security, public and private."

	"You're the Gestapo."

	"Be very cautious, Violet, in applying a blueworld context to my duties. That phrase you just used did not strike me as flattery."  

	"I'm sorry." Like hell I was, but if I wanted to pump Thrail for useful information, it was best not to spit in his face, even if he was wearing that gold mask. "So who or what is the All-Sovereign?"

	"Our supreme leader," said Thrail, with what sounded like genuine enthusiasm. "The architect of our salvation. He united the civilized tribes of Mars after generations of pointless warfare. He swept the unworthy onto the sands, and led us in reclaiming our technological birthright." 

	"Sounds swell." I had visions of a Big Brother figure, a rousing fiction, conjured at the push of a few buttons by executive-suite types like Thrail. "He's a real person, flesh-and-blood?"

	"As real as you or I." 

	"Is he planning on dropping by?" 

	"You're a special case, Violet, but I'm sure you can understand that the duties of the All-Sovereign are even more pressing than those of his Exarchs. However- would you like to see where he is?" 

	"Sure, I guess."

	"Avila, lower the shields."

	"Your will, Exarch." 

	The lights snapped off. The curving blue metal shutters surrounding our dome slid away and vanished in the space between heartbeats- instantly, silently, shockingly, I found myself under the phosphorescent stars again, on a seemingly open platform. The walls previously enclosed by the metal shutters were transparent, to a degree of perfection I would never have believed possible, even for these people. 

	An agoraphobic probably would have just keeled over right on the spot, like something out of a cartoon- legs straight up, funeral flowers already conveniently clutched in their hands. 

	The only visible object higher than our platform was the tower I'd seen in my first few moments on Mars- the insanely vast structure of muted red and blue, looming upward, upward, upward- even from our vantage point, I couldn't see the top. If I'd had to guess, I would have said the closest side was about a mile away. It blotted out a significant portion of the sky directly in front of me.  

	"High Silence," said Thrail. "The citadel of the All-Sovereign."

	"Jesus," I whispered. "I saw it from below... I've never even imagined anything like it."

	"There is nothing like it. It's the largest structure ever built by thinking beings in this solar system. The All-Sovereign's chambers are twenty-five miles above the mean level of the planetary desert." He made a rapid clicking noise in his throat. "But I'm being disingenuous- High Silence is built on the upper rim of a shield volcano roughly sixteen miles above the plains... so the structure itself is only nine miles high."

	Only thirty Empire State Buildings, stacked on top of one another. That was my rough estimate. My slide rule had presumably been destroyed along with my L-2, otherwise, I might've had a strong urge to whip it out and be more precise.

	"Sixteen miles," I muttered as another thought occurred to me. "Wait a minute, that's where we are? The ground I've seen, that valley, was actually the top of a-"

	"Yes. Detention block pylons are built roughly five thousand feet above the surface of the caldera, facing the western rim wall. The valley you saw is a cold volcanic crater about, oh, eighty miles wide. The mountain itself is four or five times that in diameter."

	"Nix Olympica," I said. "That's what it's called... I read an article. Some sort of surface feature you can spot from Earth- don't even need a really big telescope."

	"I've heard other blueworlders use that phrase," said Thrail. "We call it something else, of course." More rapid throat-clicking. "The Sovereign Eye. Our civilization was born at its base. Our greatest cities are built into its outer western rim, in the shadow of High Silence."

	"Your goons frog-marched me across an open bridge to get me out of my prison," I said. "How the hell is there air up here? Is the gravity-"

	"Avila could better answer your abstract concerns about gravity or air pressure," said Thrail. "Suffice to know, we are indeed well above the life-sustaining region of the Martian atmosphere, and we maintain our balmy little envelope by artificial means."

	"How in Christ... how can you hide something like this? You must have radio transmissions, city lights- how have we not spotted a civilization as advanced as yours from Earth?"

	"Surely that's no mystery," said Thrail. "If you haven't seen us, it's because we do not wish to be seen." 

	"But-"

	"I think I've been more than amiable, Violet. I think it's past time for you to answer a few questions of mine."

	"All right," I said. "I'll be as helpful as I can, but I hope you understand- I won't tell you anything about the defenses of my world."

	At that, Thrail laughed- Martians might chuckle differently than you or I, imaginary reader, but when something really tickles them, they sound just like us. Thrail was tickled.

	"The defenses of your world," he wheezed. "Oh, that alone was worth the trip up here. Blueworlder, you've seen the level of power we can afford to expend on something as simple as an elevator. You see High Silence, right there before you. The All-Sovereign could, if he so desired, wipe every last speck of life from your planet, sterilizing it down to the blackest depths of its oceans, and it would cost him no more effort than you expended drinking your little saucer of water."

	"Now that's gotta be crap," I said. "I can't deny you people build some mighty fine things, but if we're that far beneath your concern, why would you even bother with this interrogation bull-"

	"The question isn't whether or not you're insignificant," said Thrail. "The question is, are you still insignificant enough to justify continued postponement of your absolute destruction?"

	"Oh," I said. "Well, if you put it that way, I can give you some pretty precise information on our flint arrowheads... and we have some mean horse cavalry. And I heard about this one guy who's building a catapult, but that work's not really out of the testing stage yet..."

	"Violet," said Thrail, who had gone as still as a statue, "it's no accident that a functionary was waiting for you in your cell when you awoke. I have twenty blueworlders in custody; a functionary was put into contact with each of you. That required twenty executions, and the reactions to those executions told me what sort of beings I'm dealing with."

	"So," I said. "Now the mask comes off. So to speak."

	"You didn't really think I was being polite because you deserved it, did you? I have your reaction on file, and now I've spent enough time with you personally to get to know you very well." 

	"You don't know a damn thing about me!"

	"I know you like I know the weather. I'm absolutely certain that in just a moment you'll put your arms willingly back into those shackles for me." 

	"Really? Well, you can kiss my ass." I folded my arms across my chest. "You want a shot, you got it. Hope you're stronger than your boy Mathrel."

	"In eighteen of my detention block cells," said Thrail, "I hold blueworlders that are unknown to you. In the nineteenth, however, I have your physician Soames. By varying the atmospheric pressure within his cell, I could easily cause him to be made uncomfortable, or seriously injured, or even-"

	"Dammit." I threw the empty plastic container on the ground and slid my hands politely back into the shackles, which snapped tight around them instantly.  

	"You see? I know people, Violet. The first business of Loyalty Section is people, whether blueworlders or red. And you, I'm afraid, are rather inflexible about your principles."

	"So this is your game, huh? You don't like my answers to your questions, you're gonna threaten Soames?"

	"No," said Thrail. "Having taken your measure, I'm afraid that I wouldn't trust you even under that duress. I require a firmer guarantee of the value of your intelligence."

	He waved his hand at the floor again, and an articulated metal pole shot up, holding a transparent, rectangular plastic box. He adjusted it so that it was about level with my chest, and then beckoned to his attendants.

	"Zhanazia, come here. Bring your little pet."

	The attendant with the metal container rose to their feet and came forward. The box in their hands was about the size of the transparent plastic container in front of me- I put two and two together and started to break out in a cold sweat. 

*****

	"Every ten of your years," said Thrail, suddenly casual and conversational again, "the Sciences Section draws a representative sample from the blue world. Assorted members of your civilization, who then receive personal interrogation. Their data is meant to enhance the knowledge gathered from long-range observation, which is not always as complete as one might hope."

	"Why, that just breaks my heart," I said, watching nervously as Thrail's attendant placed one end of her metal box against the far side of the plastic box. The two containers were flush, and fit together with a soft click.  

	"We aim for a meaningful set of candidates- scientists, military officers, engineers, politicians. However, the apparatus used to seize blueworlders is extremely difficult to calibrate, let alone use. Sometimes, we secure rather worthless samples. On occasion, get get more than we bargained for. You might be such a specimen."

	Zhanazia flipped a switch on the metal container, and the near end slid open. The thing that scuttled out into the transparent box was wider than my hand- it was low and reddish-brown and gleaming, with a segmented ovoid body and at least a dozen little legs on each side. It looked like a sort of pissed-off pillbug, but I didn't know just how pissed off until it opened its mouth. It had jaws like two pairs of wire-cutting pliers, dark and sickle-shaped, and each of the four sickles was the size of one of my fingers. I'm not ashamed to admit I swore under my breath. 

	"Now," said Thrail, "I'd like you to meet another friend brought here from a great distance. In his case, the southern polar deserts. You might notice that he's entirely blind, possessing no visual organs. He does, however, have a very primitive capacity for receptive telepathy. In essence, he sees by sniffing out thoughts."

	The creature's jaws pulsed in agitation, and Zhanazia put one of her hands against the plastic box. That seemed to calm it down. Zhanazia removed the metal box and set it out of sight.

	"Native tribes call it the blind demon," continued Thrail. "It certainly doesn't hunt anything much larger than itself, but it has absolutely no qualms about biting when provoked. Its venom is just about the most dangerous on Mars, drop for drop."

	"Blueworlder DeVere," said Avila, kneeling on my left, "I must inform you that the protein chains in the creature's venom have a very different effect on your physiology than ours. Diminished lethality with enhanced neural irritation."

	"I think I get it," I whispered. "It's not gonna kill me, and it hurts like hell."

	"Yes," said Thrail. "Oh, yes. Now, because of the blind demon's telepathic nature, a mental sensitive like Zhanazia can actually tame it- keep it subdued, even teach it to perform useful tricks. The ones we use in Loyalty Section have been given aversion training. They have been conditioned with an irrational, uncontrollable hatred of one particular stimulus, at which they will lash out violently, regardless of anything Zhanazia does."

	Thrail tapped the plastic box gently, and nudged it closer to me. 

	"Our little friend here," he said, "does not appreciate a liar."

	"I take back what I said about you, Exarch." I swallowed to get spit flowing as best I could; my mouth had suddenly gone surprisingly dry. "You're really not any more polite than Mathrel. You've just got yourself a better tailor."

	"I want to see that you comprehend your situation," said the Exarch. "The first demonstration will be harmless. Tell a lie."

	"Uh," I said, not very cleverly, "Uh, damn, I really enjoy your company, Thrail, and I-"
 
	I didn't even get to finish my sentence. The little creature leapt straight at me, jaws wide, and I flinched so hard I damn near wrenched my neck. The blind demon rebounded off the wall of its plastic box, but it struck with enough force to actually move the container and inch or two toward me on the articulated arm. After that, it scrabbled against the plastic eagerly, jaws pumping. It took a few moments for Zhanazia to do whatever telepaths do and get it calmed back down. 

	"Okay," I said, "Jesus. Okay. I get it. I tell a fib, you pop the door open. Message received, loud and clear."

	"Oh no," said Thrail, clicking softly at me. "No, no. Surely you're sharper than that, Violet. Now that you understand that the character of this interview is entirely under your control, there's no need for a door at all."   

	He waved one of his hands, and without a sound the front side of the plastic box fell open. The blind demon's gleaming jaws twitched, and suddenly there was nothing between it and my neck but a foot of empty air.

Chapter 4

Triumph of the All-Sovereign

	When I was a little girl, maybe six or seven, I discovered a bark scorpion in our backyard wood pile. Not knowing any better, I reached out to play with that weirdly fascinating creature. Well, nature equipped scorpions with a pretty effective anti-attention device, which that sucker personally demonstrated. My hand was numb and swollen for three days.

	After I got stung, I started having nightmares, in which that scorpion, blown up in my mind to something the size of a cat or a dog, would sit there openly on the wood pile. It would watch me with terrible, single-minded intensity, just waiting for me to stray back within range of that arched stinger. 

	Nothing but a stupid childhood anxiety, I know. By the time I was twelve or thirteen, I'd learned that you could easily get through life completely ignoring the little bastards, and that they had far more to fear from a booted heel than we had to fear from a little sting.

	But that was on earth.

	Shackled to that chair in front of that gold-masked son of a bitch, I felt about six years old again, and that horrid thing from my all-but-forgotten nightmares really was staring me down, just waiting for an excuse to jump.

					***** 

	"Why, Violet, you seem to be losing a great deal of moisture through your skin," said Thrail. "Would you like another cup of water?" 

	"Just ask your god-damned questions," I muttered. "Please."  

	"Avila, bring me the garment our blueworlder was clutching when she was drawn here," said Thrail.

	Avila fetched my flight jacket from where it lay beside the attendant with the silver scribing table. That Martian had a stylus out and was, I can only presume, taking notes on my interrogation. Avila passed the jacket to Thrail, who turned it over in his hands a few times.

	"Is this a personal possession of yours?"

	"Yes."

	"What's the meaning of this symbol?"

	Thrail pointed to the patch over my jacket's right breast, a cartoon representation of a female gremlin, a winged-and-goggled creature leaping into action in a fetching little pilot's outfit.

	"That's Fifinella."

	"A religious icon of some sort?"

	"She was... she was our mascot."

	"Ahhh." Thrail folded my jacket neatly and settled it on the lap of his robe. "A superstitious device, meant to bring good fortune."

	"Someone at the Disney company drew her for us. We put her on everything- jackets, planes... our, uh, newsletters..."

	"'You,' meaning a unit? A military unit?"

	"I, uh..." God, that scuttling thing shifted its weight and twitched at me! "Thrail, please, what if I don't know the right answer... what if I make a mistake?"
   
	"Calm yourself. Construct your answers very, very carefully. The blind demon isn't omniscient; it detects your intention to lie. Nothing more, nothing less. Tell the truth as you best understand it."

	"It was- well, it was a unit, yes. Not technically of the military, but serving a military purpose."

	"Soames said that you named yourselves after an aggressive, stinging insect. You were a combat formation?"

	"Uh... no. We flew... combat aircraft, yes, but not into fights. We were called WASPs because, uh, if you took the first letters of the names of the organization, you got WASP. It was a catchy acronym. Does that, uh, make sense to you?"

	"Yes," said Thrail. "Yes, quite. So it was an artistic flourish rather than an expression of purpose?"

	"Uh, if you put it that way, yeah." 

	"Describe the nature of your training."

	"Well... we were all previously trained. Civilian pilots, that is. We knew how to handle airplanes before we joined the program. You have airplanes here, right?"

	"Your meaning is perfectly clear."

	"Once in the program, well, it was called ground school... first we had a few hundred hours of classroom instruction. Maps, navigation, physics. Engines and other mechanical stuff. And then we were taught how to, ah, fly in the manner, of, uh, the male military pilots we were supposed to replace."

	"Blueworlder females are not allowed to participate in combat actions?"

	"Not where I come from, no."

	"So you flew peaceful missions to free your more valuable trained males for the ironic duty of slaughtering one another?"

	"You got a mighty cynical way of looking at things, Thrail."

	"Any realist who isn't accused of cynicism every now and then isn't being realistic enough. Now, describe the air vehicles you flew in your capacity as a WASP."

	"Uh, well... we started with trainers. The, uh, BT-13, and then the AT-6." I concentrated hard on the details of those airplanes to keep my mind off the scythes of the blind demon's jaws, which were slowly flexing and contracting. 

	"The BT-13 was a shaky old bird. The AT-6 was, ah, faster and more powerful, and a lot more demanding." No gentle partner, that ship- more like a jealous suitor. Bad things happened when it didn't have your full attention, which is why, I suppose, it was seen as an ideal prelude to flying high-speed fighters.

	"Irrelevant," said Thrail. "Describe the militarily significant air vehicles."

	"Okay, sure- I was properly, ah, properly checked out on five real combat types... three pursuit models and two bombers. Do you understand what I mean by those terms?"

	"Why not explain them to me, Violet, as though dealing with someone from another planet?"

	"Ha. Funny. Bombers... uh, well, those are large vehicles, designed to travel... long distances, carrying a load of, ah, munitions, which are meant to be dropped on a ground target. Pursuit planes, well, those are smaller, faster. They go after the bombers, see? And after each other."

	"Were any of these vehicles propelled by rockets?"

	"N-no. By, uh, turbine-driven propellers. Airscrews, if you want to get really technical."

	"Astonishingly quaint," said Thrail. "And yet I see our little friend is still in his box. You flew no vehicles with rocket engines? What about turbojets?"

	"Those were brand new at the end of the war," I said. "I never flew any, and as far as I know, no WASPs were checked out on them before we got folded up."

	"What was the effective ceiling of the combat vehicles you flew?"

	"Well," I said, "uh, the P-51 Mustang, the 'D' model, I could have got one of those up to about 40,000 feet, at least. If I'd tried." I'd been part of a WASP cadre certified for real upper-deck flying, and spent several long sessions in Army Air Force pressure chambers, where we'd removed our oxygen masks one at a time and discovered how hypoxia could turn an attentive adult into something like a drunk toddler in just a few moments.

	The fifty-one was probably the best aircraft I'd ever flown, powerful as its namesake, with a beautiful bubble canopy that let you see the whole sky. Any time you could grab in one of those ships was a joy, if you knew what you were doing. 

	If I'd had one at my disposal at that instant, with its six fifty-cal wing guns, I'd have gladly zeroed the sights right between Thrail's eyes and pulled the trigger until the hammers were falling on empty chambers. 

	"And the, uh, the B-17," I continued, trying not to let that attractive fantasy knock me off-course. "A big bomber, with four engines. We would ferry those with a crew of four. They could get way up over 30,000 feet, easily"

	"No trans-atmospheric capability?"

	"What, you mean... skip past the stratosphere, hit space, come on home? Lord, no."

	"Interesting," said Thrail. "This is exactly in line with our remote observations, but Soames dropped some curious hints. Threats about secret programs, and aircraft beyond our means of detection. He said that you might have been involved with that sort of thing during your service."   

	"Ugh," I said, "Please, Doctor Soames doesn't know the first thing about aviation. Hell, I don't know what he was trying to do. Maybe he's just confused."  

	"He didn't believe our warnings about the blind demon, I can tell you that much," said Thrail. "He thought it was a ruse. Much to his chagrin, he discovered that our warning was... quite honorable."

	"Damn you people-"

	Thrail put his hand against the back of the transparent box and pushed it six inches closer to me. The blind demon scrabbled for balance against the inner surface of the box, shifting its weight, never turning its mandibles away from me for an instant. My guts turned into a ball of ice, my lungs seemed locked in iron bands, and I squirmed helplessly against my restraints. 

	"Jesus, Thrail, please, please, I'm being honest about everything!"

	"Yes," he said in an airy, pleasant tone of voice. "You are. Was your WASP program a cover for any form of secret research or aircraft development?"

	"No!"

	"Were you secretly trained in combat techniques?"

	"No! No, I had... no formal combat training!"

	"What do you mean?"

	"Look, uh, my country... when our combat pilots had spent a certain amount of time in action, they were withdrawn and sent back home to train new pilots. We bumped into a lot of those guys. We picked things up, here and there, but it was nothing like the training or the experience actual fighter pilots had... uh... please move this thing. Please move this thing. I'm being fair with you."

	"Answer quickly, and this will be over quickly. Did you fly aircraft capable of delivering atomic weaponry?"

	"I... probably. The B-17 I talked about. Our atom bombs are big and heavy, the Flying Fortress would have had trouble with one, but a smaller device, yeah, maybe."

	"Blueworlder atomic devices remain in this form? Delivered by aircraft, not by rockets?"

	"As... as far as I know, yes. There's ideas, plans, theories, but dropping one from a plane is still the only sure way I know." Back home they were shooting captured German V-2s off, copying them, designing improvements. But as for rockets arcing into space, hopping between continents with atomic payloads, well, that was still firmly in the realm of fiction writers like yours truly.

	"To the best of your knowledge, no blueworlder nation possesses any vehicle capable of travel or combat beyond your planet's atmosphere?"

	"No," I said. "No. If we don't have 'em, nobody does. And I'm pretty damn sure we don't."

	"Disappointing," said Thrail. "It seemed for a short while that you were an intriguing anomaly. A pity that your primitive achievements match our remote observations so precisely after all."

	"A pity? Why?"

	"Because the All-Sovereign cultivates a studious indifference toward you soft-fleshed, over-hydrated barbarians. Your ongoing failure to reach beyond the cradle of your own gravity has likely bought your fellow blueworlders another ten years of life."

	"Fellow blueworlders," I said. "So I'm not going home, then?"

	"I'm afraid not," said Thrail, clicking in the back of his throat. "And look, our little friend didn't leap out of his box at me. Alas for you, dear Violet."

	"Anything else you want to ask me, you son of a bitch?" My voice had gone hoarse with strain, and I felt hot tears stinging the edges of my eyes again. "Want to know the secret formula for Coca-Cola? Want me to sing Burma-Shave jingles?"

	"No, our meaningful business is concluded."

	"Then will you please, please move this thing?"

	"Of course," he said softly. Then he slapped the back of the transparent box just hard enough that the blind demon tumbled out and landed above my right breast. 

					*****

	I've told you some things I'm not so proud of, and I'll tell you a few more before we're through, imaginary reader. But listen, at that moment I felt about as low and miserable and weak as I ever had in my entire life, and I'm not ashamed to say it. Not one bit. Frankly, I'd like to see anyone receive the close personal attention of a bastard like Exarch Thrail and come out smelling like a bed of roses.

					*****

	I screamed, more or less. I flinched, and closed my eyes, and held my breath like the little girl I'd once been, trapped in her nightmare, willing herself to stay perfectly still so the monster on the wood pile wouldn't get her.

	The blind demon weighed at least a pound, probably more. I felt its dozens of legs clutching at the fabric of my work shirt, and I heard it hiss- its jaws were open so wide I could have fed it three fingers in one snap. This much I saw before I slammed my eyes shut and flinched, waiting for the pain-

	After a few seconds, nothing happened. Except Thrail had another big laugh at my expense.

	I opened my eyes to find Zhanazia stroking the blind devil, ever so gently, with one finger. Her hand was as red and leathery as that of the poor murdered functionary, but what really got my attention was that she'd somehow managed to calm the angry critter before it could tear a gaping hole in my chest.

	I had no words; I just blew air out of my mouth, half relieved sigh and half unvoiced sob.  

	Thrail finished laughing, unfolded himself from his chair, and dropped my jacket carelessly on the floor. 

	"Collect your pet," he said, and Zhanazia complied. The blind demon scuttled up onto her robed forearm and then perched there, submissive as a kitten, while she fetched her original metal container for it.

	Thrail produced a glass sphere from within his robes and cupped it in one hand. A swirling blue light came to life within the glass, and he spoke directly to it: "Hail, Dread Eminence. The last of the blueworlders has been interrogated. Loyalty Section fully concurs with the report from Sciences Section. The rumors of secret developments in blue world aerial weaponry are baseless."

	"Very good, Thrail." The voice that answered, transmitted by the sphere, was no less cultured than the Exarch's, but softer, somehow milder. My first reaction to hearing the voice of the being that commanded such cruel and far-reaching power was surprise; surely the voice of the devil incarnate should have been more theatrical. "Move the blueworlders to the Forum of Justice. Exarch Kreth will begin the military displays immediately."  

	"Your will, All-Sovereign." The glass sphere dimmed, and Thrail hid it within his robes once again.

	"Now what?" I said.

	"Now we can commence the celebration at last. The special arrangements for your interrogation have put it slightly behind schedule."

	"Celebration?"

	"The drawing of each representative sample culminates in a public pageant, the Grand Triumph of the All-Sovereign, at which he pronounces his verdict on your people." Thrail adjusted his robes and beckoned to his assistant with the scribing table. They put away their stylus and rose to their feet. "Personally, I'd just as soon blast your culture into memory and find some other excuse for a public display. It's not as though we're short of valid excuses, on this planet at least."

	"Thrail," I said, "there's an awful lot of things you're short of on this planet, but I don't think you'd understand them, even if I bothered to explain."

	"Charming," he said. "You're recovering something of your old familiar fire now that the blind demon is back in its box. But I wonder if you can maintain a bold demeanor in front of fifty million pairs of eyes?"  

	"Meaning what?"

	"The highlight of any Grand Triumph," said Thrail. "You and all the other blueworlders drawn here for the sample will be escorted to the Forum of Justice, in the City of the Sovereign Eye. There your images will be broadcast to every corner of the All-Sovereign's dominion. Every civilized being on Mars will be attentively watching your public execution."

					*****

	"Whoah," I said, "How is that necessary? Christ! You just proved it yourself with this sample- we're no threat to Mars. What's the harm in sending us back?"

	"Ahhhh. We can't send you back," said Thrail. "The apparatus used to draw you here only works in one direction. For the rest of your life, which will last about an hour, you can consider yourself a Martian. Congratulations."

	"But dammit, we can talk about this, it's not necessary, it doesn't make any sense!"

	"Oh, it makes perfect sense," said Thrail. "I just isn't fair."

	He turned and strolled toward the elevator. Zhanazia and his scribe followed quietly at his heels.

	"Avila, prepare the blueworlder for escort. The elevator will return with my men."

	"Your will, Excellency."

	"Farewell. And farewell to you, Violet DeVere. We won't meet again."

	The elevator door opened and closed with a soft hiss, and then Thrail was gone. Avila and I were alone. He put a hand on my shoulder.

	"I'm sorry."

	"Don't touch me." I shook myself violently, and he pulled his hand back. "Go screw yourself. You and all your fascist buddies."

	"I know you must think very poorly of me." Avila spoke in a whisper while he moved around my chair and picked up my jacket. "When there are members of Loyalty Sector nearby, you have to act in a certain manner or risk drawing notice to yourself. I only wish I could-"

	"Hey," I said, suddenly struck by a craving that cut like a knife, "Hey, are my cigarettes still in there?"

	"Your incendiary drug cylinders?"

	"Yeah, that's close enough. There should be a half-pack or so in the inside pocket."

	"I'm truly sorry," he said. "Our scan-beam registered the contents of that package as some sort of chemical weapon. We disposed of it."

	"Nnnngh," I said, beating my head against the back of my seat. "No last smoke. God almighty, you people can't even do an execution right." 

	"I assure you that we can," said Avila softly as he moved away. "Violet, you can't escape from this room, and in a few moments armed soldiers will be coming up the elevator. Don't do anything stupid."

	An instant later, to my surprise, my wrist and ankle shackles snapped open. I stumbled up off the chair, shaky in a way that had nothing to do with my spore hangover. I was soaked in sweat, and I didn't smell so pretty- I'd been through an awful lot for one set of clothes. 

	Avila had taken my jacket over to a little podium that had popped out of the floor, and he was fiddling with it.

	"Uh, can I have that back, maybe?"

	"Of course," he said. "I'm just scanning it once last time for contraband, so it doesn't get taken from you." A moment later, apparently satisfied, he turned toward me and held it out. "Put it on, though. Anything carried will surely be confiscated."

	I slipped into that old familiar jacket, grateful for its warmth and coverage. Psychological armor at best, but I think it's fair to say I'd suddenly acquired a pretty deep understanding of that old chestnut about drowning folks and straws.

	"Some advice, blueworlder." Avila moved close to me, so close that his patina-covered mask was next to my ear. "This room is monitored. But I wanted you to know... not everyone on this world is a willing abject of the All-Sovereign. Their eyes will be on you. So when you face the execution squad... wear your symbol proudly and take it well. For the sake of those watching, if no one else."

	"Uh..." I nearly said something, but realized at the last instant that any verbal acknowledgment that Avila wasn't treating me like absolute dirt could get picked up. I was sure that even such a little kindness would make him suspect to his masters, so I merely nodded. 

	A few moments later, the elevator doors slid open again, revealing all of Thrail's gray-cloaked soldiers, waiting for me with their rifles unslung.     

					*****

	After another incredible elevator ride, the wonders of which I was all but numb to, I was marched across the fortress in the opposite of the direction we'd originally come from. The architecture seemed to open up before us as we moved- small corridors became cavernous passages; rooms became vaults. My hands had been cuffed again, but I'd at least been allowed the minor dignity of keeping my arms in front of me. 

	I was taken down a wide corridor lined with huge metal shutters, like garage doors, which would open from time to time to admit or disgorge small units of Martian soldiers. I assumed these were elevators. One opened directly in front of us, and out came a group of ten guards wearing the same black uniforms and iron masks as Mathrel's boys, the detention block guards.

	In their midst, riding on some sort of motorized cart, was Dr. Soames.

	"Doc," I shouted, "Doc!" I pushed toward him, and in my excitement forgot my clumsy Mars-gravity walking skills. I bounced two or three feet in the air before half a dozen of the gray-cloaks grabbed me and slammed me back down. 

	To my surprise, a general mingling of the assorted guards followed, and Soames was let through my cordon. I can only presume that they thought bunching us together would make us easier to handle. 

	"Miss DeVere," said Soames hoarsely, "I'm mighty glad to see you. Frankly, though, we're up to our necks in something awful here."

	"Doc, what happened to you?" He looked terrible- his skin was waxy and gray, his eyes were bloodshot, and he sat stiffly atop his motorized cart, a soundless gizmo that looked a bit like a mobile barber's chair. Even his miserable condition hadn't been enough to keep them from shackling one of his hands to the cart. 

	"I was, uh, I was bitten by some sort of native creature. While I was being questioned. When I was able to move again, I think I had a minor cardiac episode."

	"Jesus," I said. "A heart attack... how are you now?"

	"Well, in all honesty, Miss DeVere, I don't believe I have much gas left in the tank. I think I might just make it to the, ah, execution, but these sons of bitches had better be punctual if they want to off me before the good Lord cashes my chips."

	"Doc, what did you tell them? About me, I mean."   

	"Ah," he said, "I must apologize. My gut told me pretty early on that our, uh, hosts had no real reason to keep us alive. I saw them shoot one of their own down, right in my cell. So I figured, maybe if I dropped some interesting hints about you, they'd find a reason to spare you. For a while, at least."

	"Oh. That was a sweet thought, Doc. For what it's worth."

	"Well, I won't be sending you a bill for that particular service, Miss DeVere. It doesn't seem to have done you any damn good."

	Another one of the huge elevator doors opened, and a third squad of guards joined our growing entourage. They pushed forward a tall, rather handsome Negro fellow, about my age or a little older. He wore an expensive-looking dark suit torn open in several places, and had a black tie hanging loose around his neck.

	"Well, well," he said. His gentle voice had some sort of British accent. "This must be where the queue forms up for getting killed. Am I intruding?"

	"Not at all," I said. "I'm Violet DeVere. This is Dr. Soames."

	"Cheers. Reggie Abbott. You don't look so well, Dr. Soames. Surely they can't mean to-"

	"Oh, they mean to," said Soames. "You look like you've been questioned, same as us. You honestly don't expect anything resembling mercy from these people, do you?"

	"Can't say that I do. Hell of a thing, all this. Pity we can't get some message back home. Warn them, you know."

	Now that was a tantalizing fantasy- seizing a Martian radio, beaming a desperate message back to earth. I wondered how Mathrel and his goons might fare against a regiment of U.S. Marines, bounding around in low gravity, storming the red sands of Mars like they had the black sands of Iwo Jima... 

	Well, they'd kill them, probably. Rifles and machine-guns against the technology of a culture that could sustain a pocket of picnic-lunch weather in an area three times the height of Mount Everest? It was no use wishing like a little kid- our world was in second place in a race it didn't even know it was running.

	"If it's any consolation," I said, "I think we might have already done our bit to save the earth. By convincing these bastards that we're too primitive to bother about destroying, I mean."

	"Rather arse-backwards bit of heroism on our parts," said Reggie. "Not exactly the stuff of legends."

	"You got that right," I sighed. This definitely wasn't how the story should have gone- reluctant, confused earthlings saving their world by convincing their alien interrogators that humanity was barely worth laughing at. And then getting murdered for their trouble.

	John W. Campbell wouldn't have given me three cents a word for that.   

					*****

	A fourth human joined our little party a few minutes later. Barely my height, a wiry Asian guy with close-cropped hair and a dangerous sort of feeling about him, even with handcuffs on. Not the sort of fellow you'd want to corner with a weapon in his hands, if you take my meaning. He wore stained blue coveralls, and the lean lines of his face were marred by several fresh bruises. 

	"Howdy," I said. "I'm Violet, that's Reggie, this is Dr. Soames, and the Martian goons all around us are, uh, Martian goons."

	"Byun Jae-Sun. You're Americans?"

	"Well, I'm not," said Reggie with a faint smile. "But these two can't help themselves."

	"I see. British and Americans, then. There's no functional difference."

	"Oh, I beg your pardon," said Reggie. 

	"We march to death together, it seems. It must have come as quite a shock to you," said Jae-Sun, "being unable to reach an accommodation with your fellow imperialists."

	"Oh, Christ," said Doc Soames. "Now we know it's a global affair. Even the commies sent someone to the party."

	"I wonder- did you offer our captors money, old man? Or did you try to pledge fidelity to them as brother oppressors?"

	"He didn't offer them a damn thing," I said. "They tortured him worse than any of us. Look at him!"

	"He does look ill. But then, he has very little to be satisfied with, here or on our home world. When I was kidnapped from the field, my division was fighting on the Naktong Line. Your hold on Korea has collapsed to one feeble bubble around Pusan. As we speak, the final liberation of the Fatherland is likely underway. I can die well pleased."

	"You're gonna die with one of my loafers up your ass if you don't put that crap behind you," I said. "Now-"

	"I might have approved this 'representative sample,' young man," said Soames, "if only the Martians had had the good sense to kidnap and execute nobody but reds-"

	"Now don't you start, either, Doc!" My temper, already well beyond frayed, snapped hard. "Both of you, look around and quit making idiots of yourselves. Commies, Brits, Americans, these guys don't give a damn. Ain't nobody here but us chickens. Not any more."

	One of the brighter sides to the translation spores was that they smoothed over any rough edges when you threw a saying like that into a conversation. Everyone listening got whatever their local equivalent was. Reggie nodded thoughtfully, Doc mumbled angrily to himself, and Byun Jae-Sun had the good grace to look away, seemingly abashed.

	"I apologize," he said a moment later. "Whatever the crimes of your home nations, they have been well and truly eclipsed by the evil we see around us. I had been focusing on my teachings to give me strength during my interrogation. Perhaps that focus has made me act... uncultured."

	"A day like this would make anyone crazy, mate," said Reggie. 

	At that point the corridor we had been walking through broadened before ending altogether at the edge of a vast open area. At last, we had come to the City of the Sovereign Eye, the center of Martian civilization, and here we caught our first glimpse of the Grand Triumph of the All-Sovereign.  

	"For some time, I have been hoping to see the power of the earth's imperialists surpassed," whispered Jae-Sun. "I suddenly wonder if that might not have been a very unwise thing to wish for."

					*****

	The City of the Sovereign Eye covers part of the western slope of the largest volcano in our solar system; framed on either side by crumbling red ridges, the covered and climate-controlled city extends down the slope, tier upon tier, and each tier is a steel shelf the approximate length and width of Manhattan Island. These are stacked atop one another, moving outward like a gigantic set of steps, describing a gentle downward arc more than sixty miles long. What we saw was the topmost tier, and the middle of a Martian metropolis that made Manhattan look like an East Texas ghost town. 

	Our platoon of guards marched the four of us onto a gray avenue at least a hundred yards wide, where we were met by hundreds of troopers in gray cloak-coats, their jackets and hoods a verdant green, their armor and eerie masks of well-polished iron. Spinning their gleaming weapons effortlessly from arm to arm, they about-faced as we approached, slamming their heels down on the metal of the alien street in thunderous unison. 

	In the darkness above us, I could see at least twenty of the aerial leviathans drifting in formation, vast battleships of the sky, each one lit up like a department-store window at Christmas. They sent a dozen golden searchlight beams apiece into the air above them, forming an ever-shifting canopy of lights, a grid with hundreds of bright lines. 

	Swooping around them, above them, below them, I caught my first sight of smaller Martian aircraft. Jets, from the high-pitched sound of their engines; they seemed to be about the size of our new F-86 Sabres, or perhaps slightly larger, and they were nearly delta-winged, like triangles in flight. They flashed red navigational lights as they soared in full squadrons... perfect formations, artificial constellations of precise, deadly crimson lights beneath the real stars, which were all but blotted from view by the glare of the larger vessels. 

	We were marched down the avenue toward a huge flat square platform with rails, about five feet high. It turned out the rest of the representative sample was already waiting for us there, along with at least a hundred soldiers and several Very Important Martians in masks of copper and bronze. We were shoved up onto this platform and crowded in by our guards; it was a bit like being on stage during a War Bond drive. 

	Then the platform began to hum, and rose slowly up into the air, turning as it moved. I heard gasps from several of the other human prisoners. I myself had certainly had my sense of awe pretty forcefully renewed, and felt a little queasy. 

	We gathered speed, soaring into the air, moving east now through a corridor of black and silver Martian towers. At every window and balcony as we passed I could see rich robes, and masks of precious metals, and ranks of functionaries with their uncovered dark eyes plainly visible. We were rising toward the base of High Silence, where an immense review field had been constructed on metal pylons the size of skyscrapers, above the tier we had just been standing on. 

	As we came level with that field I could see there, in neat ranks like a meticulously placed legion of toys, an army of gray-cloaked soldiers standing at attention. They waited in squares of ten by ten, in larger cohorts of ten squares by ten squares. I had plenty of time for simple math as we floated through the air. Beneath us were no fewer than fifteen thousand Martians-at-arms in full dress, still and silent as statues, waiting to greet the All-Sovereign. 

	"Oh, God help us," said Reggie. Somewhere behind us, a woman started screaming. Then came harsh words from a Martian officer, and the hard slap of a rifle-butt against human flesh.   

					*****

	A gong sounded, a vast metallic crash that echoed across the city; where it came from was a complete mystery to me. 

	On the red stone surface of High Silence (and this really was just its base; it stretched like a mind-breakingly high wall in either direction for miles), about three hundred feet above the huge metal plain on which the army stood, a door flashed into being with the characteristic speed of Martian machinery. This opening was as wide as an aircraft hangar, and from it a balcony slowly extended, holding a court fit for a dozen Louis XIVs, with enough courtiers to spare for a rainy day. A dozen golden masks gleamed above gold robes, surrounded on all sides by silver masks and robes. Even the guards wore silver masks, and their flanged Buck Rogers blast-rifles were gilded with bright gold. Or perhaps those barrels were actually forged from the stuff- how the hell would I know, really?

	Those dozen gold-masked Martians, standing in bad eminence like the highest ranks of Satan's rebel angels, were the Exarchs. I eventually found out that they were the only twelve beings on the planet permitted to cover their faces in gold.

	Suddenly, all those robes parted, more quickly than Moses had thrown apart the two halves of the Red Sea, and the gold and silver scions of Martian society formed a corridor right through the heart of their little pageant. Then they dropped to their knees in supplication, bending their heads until their eyes were on the ground before them. 

	A single figure in black and gray robes emerged from the darkness behind the balcony. 

	Instantly, his image appeared in the air before us, projected there translucently but with perfect, steady clarity. The projection must have been seventy-five feet high, and it was from the waist up. The All-Sovereign wore ribbed armor, much like his soldiers, and his breastplate was forged around a single metal disc covered in elaborate Martian symbols. His robes and cloak were partially cut away over that armor- I had the immediate impression that while his garments were not exactly meant for field duty, they wouldn't be entirely useless in a fight, either. His black hood was surmounted by a gold and obsidian crown with several high, sharp spikes. Most striking of all was his mask- an infinitely cruel and beautiful thing, polished and faceted, carved from a single flawless ruby. 

	At that moment, the voices of the fifteen thousand soldiers rose in a roaring chorus:

	"HAIL! HAIL THE ALL-SOVEREIGN! SUPREME SOUL OF MARS!"

	Thunder erupted overhead, blasts so deafening that the air shook with them. I just about jumped out of my shoes. The aerial leviathans were firing off their weapons, broadside after broadside of whitish-blue flames that crackled like live arcs from billion-volt electrical cables. Their flares cast a harsh white glare across the whole scene before us; I had to close my eyes after a few seconds. Every time I blinked for moments afterward, I could see white sparks dancing in the darkness behind my eyelids. 

	The cascade of weapons fire was followed by an incredible chain of booms, like double-barreled shotguns being discharged directly above us, boom-boom-boom-BOOM-BOOM-BOOM! It was the jet aircraft, in arrowhead formations, flashing past high above the aerial leviathans. They were generating sonic booms with their passage, synchronized like the beating of some cosmic drum. I winced, and tried as best I could to use my cuffed hands to cover my ears. 

	"HAIL! HAIL THE ALL-SOVEREIGN!" As the echoes from the noise overhead crashed and faded into the distance, the fifteen thousand gray-cloaks burst into shouts again. "DELIVERER OF CIVILIZATION!"

	"My children," boomed the voice of the All-Sovereign. It was the same mild, rather cultivated voice I had heard from Thrail's communicator sphere, but now it was a thousand times larger than life, echoing from every surface in the impossibly huge city, amplified like the gong that had kicked off the festivities. "Loyal sons and daughters of the All-Sovereign, hear my words, and rejoice. Ten solar orbits have passed for the barbarian blueworlders, and another representative sample has been drawn from their ranks. 

	"Across the black depths of space, the ancient sciences of our red world reached forth, and found the blueworlders as lost now in the fog of ignorance as they ever have been in the past!"

	"HAIL," answered the soldiers, "HAIL THE ALL-SOVEREIGN!"

	"Their knowledge- primitive! Their culture- shallow! Their nations- fragmented and chaotic! Their highest ambition- mere survival! Mars rests safe beneath its Veil... safe from the blinkered eyes and stumbling sciences of our less fortunate neighbors. I pronounce my verdict upon them- another ten of their years, to toil in ignorance, in the shadow of our benevolent grandeur!"

	"HAIL! HAIL THE ALL-SOVEREIGN!"

	"I shall not waste so much as a speck of Martian energy to chastise them, until they have risen to a level of civilization which would merit so great an honor! We shall test them again, at the next representative sampling, to see if they can match even the thousandth part of our worthiness!"

	"HAIL! HAIL THE ALL-SOVEREIGN!"       

	"And now, I give you the subjects of the representative sample. Blueworlders, allowed the singular honor of a glimpse of the world we take for granted, my loyal sons and daughters. I pronounce upon them my doom, as useless creatures from a useless planet. I command their deaths for your amusement."

	"HAIL! HAIL THE ALL-SOVEREIGN!"

	And then, I swear to God, the son of a bitch turned around and walked back into his palace. The gigantic projection flickered and vanished. He wasn't even going to stay to watch us do our part for the entertainment.    

					*****

	Several cohorts of troopers on the field below us moved aside, and a square platform about the size of our own rose into the air atop a thin metal cylinder. Our platform floated forward and locked onto a bridge that extended from the opposite surface. The bridge was about thirty feet long, and there was a single large groove down the middle of it, a groove that extended to the middle of the opposite platform.  

	Eight gray-cloaks strode forward and walked across the bridge, diving themselves into two teams of four. Each team took up a position on either side of the groove. They began checking their rifles. 

	I felt a cold hollowness at the bottom of my stomach. I don't know how else to put it- the proximity of death is something you feel in your gut first, because I think the head is a lot slower to grasp the concept.

	"Blueworlders," shouted a Martian in a bronze mask and orange robes, stepping forward onto the bridge, "It is the will of the All-Sovereign that you be slain, here upon his Forum of Justice, for the amusement of his people. Prepare yourselves for death in your accustomed fashions."

	So, this relatively simple platform was the actual Forum of Justice. I had expected some sort of huge court building or plaza, but I guess it made perfect sense, knowing how the All-Sovereign ran his empire, just how simple "justice" would be around here. 

	On the opposite platform, at the point where the groove in the metal surface ended, an iris spiraled open, uncovering a circular black hole. Two thick metal brackets, each about seven feet tall, popped up in front of it, facing one another just like the symbols you can find on typewriter keys. Those brackets joined at their bases and locked themselves into the groove. They slid along it, toward our platform.

	Our guards seized us and sorted us out, forming a rough line of blueworlders in the middle of our platform. The four of us weren't the very first in line, but we were close. I didn't even bother entertaining any thoughts of resistance or escape- there were a dozen armed guards directly at hand for each human, and those odds would only get worse and worse once they started to kill us.    

	The first one they selected was a dark-haired woman in a long maroon dress. She kicked and screamed as four guards hoisted her up to the brackets, raising her arms over her head. 

	"No, please," she cried, "I don't want to die! You can't- I don't-"

	But they had everything they wanted from us, and no further reason to be gentle. One of the guards punched her in the stomach, and in just a moment or two his comrades wrestled her into place. The upper brackets contained some mechanism that caught her hands and seized them tight in an instant; there were similar slots for her feet. Trussed up and spread-eagled, she sobbed as the brackets slid along the groove and stopped just above the black hole on the opposite platform. There they tilted back slightly over the pit, perhaps twenty degrees or so.

	The orange-robed Martian raised an arm, and the eight rifles of the firing squad came up in one smooth motion. Then down came the arm, and there was a volley of crackling, popping, hissing sounds. I blinked, and could see an after-image of the beams, pale gray things that had bridged the gap between gun-barrels and woman for one terrible instant.  

	She writhed under their impact, her face and chest distorted by a corona of pale fire. A cloud of steam exploded out of her and melted into the air- it was as though all the moisture in her body was hammered to vapor in the blink of an eye. The mechanical bracket opened its restraints with an audible clack, and the scalded, desiccated corpse tumbled into the black pit. Then the bracket began sliding back along the groove for its next passenger.  

	"Oh, Jesus," I muttered. "Oh, dad, give me strength." 

	"I see a plain old firing squad was too simple for you bastards," said Doc Soames, about as loudly as he could. 

	"Your corpses go straight to the organic reclamation vats," said one of the guards. "It's three miles down that shaft to the first of the mechanical grinders. If I were you, I'd pray the execution squad shoots straight."

	That guard unshackled Doc from his cart, and heaved the old man to his feet.

	"Take this one next," he said.

	"Oh, Doc..." I whispered. I didn't know what else to say. 

	"Never you worry, Miss DeVere. We'll meet again soon in a better place. God bless you." He slapped fussily at the guard holding him. "Get your hands off me, you cretin. I'll get there on my own two feet." 

	And so he did- obviously in pain with every step, he managed to stumble to the bracket and hold his own arms up. In a few seconds, he was secured within the frame, and it was on its way.

	The arm of the bronze-masked officer rose, then fell. 

	"I'm truly sorry," said Byun Jae-Sun as the brackets came back toward us. He would be next. "Despite his ignorance, he was a man of quality after all. I hope to do as well."

	All I could do was nod numbly.

	"I wish you courage and no pain," said Jae-Sun as he stepped forward to be placed within the execution bracket. Then he raised his voice: "One day the people of this world will awaken and avenge our murders a thousand times over! The fall of tyrants is inevitable!"

	They beat him for that before they sent the bracket on its way, but he grinned all the while.

	After they shot him, the bracket came back for me.

	I stepped forward. Two guards held me while a third unfastened my cuffs and took them away. They pushed my arms into the upper brackets, where metal clamps slid tightly shut around my wrists. I set my own two feet on the bottom of the bracket, and thin silvery restraints slipped out over my shoes. I looked up at the nearest guards.

	"Jae-Sun was right," I said. "Screw you sons of bitches, and  screw your All-Sovereign."

	They didn't bother hitting me. Maybe the North Korean's reaction had disappointed them. In a moment, I was sliding backwards toward the pit, away from two hundred masked Martian soldiers and the sixteen human beings who'd be following me. 

	"One last flight, Fifinella," I whispered. I gulped the dry air and tried to find my spit; it had all gone mysteriously AWOL. "I love you, mom and dad."

	The bracket came to a halt. Whirring, it tilted back slightly.       
  
	The orange-robed officer raised his arm, and eight silvery gun barrels swung up until they were eight black holes pointed straight at me. I felt a tear sliding down my right cheek, and I took a deep breath. 

	The arm fell, and the guns went off like camera flashes. A white-hot pain exploded in my chest. Darkness came down like a hammer. 


Chapter 5

On Martian Wings



	The last thought to go through my head, in the final instant before the execution squad pulled their triggers? 

	Hard to say. There was an awful lot of noise in there, in those last few moments. I've had a lot of time for honest reflection in the years since, though.  

	I'm pretty sure it was this:

	I'm not dreaming.

	Sounds trite as all hell, I know. Right up there with "stars and stripes forever," or "nearer my God to thee," or "don't give up the ship." Three dirt-simple little words, but they added up to a realization that seemed to knock all the air out of my lungs.  

	You see, until that bracket tilted backward and those bastards actually shot me, some tiny corner of my mind was still giving safe harbor to the notion that all of this, everything I've related so far, was nothing but the most elaborate dream of my life. An incredibly detailed movie inside my skull, unrolling for a captive audience of one.  

Who knows what might have brought it on? Maybe I really had gone up in my L-2 to take Doc Soames to Paducah. What if I was lying in a hospital bed somewhere with my head half caved-in, and the fantasy of the red cloud was my distorted recollection of a real crash? 

It wouldn't have been sensible to totally shrug off the possibility, imaginary reader, given the high level of zoom-zap-pow in my background. And yet, when you go to the trouble of dreaming up a heroic fantasy you generally make yourself indispensable, right? Executions always come as package deals with last-minute reprieves. You expect improbable moments of inspiration. Or, if your bulb isn't burning at its full wattage, your good pals, punctual to the very last second, show up with guns blazing and do the heavy lifting for you.  

When none of that stuff happens, and the bracket actually tilts backward and the firing squad pulls their triggers, you have to square yourself with the notion that you might not be safely dreaming after all. 

*****

	Full consciousness and I didn't enjoy the steadiest of friendships, those first few days I spent on Mars. When it finally came slouching around again, the one thing I could be sure of was that I hadn't gone to anything resembling heaven. Heaven couldn't be such a warm, lightless place with a nostril-crinkling smell of vinegar and hot metal. My limbs were useless, and my skin prickled with the slowly-tightening ache that announces the onset of a sunburn.   

	"Gently, now, gently." Someone was moving my arms and legs, and their voice came from the darkness directly above my head. "This physiology! How did blueworlders manage to deal with predators before they learned how to sharpen rocks?"

	"How did you ever reach Sciences Section with such an appetite for irrelevancies?" said a second voice. 

	"Look," said the first voice, "her mammary glands don't even retract." 

	"Really?" The second voice was suddenly interested. "Are you sure? She's been stunned unconscious, it might just be a reflexive easing of the muscles-"

	Something that felt suspiciously like a hand squeezed my left breast, and I scraped together enough gumption to whisper: "What the hell do you think you're doing?" 

	"Sorry," hissed the first voice, and then: "Don't try to speak." The voice was familiar, but the face that went with it was still in darkness. I flailed around a bit, and my mysterious helper muttered, "Movement's not a fantastic idea, either." 

	"Then quit trying to cop a feel," I mumbled.

	"Just let us work." I was again pushed, prodded, and rolled around by unseen hands. "No, Gathris, not there, on the inner side of the upper limb joint--"

	"I see it." I felt someone pull my jacket off, and there was a sharp pain on the inside of my right elbow. This faded immediately, and soothing coolness flowed outward from that point, restoring proper sensation and control as it spread. My eyes started working again and some of the fuzz retreated from my head. 

	I was lying on the floor in a little room, surrounded by the faint hum of unseen machinery, and staring down at me was another unmasked Martian, so much like the one that had been murdered in my prison cell. Yet there were differences-- the red skin was smoother, the reptilian stripes on the neck more of a pale off-white, and there was an entirely different quality to the wet black eyes. Curiosity and energy. This one was no slave. 

	"Who are you?" I whispered.

	"Don't you remem-- oh, forgive me." The Martian reached for something and held it up before my eyes- a mask the color of oxidized copper. "Synthesist Avila, Sciences Section. This is my colleague Gathris."

	"What are you guys doing?"

	"Nothing much. Merely engaging in a few high crimes against the All-Sovereign," said Gathris. He retained his mask. As far as I could tell, it and his blue robe were identical to Avila's.   

	"I got shot," I whispered. "I did get shot, didn't I?"

	"You did," said Avila. "I slipped a protective energy sleeve into your outer garment while it was in my lab." He fiddled with my jacket, and from within the liner he pulled out a slim sort of girdle threaded with silvery mesh. The device was scorched, and flakes of blackened metal or plastic crumbled from it. "You got a bit of a shock, but it took the brunt of the desiccator beams."

	"Wow," I said, sudden hope rising in my mind. "And the others, Doc and the rest, did you-"

	"Forgive us," said Avila softly, "we didn't have the time or the means to rescue anyone else. You were the most logical choice."

	"Jesus," I said, pushing myself to a sitting position. The air was damp, and beyond the hum of machinery there was a wet trickling noise coming from somewhere nearby. "What about the fall? I thought I was supposed to end up in a waste-grinding machine."

	"You fell about halfway to the grinders," said Gathris. "There are waste tunnels like this one flowing into the main disposal shaft on many levels of the city. We snuck down here, rigged up a net, and caught you."  

	"A net?" I was actually startled. In this city of gleaming wonders, these alien beings with their energy weapons, flying leviathans, tele-visual broadcasts, and teleportation had rigged a net. It was as though they'd told me they'd woven a lasso from jungle vines. "That sounds awfully crude for you boys." 

	"Yes," said Avila. "We had to improvise on very short notice. You bounced several-"

	"It was not entirely unfortunate that you were unconscious at the time," muttered Gathris.

	"But. . . you guys. . . you can yank people from one planet to another! Across millions of miles!"

	"Those devices are attuned to your planet," said Avila. "We don't use them for local transport. In fact, we're not even sure we could, even if we knew how to adjust their aim."

	"How can you not know how to work something you built?"

	"The All-Sovereign commands the devices," said Avila. "But you suffer under a misapprehension about their source. We didn't build them. Or High Silence, or this city, in fact. They were left to us by the Old Makers, who passed away long before our tribes-"

	"I congratulate you, Avila." Gathris did something with his hands that made me gasp- for a second I thought he'd hurt himself. He reversed his hands entirely and clapped the backs of his fingers together twice. Was this an impolite gesture? Or something along the lines of a human tapping at their wristwatch? "You have discovered the absolute worst time for a science lesson in the entire history of both her world and ours." 
 
	"I apologize." Avila blinked at Gathris several times, making a wet snikt-snikt-snikt sound. I was starting to regret that the stupid translation fungus was as useless for body language as it was for written symbols. "Gathris is right. Time is precious. Can you see what I have in my hand, blueworlder DeVere?"

	"It's a. . . syringe?"

	"It is." Avila put his free hand on my shoulder and held a hypodermic device, alien but still recognizable, steadily in front of me. "This contains a concentrated biocide that will extinguish life from either of our planets. It will not cause a painless death, but it will be extremely swift."

	"Why the hell are you showing me this?" 

	"We must know," said Gathris, "if you truly wish to live and come with us. If you do, you will join the enemies of the All-Sovereign. You will be opposing the will of the mightiest being in the solar system. He is an absolute stranger to mercy."

	"You boys have some sort of resistance going?"

	"Yes," said Avila. The syringe didn't move.

	"And if I don't join up, you have to kill me," I said. "Security?" 

	"No! No, it's not like that at all. We want you to understand that we are offering you a genuine choice," said Avila. "We've put your physiology through a great deal of stress, and there's little relief to come. We have no food you can eat without worry, and no real data on how to obtain any. The only scientific knowledge we gathered in previous representative samples concerned the infliction of pain."

	"All we can promise you is discomfort and flight," said Gathris. "You will have to endure much. If you are not willing, tell us now."

	"I'm not joining the enemies of the All-Sovereign," I said. "I'm already in the club, you boobs! I've got the membership card and the god-damn secret decoder ring! He killed the Doc and tried to kill me! He declared war on Violet DeVere, and Violet DeVere is happy to return the favor!"

	"That seems adequate to me," said Avila. The corners of his mouth twitched... a Martian smile?

	"Good," I said. "Good. And one thing more. Next Martian that points a syringe at me, friend or foe, gets it shoved sideways up the first hole I can reach. Doesn't matter if I grab head or tail."

	"An understandable sentiment," said Gathris. He took the syringe from Avila, who seemed only too pleased to let it go, and made it vanish.  

	"Just one question," I said. "Why me? What does one human have to do with anything?" 

	"Oh, everything, blueworlder DeVere, everything," said Avila. "We've been waiting thirty years for a chance to save one of you from the representative sample. As of this moment, you are the single most important living being on Mars!"

	I groaned, put my hands over my eyes, and flopped back down to the ground. 

	"What is it?" said Avila. "Are you ill?"

	"Aw, hell. Suddenly I'm the hero of the story again. That means I just might be nuts after all."

*****

	"But never mind." I turned out the lights on my self-pity party pretty quick, though I certainly planned to reconvene it at a less awkward moment. "What do we do now?" 

	"We must leave the city, as soon as possible," said Avila. "In a few hours, Loyalty Section is going to start tearing our labs and quarters apart."

	"How will they know anything?"

	"The energy sleeve we just sacrificed," said Gathris, "is classified. An extremely expensive prototype."

	"We could hide the theft for a few hours, since Gathris is the one responsible for its security," said Avila. 

	"Unfortunately, there's a records redundancy," said Gathris. "Twice a day, Loyalty Section re-synchronizes all electronic files relating to secret project material. The log will show that I removed something and didn't put it back."

	"At that point," said Avila, "everyone in our lab sector will have their travel clearances suspended and they'll be detained for questioning. Our names will be flashed to every checkpoint in the city." 

	"Where do we go, then?"

	"The sands," said Avila. "The deep desert. We've got friends out there waiting for us."

	"Their friendship and their patience are highly theoretical," said Gathris sourly. 

	"The sands," I muttered. The rusty tumblers in my brain suddenly turned over, and I realized what all of this meant for my friendly Martians ex machina. "You two. . . you guys really can't come back, can you? Your travel clearances or whatever-"

	"As good as revoked," said Avila, clearly trying to sound cheerful. "The instant Loyalty Section puts the pieces together, our lives here are finished." 

	"Our lives anywhere are finished if we don't make haste," said Gathris. He pulled out a gray plastic container and handed it to me. "You can ask questions while we move, blueworlder." 

	"Call me Violet," I said, fumbling the gray package open. It contained a blue robe and another oxidized copper mask.  

	"Welcome to Sciences Section, Violet," said Avlia as he pulled me to my feet. He took the plastic satchel and shook out the blue robe, then draped it over me. It smelled of some bitter spice that stood out even in the acrid air of the waste processing tunnel. 

	Avila also helped me don the mask, which had dark elastic straps. I blinked out through the Martian-sized eye slits, feeling like a cross between a nun and a baseball catcher.  

	"My jacket-" I said.

	"I'll keep it," said Avila, stuffing it into the gray container. "You're already nearly too bulky beneath that robe."

	"What an ungentlemanly thing to say." I patted the robe, trying to smooth it down. If my figure was alarmingly un-Martian, it was hardly the fault of my very empty stomach, which growled feebly, like a neglected puppy. "So what kind of resistance network are we talking about here?" 

	"An inadequate one," said Avila. "Too few of us, scared out of our wits. Operating in the cities is nearly impossible, and we have nothing that can match the All-Sovereign's power. But if we can get you out of here, that will change."

	"How do you figure?"

	"Our movement was founded on critical information stolen from the All-Sovereign years ago. We need you out in the deep deserts for your-"

	"Colleague!" said Gathris. "There's little point in making blueworlder DeVere an expert on our affairs if we're all strung up in agony webs before the conversation is finished." He settled his hands gently around my waist and pointed me toward the little room's open door. "Loyalty Section is always closer than you think."

	"Yes, yes," said Avila. "We'll have time to talk once we're in the air, Violet."

	That sure piqued my curiosity. "Does that mean what I think it means?"

	"We've reserved a strato-launch under the guise of a weather survey. It's an infinitely safer means of escape than trying to smuggle you out through the surface gates."

	"Indeed," said Gathris. "We can fly out in comfort above the clouds, but to do that we need to make haste through thirty-two levels of waste tunnels. By the time we reach the skydock, you may wish you'd chosen the syringe."

*****  

	So began my first grand expedition as part of the noble resistance against the All-Sovereign, with three nervous humanoids in blue robes trudging through a sewer system that could have drained Rhode Island. 

	The tunnels were illuminated at regular intervals by soft yellowish lights set behind milky glass, like the cataract-frosted eyes of slumbering monsters. The walls were a dark mottled green, some kind of alien verdigris that came off as a film when I ran my fingers over it. The actual waste channels were shallow troughs like subway rails, carrying their dark streams of vinegar-smelling slop to some fate deep in the bowels of this green underworld. No doubt a teaspoon of that stuff could have kept an earth biochemist busy for half a lifetime, but I wouldn't go within ten feet of it.  

	As we walked, I felt like a puppet suspended on invisible strings, being tugged back and forth by too many factors to count. I was punch-drunk with hunger, my skin still felt like I'd been roasted over coals, and I would have traded a pound of flesh for one cigarette. In the assets column, that joy juice Gathris had shot me up with had some hair on its chest, and then there was the lovely Martian gravity. The fact that I was only carrying two-fifths of a normal Violet on my tired feet was damned helpful. 

	Gathris was our guide. He judged our position according to illegible Martian plaques sealed into the walls at each intersection, and based on his instructions we took a dozen turns in the first half-hour of travel. My sense of direction punched the clock and went home for the day. In fact, I became so disoriented that it took me another half-hour to cop to the fact that we were being watched.

	"Avila," I muttered, for he was closest to me, "Avila, are there animals in your sewer system?"

	"Not exactly."

	"What do you mean, 'not exactly?'"

	There was a scraping sound from up ahead, followed by the patter of feet against metal. A slim shadow wavered in the light of the nearest yellow globe, like a clock hand that couldn't decide whether to move forward or backward. At last the owner of the shadow came out into plain view- a Martian, unmasked and unrobed. In fact, it was completely naked except for a thick collar around its neck, which had an embedded electronic light that glowed like a hot coal.

	"Stay back," said Avila, "and keep quiet." Gathris, meanwhile, took a small black device out of his robe.

	The naked Martian hissed at us, and came forward at an aggressive lope. In its right hand it wielded a piece of dull metal, an improvised bludgeon. Gathris held out his little black box, and the would-be assailant halted in its tracks, dropped the bludgeon, and began to claw at its collar. The light turned a deeper red and began to flash. 

	Gathris advanced slowly, and the naked Martian stumbled backward desperately, coughing out dry choking sounds. Gathris pointed at a tunnel that branched off to our left, and our chastised stalker scuttled down it, quickly vanishing into the distance. 

	"Was that a Functionary?" I said.

	"No." Gathris lowered the little black box, but kept it in his hand. "An intellectual."

	"From Sciences Section or Culture Section, most likely," said Avila. "We call them Mind Exiles." 

	"I don't understand."

	"The All-Sovereign doesn't forgive," said Gathris. "That's the most important thing to understand. Traitors are executed. Common criminals go to the Incendium mines, or become Functionaries. The Mind Exiles. . . they're failures."

	"Engineers, scientists, writers, and planners," said Avila. "Like Gathris and myself, in fact. Thoraveds in positions of moderate authority. Those that can't meet the demands of their jobs are thrown down here."

	"To patrol the sewers," said Gathris. "These tunnels are off-limits for unsupervised congregation. Any legitimate entrant will have a collar control box, and anyone else runs the risk of being attacked. Mind Exiles will try to kill on sight."

	"Your planet is insane!"

	"No," said Avila, with more passion than I'd yet heard from him. "No! The All-Sovereign's reign is cruel, but there's nothing insane about it. Every offense against our lives and dignity is rationally calculated. The Mind Exiles have their vocal cords removed, and if they come within fifty feet of one another, their collars deliver electrical shocks. If they attempt to leave the sewer network, the collars broadcast their identifier codes to the security transponders, and their families will be executed."

	"Jesus Christ."

	"They know it, too, Violet. Their minds are in perfect working order when they're thrown down here. You see? They're intellectually gifted Thoraveds that can never read another book, see another tri-vid, hold another conversation, or live any life but a miserable, solitary hunt in these damned tunnels. They're hostages for the sake of their loved ones, and the only easy way out is the grinders. It's not madness. . . it's a personalized, scientific application of pure misery. It's why the All-Sovereign deserves ten thousand deaths!"

	"He won't get even one if we don't keep moving," said Gathris, placatingly. He waved his black box. "When Loyalty Section steps on our travel clearances, this stops working, too."

	We moved on through the forlorn underworld of the City of the Sovereign Eye. Mind Exiles lurked in the shadows of service corridors and side tunnels, visible only by the bale-fire lights of their collars, but Gathris kept his control box out and no more of them dared come within its range. 

	Eventually we reached the first of the service elevators that were to take us to the skydock. Gathris hadn't been kidding, imaginary reader, when he said we'd have to move up through thirty-two levels, which meant about eight vertical miles. The waste tunnels formed a sort of hermetically sealed city-within-a-city, with an interior network of lifts. I could see why the All-Sovereign bothered with the cruel custom of the Mind Exiles. Malcontents with easy access to the sewers could effectively turn invisible and travel anywhere. 

	Sewer elevators were closed compartments, nothing like the awe-inspiring thrill ride I'd been given on my way to visit Exarch Thrail, but they did their job with commendable speed. Up we'd soar, then take another trudge, then another elevator, then another trudge. We swapped lifts a grand total of four times. 

	"This will be the last one," whispered Avila as the doors of the fourth car slid shut behind me. "Skydock is a manually controlled security zone, and we'll have to pass live guards to reach our strato-launch. The translation spores make it safe for you to speak, provided you say as little as possible, and only when necessary."

	"The dumber I can act, the happier I'll be," I said, praying forgiveness from mom and dad's ghosts for uttering something so fundamentally un-DeVere. 

	"Your name is Rhodala. You're a Data Core Technician, Sciences Section."

	"Data Core Technician Rhodala, Sciences Section," I said. "Hail the All-Sovereign!"

	"Don't do that," said Gathris. "There are rules governing the hail that are too complex to go into right now. Just do it if someone else does it first."

	"Okay."

	"Your ident code is zero-nine, zero-one, one-eight-seven-five. Repeat it." said Avila.

	"I'm pretty good with numbers. Don't fret." I swear I hung as much modesty as I could on that statement, imaginary reader. Eight digits is as easy as throwing yourself at the ground and not missing. "In fact, my mom wanted to name me 09011875 before dad made her go with 'Violet.'"

	That earned me a couple of those loud snikt-snikt-snikt sideways blinks. Earth's comedy ambassador, I wasn't.

	"Gathris and I will take pains to do everything we can first, so you'll have an example to follow," said Avila. "Keep relatively still. Don't make sudden movements and don't gawk. Imagine that you've seen the skydock many times before."

	"If everything goes well," said Gathris, "we'll just be verbally processed."

	"What's the alternative to everything going well?"

	"A spot check for ident match." Gathris tapped the chin of his mask. "A legitimate citizenship mask has an embedded magnetic ident coil. Yours will read the same as Avila's, because you're wearing his spare."

	"We don't know how to fake the coils," said Avila, sounding genuinely apologetic. "We could just barely manage to scrape together a synthetic personal record for Rhodala. But as long as we don't do anything else suspicious, I doubt anyone will want to haul us over to a scan terminal and make more trouble for themselves."

	"Is wearing someone else's mask a fashion no-no around here?"

	"The punishment is death by starvation," said Gathris. "While strung up in an agony web."

	"Boys," I said, "you may build nice things, but your legal system is a real crap sandwich."

	"Take heart," said Avila. "If we botch our escape, they'll have plenty of excuses to kill us fast."

	The elevator, which had been quietly zipping up to its final stop, now powered down and slid to a halt that I detected by the little somersault in my stomach. A red light snapped on overhead, and some sort of camera lens popped out of the wall just above the control panel. 

	"Now entering skydock security exclusion zone," boomed a voice from a hidden speaker. "Valid work order required."

	"I'm Synthesist Avila, Sciences Section." My new friend resumed the imperious outward manner he'd maintained during my interrogation. "Reference Sciences Section work order two-two-six-two, under my name."

	"Await verification." Whatever the loudspeaker guy had to check, it took about fifteen seconds. "Proceed to security checkpoint. Deviation from marked path may result in summary termination."

	It took most of my self-control not to jump when the door hissed open, and it took what was left not to give the game away the instant I saw what was on the other side. 

*****

	Sixteen miles up the western rim of the extinct volcano you and I would call Olympus Mons, I found paradise. 

	I can still get a little misty just thinking about it, that first glimpse, even seen as it was through the eye slits of that stupid mask. 

	Imagine that you could show a model railroad enthusiast the switching station at the center of the very world, with tracks laid to the horizon in every direction and a thousand locomotives ready to steam at the push of a button! Well, I am an airwoman and a science fiction nut, and if the skydock is a product of a deranged mind then sanity can go hang itself. Honest to god, I'll supply the rope and pick a good tree. 

	Below us, at least a mile below, stretched the highest inhabited tier of the City of the Sovereign Eye, the glowing silver dreamscape I had passed through on the way to the All-Sovereign's "justice." A dozen New Yorks times a dozen Chicagos, lit up like an atomic New Year's bash under the velvet black of the Martian stratosphere.

	Skydock was a network of platforms jutting out into that permanent night, hanging in the omnipresent shadow of High Silence to its east, and just a mile or so below the upper limit of the city's transparent atmosphere dome. I could see the faint gray lines of the subtle scaffolding supporting it, and the scale of the engineering would have inspired a shudder of religious awe if I hadn't been so entranced by what lay beneath it. 

	Ships and planes. A cornucopia, a fleet, a hundred squadrons of flying craft that made the ones I'd dedicated my life to look like stale candy cigarettes set out beside a humidor of the finest Cuban cigars. Sleek delta-winged vehicles, elegant and deadly as sharks, hung from launch cradles and service platforms stretching to the limits of my vision. Cargo pallets floated among them, maintenance crews and guards were so many little black dots moving along the access gantries. And I could smell it all. . . those glorious smells of metal and welding and oil and fuel. Alien, all of them, but you couldn't disguise their true nature from a flier's nose. 

	I somehow managed to follow Avila and Gathris out of the elevator, into the strong warm winds of the skydock. The dark metal panels beneath our feet lit up with a radium-green line, pointing the way to a processing area manned by a squad of Martians in security black-and-gray, watching us with weapons drawn. 

	"Identify yourselves," said the only member of the squad wearing a full-face metal mask rather than one that left the eyes uncovered. The voice was decidedly female, and I looked in vain for any real physical differences, sheer curiosity briefly subsuming my anxiety. Well, if I could retract certain portions of my anatomy at will I could do a fair impression of a man, too, I supposed. 

	"Synthesist Avila, Sciences Section, ident zero-three, two-three, one-nine-five-two."

	"Physicist Gathris, Sciences Section, ident one-zero, zero-seven, one-nine-zero-zero."

	"Data Core Technician Rhodala," I said, praying for luck. "Sciences Section. Ident zero-nine, zero-one, one-eight-seven-five."    

	"Logged," said one of the security goons, who stood looking down at black metal desk crammed with glowing electronics. "Awaiting verification. . . idents confirmed, squadmaster. Consistent with work order 2262."

	"What's the purpose of your excursion?" said the female Martian, seemingly unmoved. "And who's your pilot?" 

	"Confirmation of atmospheric testing data," said Avila. "My colleague Gathris has a Class Two pilot's rating."   

	"You don't seem to be carrying much scientific apparatus." Her masked face tilted slightly toward the gray pouch in Avila's hand. 

	"The strato-launch is our apparatus," said Avila. "We'll be using a series of maneuvers to measure pressure variations. The onboard instruments will give us all the data we require."

	"Open your satchel and explain the contents."

	My heart seemed to find an escape hatch and drop into the pit of my stomach. I took a slow, deep breath and watched my comrades for any sign that it was time to do something desperate and foolish.

	"Easily done," said Avila, smooth as buttered silk. He pulled out my jacket, showed it off, and shook the satchel upside-down to show that it was empty. "This is a piece of clothing taken from one of the sampled blueworlders."

	"That's an extremely irregular thing to be carrying." She raised her left hand, and the waiting goons of her squad lost their air of routine disinterest. 

	"Oh, it's not related to our work order," said Avila. I suppose it only made sense that he had a gift for keeping calm in the face of drawn weapons; if he'd had nerves of jelly he'd never have survived long enough to meet me. "I'm to turn it over to Decider Dakkan, but the Decider is on a brief medical leave. I hope you can understand why I'd prefer to keep it on my person. If I were to lose it. . ." 

	"Hmmm." The squadmaster contemplated my jacket for a few seconds before waving her boys back. "Of course. I wouldn't want to end my week as a Mind Exile, either. Speaking of which, why did you take the waste tunnel access elevator?"

	"Our impression was that a large cargo of some sort was about to go up the primary lift," said Avila. "We may have been wrong, but we were already behind schedule."

	"Hmmm. Scan-beams?"

	"No weapons, no volatiles," said the Martian behind the desk. "Traces of sewer and laboratory chemicals. Some residue of a known biocide."

	"Ah, that's my fault," said Gathris. "I was cleaning circuit boards with anti-fungal preservative."

	"Indeed? Mandatory decon level?"

	"No, squadmaster," said the desk jockey. "Just traces. It's in the database as a legitimate--"

	"Fine, then." The female Martian seemed to grow tired of poking and prodding at our story. "If Sciences Section doesn't want to wash its hands, Order Section's not obligated to make them do so. Proceed to platform three-two-seven."

	"Thank you, squadmaster." Avila put my jacket back in his satchel and we all walked through the checkpoint, free and clear. 

*****

	Platform 327 hung at the far end of a quarter-mile of railed horizontal gantry. I followed the two Martians in a near-daze, trying to take in all the sights I could without actually tilting my head from side to side.

	We passed no one else on the gantry, save for a lone full-mask security officer, strolling along with his hands behind his back. This Martian touched one hand to his mask just above the eyes as Avila drew near, and Avila responded by touching his own chest. We were allowed to continue to our plane in peace. 

	Plane! What a word for a strato-launch. Ours was a smaller sort that I would eventually come to know as the Glorious Consistency class, a four-passenger utility model about fifty feet long.

	Her hull was smooth-- I couldn't see a glimpse of the beaten aluminum panels or rivets I was used to. It was some sort of resin, like shark-gray Bakelite. Her control surfaces looked like something designed as a compromise between drunks and crazies. . . frankly, I couldn't see how she could be handled in atmospheric flight.

	Nonetheless, she was beautiful. 

	She rested in an articulated network of supports and humming coils. These, I would eventually learn, were inertia-control devices that could bleed unwanted kinetic energy out of moving bodies and radiate it as heat, which made stunts like me leaving the earth at crash-dive velocity and hitting Martian soil without exploding into soup possible. They also allowed planes to be more or less plucked out of the air, like the arrestor wires on an aircraft carrier, though if inertial dampers had feelings I'd hurt them deeply with such a crude simile.

	Hey, don't go to sleep on me here, imaginary reader. There's no magic in any of the stuff I'm describing. Martians are stuck with the same laws of physics that heat your oatmeal and put your baseball games on the radio-- they've just had more time than we have to suss out the loopholes. 

	And when I say "Martians," in this context, I mean the Old Makers. But that's jumping ahead. 

	A compact control panel was mounted on a pedestal beside the strato-launch cradle. Gathris pushed a few buttons, and a door popped open about a quarter of the way back along the ship's side. Warm golden lights came on within the cabin, and a boarding ladder slid down to our platform. 

	"Are you ready to see our world beyond the city, Violet?" said Avila.

	"Punch my ticket and color me gone," I said. 

	"You!"

	I whirled at the shout and nearly took a little low-gravity hop. The full-masked security officer who'd strolled casually past us was now stomping straight toward me, not casually at all. His desiccator pistol was still holstered, but he was definitely not in a friendly-cop sort of mood. 

	"Name and ident!"

	"Data Core Technician Rhodala," I stammered. "Sciences Section. Data core. . . uh, zero-nine, zero-one, one-eight-seven-five. Sciences Section!"

	I can imagine your smirk. Well, I worked for the Army Air Forces, not the OSS. 

	"What are you carrying beneath your robe?" demanded the security officer.

	"We have full clearance from the checkpoint squadmaster," said Avila. "You have no business interfering with our work order, sub-supervisor!"

	"You'll find I have complete latitude over launch cradle security." 

	"You'll find that contradicting a Synthesist may not be in the best interests of your career," said Avila. "Shall I refer your name and ident to my Decider?"

	"My career's in no danger from my own diligence." The sub-supervisor unbuckled his holster flap and slid it aside. "I'd be drummed out of section for unmasking to a test-tube tender, though. Your colleague is hiding several objects under her robe. I want to see them now."

	Yeah, him and every boy in my high school class. I couldn't think of anything to say. I thought we were sunk. 

	"Sub-supervisor," said Gathris, loudly, "you will find yourself more than inconvenienced if you contravene the personal orders of Exarch Vorus." 

	"What personal orders?"

	"See for yourself." Gathris held something up in his left hand. "Come read our work order. Then decide how much you value your latitude."

	The sub-supervisor walked toward Gathris and reached out for whatever he was holding. What happened next was quick and smooth. Gathris got inside the security officer's reach, swung him around, and somehow got his head into a sort of wrestler's grip. The sub-supervisor flailed desperately, then made an awful hissing sound and went limp in Gathris' arms. 

	Gathris pulled something out of the sub-supervisor's thin neck-- the syringe he'd taken from Avila, now empty. Reddish foam began to bubble out of the mouth-slit on the security officer's mask, and my stomach lurched.  

	Gathris didn't waste another second. He picked up the corpse with one arm (Agatha Christie fans take note, Mars is an awfully convenient place to bump someone off) and carried it into the strato-launch. Avlia looked around frantically, then beckoned to me and followed. 

	Four's a crowd in a strato-launch cabin, even if one of the party-goers is dead. We stumbled around for a few seconds getting frustrated with one another. At last Avila slapped a control that withdrew the boarding ladder and sealed the cabin door. He tore his mask off and I was happy to follow suit.  

	"Gathris, have you gone mad?"

	"No, Avila, have you?" Gathris seized his colleague by the arms and stared right into his face. "Many more of our people are going to die before this is over. The blueworlder must escape. Do you understand? Nothing else we do matters. She must escape!"

	"Yes," said Avila. "Yes, forgive me. I'm just. . . not used to this."

	"Broaden your mind," said Gathris. "We're at war."

	There were four seats within the cabin, which was clean and spartan. The cockpit had a forward canopy transparent to just behind the first two seats, complete and unbroken, nothing like the smaller windows of an earth airplane. 

	Gathris settled the dead officer into the starboard rear seat and pulled off his metal mask. The sub-supervisor was a brown-skinned Martian with deep orange stripes on his neck. Lines of blood trickled from his empty black eyes and that awful foam was still seeping out of his mouth. I gagged; the smell up close was like copper and vomit and phenol all mixed together. 

	"Jesus," I whispered.

	"Tend him, Avila," said Gathris. "His mask and equipment will be useful to us. Blueworlder, take the sub-pilot's seat."

	He nudged me into the forward starboard seat, and I sat without protest, feeling a sick numbness that had nothing to do with hunger or tobacco withdrawal. I hated the All-Sovereign's system, that was for damn sure, and I was willing to fight it. But it's still not easy to watch a thinking being die so fast right in front of you. 

	"Why must I escape?" I said. "We're all alone, boys. So what's the big secret? Why am I worth doing something like this? No more putting it off!"

	"Avila," said Gathris, "I need to pre-flight this craft. I don't have time--"

	"Very well," said Avila. He settled into the rear portside seat and pulled his robe off, revealing a sort of brown jumpsuit beneath it. "It's not you specifically. We need one blueworlder, any blueworlder, alive and well. You seemed to have the best combination of physical health and mental aptitude for survival."

	I took my own robe off. I was about to throw it into the rear of the cabin, but on second thought I reached back and settled it over the dead body of the sub-supervisor so the poor bastard would stop creeping me out. Beside me, Gathris settled into the pilot's seat and began fiddling with the control panel in front of him. 

	"Before either of our species even figured out how to rub sparks out of flint," said Avila, "this world, and probably this solar system, was ruled by the beings we call the Old Makers. They're long gone, and the All-Sovereign controls all the resources and accessible structures they left behind.

	"However, there's one structure that nobody has been able to access. A site in the north polar desert, about ten thousand years old. A sealed underground complex we call Dawning Deep. It's impregnable to any known force, and it's huge. Perhaps even an underground mirror of High Silence."

	"Shut up a moment," said Gathris. He pressed a switch and spoke loudly: "Skydock control, this is strato-launch cradle three-two-seven, requesting control designation and clearance for departure."

	"Cradle three-two seven, stand by for flight plan verification," returned a stern female voice.

	"Now, the very fact that we even have a resistance hinges on one thing," said Avila. Although Gathris wasn't pressing the transmission button, Avila assumed a conspiratorial whisper. "Years ago, the founders of our movement stole a copy of a secret report on Dawning Deep. The entrance to the complex isn't labeled in the language of the Old Makers, but in pictograms. Very clear diagrams carved into polished granite--"

	"Three-two-seven," buzzed skydock control, "your flight plan is confirmed. Your control designation is Science Flight Four. Acknowledge."

	"Science Flight Four acknowledges."

	"Descent arc opening in two minutes."

	"Restraints," said Gathris, buckling himself into his seat. I only had to toy with my own belts for a few seconds before I had them figured out. The waist belt could have been from earth, but the chest straps formed an 'x' that met and buckled just beneath my breasts, not entirely comfortably. Obviously it was never meant for us non-retractable sorts of girls. 

	Gathris moved levers and fiddled his fiddle-sticks. A low hum of power rose up behind us, and I could feel vibration through the soles of my shoes. 

	"Now what about these pictograms?" I said. 

	"They're instructions," said Avila. "The doors to Dawning Deep will open only in the presence of a living blueworlder."

	"What? You're telling me that ten thousand years ago, someone sealed up some kind of Martian Fort Knox and put pictures of human beings on the door?"

	"I'm not sure I properly understood the term you just used," said Avila. "But yes, that is the essential situation. Now you can see why the All-Sovereign disposes of each representative sample so rapidly."

	"And you think it's a good idea to go crack this place open."

	"Why leave instructions if it wasn't meant to be opened?" said Avila. "What if the Old Makers actually foresaw the potential misuse of the technology they left behind? What if they left us some sort of safeguard we could use to match the power of a tyrant like the All-Sovereign?"

	"I hate to be a little black rain cloud," I said, "but that seems awfully far-fetched. Why would they lock the place up with something that required the presence of a being from another planet? How could they even know my species would still be here after ten thousand years? I mean, if those pictograms had been dinosaurs or dodo birds, your plan would be up the creek."

	"We have discussed this matter in great depth," said Avila. "I myself have formed the opinion that the Old Makers intended their vault to be opened only when the cultures of two worlds came together. . . in other words, when we'd proven ourselves advanced enough to deserve whatever the Old Makers left there."

	"And hauling one human out there qualifies as 'advanced?' That's setting the diplomatic relations bar kinda low, don't you think?"

	"I never claimed it was a flawless notion," said Avila. "But there could be anything in Dawning Deep. Technology, weapons, vehicles, knowledge! If we can just get our hands on it, we can finally strike a meaningful blow against the All-Sovereign! Don't you see that we have no real alternative?"

	"Yeah," I said. "But here's a real question. Why hasn't the All-Sovereign taken a human out there himself, along with a few thousand of his soldiers, and looted the place for his own needs?"    

	"He refuses," said Avila. "He refuses! There's another report on the Dawning Deep complex, one so well-guarded we've never managed to get our hands on it. All we know is that whatever's in it frightens the All-Sovereign! So you see. . . if the contents of Dawning Deep are a threat to him we must examine them! At any cost!" 

	"Science Flight Four," buzzed the radio, "launch cradle released to manual control. Descent arc open. You have final clearance for departure. Acknowledge."

	"Science Flight Four acknowledges," said Gathris. "Cradle three-two-seven is ours. Hail the All-Sovereign."

	The strato-launch shuddered, and began to tilt forward. I held my breath as the horizontal view across the spaceport was gradually replaced with one of the city tiers below us, fading into the weird neon-tinged clouds that built up in sixteen miles of vertical air. In a few moments we were hanging at a fifty or sixty-degree angle, our weight against our harnesses. The pitch of the engines rose.

	"I really hate this part," muttered Avila.

	"We can't always be moving up in the world, colleague," said Gathris. He released us from the launch cradle and we plummeted into empty air.

*****

Gathris let us have a few seconds of roller-coaster fun before he judged our speed adequate. Notch by notch he kicked the engines up and pulled us out of our dive. In a few seconds we were in a shallow climb toward what looked like a faint gray rectangle hanging in the sky, surrounded by flashing red lights. 

"Science Flight Four to skydock control," he said, pressing the transmit button, "northbound on assigned path, departing via airgate five."

"Acknowledged, Science Flight Four. Proceed to altitude station nine-zero-thousand. Weather platforms report clear skies. No route deviation is permitted. Fruitful journey. Hail the All-Sovereign!"

"Hail the Supreme Soul of Mars," said Gathris.  

Enraptured as I was by the sensation of flight, I took a few moments to study what Gathris was doing. The control panels seemed built on the same general principles as ours, but there was one obvious barrier to my full comprehension. Every dial, every switch, every read-out and knob was labeled in that angular Martian script which was completely immune to the influence of the telepathic space yeast.

"Hey, Gathris," I said, "will we blow up in mid-air if I brush against anything?" 

"Don't worry. I locked your side out of the control circuit in case you got curious."

"I am curious. I don't mean to sound primitive, but I suppose I am primitive. How can this aircraft be stable? The rudders and flaps. . . they didn't make much sense to my eyes."

"Partly because the engine's thrust is vectored." Gathris eased us up another few hundred feet. He had no central control column like an Earth pilot, rather, a complicated pair of joysticks on either side of his seat. "That enhances maneuverability. Furthermore, the ship's electronic brain handles stabilization automatically. It's not meant to be balanced by manual judgment."

"What happens if the electronic brain takes a nap?"

"The ship's systems are rather more robust than we are. Anything capable of shutting them down will render our survival a moot point."

"You don't have mechanical faults on Mars?"

"Incompetent maintenance personnel go to the agony webs," said Avila, sounding a bit airsick. "Barbaric, but the ones that are left do work to very high standards."

We soared through the center of the gray rectangle, which must have been about a thousand feet wide and half as high. There was a faint ripple in the air as we passed through what I presumed was some sort of force field for maintaining atmospheric pressure (ah, the benefits of the elementary Gernsback education), and then we were out into the true Martian sky. I felt exhilarated and disoriented all at once. The curve of the world beneath us was so extreme, it was like looking at an aerial view of the earth through a fish-eye lens. Far, far below us white clouds lined up like the wavecaps of a cotton sea.

"Weather," I said. "That's real weather down there. How can this stuff be hidden? We've seen your world through telescopes-- it's brown and red, it's dry, it doesn't have fluffy white clouds or water in the atmosphere. . ."

"Of course it does," said Avila. "High Silence generates something we call the Veil. It's one of the least comprehensible things the Old Makers left us. It's a defensive system, a planet-wide visual and electromagnetic illusion. Anyone observing Mars from a distance will detect a dry, used-up world with a thin atmosphere and no magnetic field."

"Wait a minute," I said, sputtering with something close to real outrage. "Wait just a damn minute. I will grant you boys some crazy things, some real whoppers, but you cannot just hide an entire planet's magnetic field! That's bonkers, that's FUBAR, that's. . . it's not like an ugly spot on your house! You can't just plant some hedges and say, 'Look, Ma, no magnetism!'"

"If I knew how it was done I'd be an Old Maker," said Avila.

I said some impolite words, imaginary reader. I let fly with everything I'd ever learned on an Army airfield or a West Texas airstrip. I also realized then and there that if I took personal offense at every abuse of science as I understood it, I'd go nuts. I'd end up like a cavewoman standing in front of ENIAC, wondering why someone had filled the machine with bees to make it hum. I had to cast loose, for my own brain's sake, and call up the services of the little girl who'd once trusted her life to an anti-gravity belt made of cardboard. 

"Wait," I said, grasping at one exciting silver lining. "Does this mean you guys actually have canals?"

"We have lots of canals," said Avila, sounding bewildered. "For farming. And transportation. Are they significant?"

"Uh. . . never mind. Maybe I'll explain later." I watched contentedly for a few minutes as High Silence fell behind us on our right, and we soared east above the shadowed caldera of the solar system's biggest mountain. I could even spot the prison complex I'd been stuck in, perched on its mile-high pillar like a little silver birdhouse. "So, what's the rest of our escape plan?"

"Southeast a bit until we're out of the High Silence control zone," said Gathris. "Then we can choose our own altitude, at least. Our flight plan takes us over the Valley of the Emerald Night for about two hours. After that, I mean to turn north, send out a garbled message about some emergency, and ditch us in the desert. Once we're down, I can rig a fuel fire to destroy the ship, and we'll see if our friends in the wilderness can actually find us."

"How long until someone misses our, uh, extra passenger?"

"That's a conundrum," said Gathris coolly. "If we're lucky we've got a few hours until his next shift change. That's all we need, really. A head start. I give Loyalty Section about half a day to correlate all of our transgressions. Maybe one or two more days before someone realizes we've rescued a blueworlder. They will figure it out. An entire squad of Order Section guards has seen the jacket you were wearing when your alleged corpse fell into the disposal shaft."

"My jacket," I said, nodding. "Throw in the stolen protective belt doohickey. And you boys just happening to be in the sewers near the waste shaft right under the execution site." 

"Very good, blueworlder DeVere," said Gathris. "They will inevitably connect those pieces of evidence."

"And then it's a race to Dawning Deep," said Avila. "Gathris, I don't mean to be rude, but we're not in the City of the Sovereign Eye any more."

"Oh," said Gathris, who was still wearing his mask and robe. "Yes, of course. Such a force of habit." He pushed his hood back, slipped his oxidized copper mask off, and set it carefully down behind his seat. Gathris turned out to be a pea-green fellow with dark black neck stripes. He seemed to have more lines around his eyes than Avila, and there was a bubbling sort of scar under his mouth, like the remnant of an old chemical burn.    
   
We flew southeast at ninety thousand feet, chatting, if by chatting you mean Gathris and Avila answering my endless stream of questions. Avila seemed nervous and a little uncomfortable, but pleased to be casting aside his mask and robes for good. Gathris was a much cooler customer, but then again he was flying the plane, and I recognized his preoccupation from the many long hours I'd spent in a similar state of mind. 

After a short while in the air we passed three more shield volcanos, none quite so large as the Sovereign Eye (I've made an editorial decision to quit calling it by its earth name, imaginary reader), though each of course was unthinkably vast by earth standards. 

"The Three Empresses," said Avila. "The wilderness tribes have other names for them, but we Thoraveds like to think we named them best. South is Thon Sha, the Founder, who gave our tribe law. Just below us is Daishan the Acceptor, who pledged our service to the All-Sovereign. North is Na'Kren, the Awaited. The future empress of legend, who will guide us in our ultimate destiny."

"What's that supposed to be?"

"We're not sure. The old Thoraved prophets loved attention but hated explaining themselves."

We descended, from black sky to blue, between the cloud-dusted slopes of Thon Sha and Daishan. Gathris leveled us off again at about forty thousand feet, and when I asked him how fast we were going, he told me we were just a few throttle nudges south of supersonic flight. I whistled. 

A red light flashed on the control panel, and a male voice sounded over the radio: "Science Flight Four, this is Airwatch Seven, orbiting four-zero miles north of your position. Acknowledge communication."

Gathris repeated one of my West Texas airstrip curses verbatim. 

"What's with the red light?" I whispered.

"We're being illuminated by an active scan-beam. Airwatch ships are observation and control vessels, launched by swarmships to guide their interceptors." Gathris pressed the transmit key. "Science Flight Four hears you well, Airwatch Seven. How can we render assistance?"

"Be advised of a developing weather emergency along your intended flight path. Come north forty degrees and make your altitude five-five-thousand for swarmship rendezvous in eight minutes. We'll carry you around the turbulence. Acknowledge."

"Weather emergency?" hissed Gathris, losing his cool in an instant. "This ship can leave the atmosphere if it has to. And it's not as though the clear weather report would have been wrong less than an hour ago!" He composed himself, then hit transmit: "Science Flight Four acknowledges, Airwatch Seven. We'll make our course change momentarily."

"So," I said, feeling that old familiar churn of impending trouble in my guts, "what do we have for weapons on this tub?"

"Our most hurtful insults," said Gathris. "Sciences Section craft aren't permitted to carry arms. Damn!"

"If we dock with a swarmship we're as good as executed," said Avila.

"Thank you, colleague, I had realized that. Damnation and Functionary piss!" Gathris drummed the fingers of his left hand on his chest, then pushed the transmit button: "Emergency communication! Science Flight Four calling Airwatch Seven. Science Flight Four to Airwatch Seven, please acknowledge."

"Airwatch Seven acknowledging."

"Science Flight Four declaring flight emergency. Rudder surfaces refusing to answer manual control. I am not, repeat, not able to deviate from present heading." 

I couldn't help myself. I started giggling once he took his finger off the transmit button.

Our buddies on Airwatch Seven needed a moment to digest our nonsense. Finally, they responded: "Science Flight Four, we acknowledge flight emergency. Maintain present heading. Reduce airspeed to two-two-five. Await swarmship rendezvous in nineteen minutes. We'll get you down safely. Acknowledge."

"Just above stall speed," muttered Gathris. "Meanwhile that swarmship will boost hard and come down on top of us. Its interceptors have to be on their way already."

"Does this thing carry any scan-beams of its own?"

"No," said Gathris. "Only passive beam detectors. But the interceptors won't turn their beams on, they'll just follow orders from Airwatch Seven all the way in. Keeps us blind to their actual position until they're close enough to start pulling triggers." 

He grabbed his left-hand joystick again. The strato-launch leapt forward, and the steady hum of the engines rose to a rumbling scream. I felt myself approaching my old familiar weight as the acceleration ramped up. 

"Airwatch Seven," Gathris shouted, stabbing at the transmit button, "Control loss worsening! I am unable to decelerate! The engine is out of control and accelerating of its own accord!"

"Science Flight Four," came the immediate response, "this is a peremptory order to resume subsonic flight and come north forty degrees for swarmship rendezvous. Respond to this order or you will be fired upon."

"What now?" yelled Avila. 

"We run. The interceptors will overtake us, but we can maximize their time to target." Gathris tilted us into a steep descent, and he didn't take his foot off the gas. "I'll put us down in thicker air. That will make things less uncomfortable when holes start appearing in the hull."

"We'll never make our rendezvous," said Avila.

"I know. I'll try to splash us in the Valley of the Emerald Night. We might just reach the western edge of the rift."

Avila moaned. 

"Our other choice is to discover a way to catch Incendium shells with our bare hands," said Gathris. "Better start doing the math now."

We were deep in clouds and still diving hard.

"Science Flight Four," buzzed a new voice, a no-nonsense woman's voice that brought back sudden memories of my WASP days, "you are under the guns of armed interceptor craft. This is your final warning. Level off and return to subsonic speed or you will be destroyed!"

"I wonder how close they are," said Gathris. We punched through the clouds at about fifteen thousand feet and screamed down toward a dusty reddish-brown landscape of steep-walled valleys. These twisted in every direction from horizon to horizon, and many of them were filled with ethereal tendrils of mist. A golden light streaked past us, about a mile to port. It was followed by another, and another. 

Seven years and a hundred million miles removed from the big war, my baptism of fire had finally caught up with me. It's a strange old universe. 

If Gathris had any philosophical thoughts, he kept them to himself while he worked his joysticks like an orchestra conductor with a benzedrine habit. We jinked and rolled at twice the speed of sound; the contents of my skull did a full regimen of calisthenics. More streaks of golden light hurled past us, nearly close enough to touch. 

"Expect a water landing!" shouted Gathris. "I'll try to get us as close to a river bank as possible! Avila, secure that guard's desiccator pistol! The moment we hit, you're also responsible for the emergency kit in the panel to your left!"

"Gathris, what--"

I honestly forget, imaginary reader, just what I meant to ask. My question was interrupted by a loud bang and a sickening shudder that ran throughout the ship. The engine noise changed pitch sharply, and all sorts of lights began competing for attention on Gathris' control board.

"Thrust coupling," snarled Gathris. 

More bright lights exploded around us. The plane shook from side to side, and a smell of burnt plastic filled the cabin. I coughed, and reflexively grabbed for the gray satchel with my flight jacket. God bless psychological comforts.   

"Rudder," said Gathris. "Port wing and fuel cells."

Miraculously, Gathris' next jink avoided a long stream of sparkling death by inches. I watched the incoming fire turn into outgoing, and then our bad day really kicked off. 

I saw it out of the corner of my eye-- Gathris' victim scored his posthumous revenge.  

The next hit rocked us hard, and the dead guard's desiccator pistol flew across the cabin. Its obvious weight was no real issue on Mars, but low gravity doesn't do anything to nullify mass. That damn thing hit Gathris square above his right ear and knocked him silly. 

"Blueworlder," he whispered, slumping forward with blood streaming down his face, "controls!"

He managed to flip a switch as he passed out. His joysticks vanished, and a pair popped out on either side of my chair. The warning lights blinked out on his panels, and resumed their all-singing, all-dancing cavalcade on mine. 

There was just one little problem.

I still didn't read a god-damned word of Martian. 

The nauseating smoke swirled around my head, and I blinked away stinging tears. We were in a shuddering, barely-controlled tumble toward the gaping mouth of the biggest canyon I'd seen in my entire life, I could hear the harsh roar of the outside air over fresh holes in the cabin hull, and I couldn't tell my altimeter from the onboard coffee dispenser. 

I did what any trained pilot would do. I started shouting really nasty words at the top of my lungs.  

Chapter 6

Seven Miles Down

In theory, an emergency aircraft landing is a straightforward operation, practiced many times in training, designed to be calmly executed under even the most adverse atmospheric or mechanical conditions. 

In theory, if your aunt had nuts she'd be your uncle. 

Judging by our rate of descent, I had about two minutes to convince the strato-launch to follow directions before we did our best impression of an Acapulco cliff diver. Hell, that was assuming we didn't just explode in mid-air, but for some reason the shooting had stopped. I presumed they'd written us off as goners.

I finished my good, long healthy shout. I got out all the most awful words I knew, and even glued some together in permutations never before heard on Earth or Mars. Then I took a deep breath, gagged again on the smoke, and concentrated all of my senses on the three words no sensible pilot ever wants to resort to in mid-air... trial and error. 

Two joysticks, both alike in dignity, in Violet's cockpit where we lay our scene. It seemed senseless that they should both do the same thing, so the trick was sussing out their functions without making our situation any worse. I nudged the right-hand stick forward, and we tilted deeper into our dive. But that could have been coincidence. Now came the real proof. I pulled back on the stick. . . glory hallelujah, we nosed up! I still had pitch control. 

"Pardon the intrusion," shouted Avila, "but I just realized you probably can't read the displays! Would you care to have me translate them for you?"

"Hell yes," I shouted back, and then I realized why his voice was so loud. He was standing at my left shoulder. "Avila, you goddamn lunatic, get back in your seat and strap yourself in!"

"I can't see as well from back there. This smoke--"

"Avila, I'm in charge of this bird. You don't get a say. Now buckle your skinny ass into your seat this instant!"

I know it was crazy, refusing directions from someone who could read the controls. But damn it, if I braked us by accident, we would decelerate hard, and then one of the only two friends I had on Mars would be a bleeding pancake on the inside of the windscreen. It was simple physics. 

I began fiddling with the left-hand joystick. It was hard to detect the results, but I was an old hand at reading aircraft. It's something you do with the soles of your feet, the palms of you hands, every single inch of you in contact with the airframe. A pilot is like a seismograph needle, responding to every vibration. Those vibrations told me the engine was cycling up and down in response to my experiments. Left joystick was my throttle, then, though it was backwards by earth standards. . . forward would kill our thrust and backward would pile it on. 

"Avila," I yelled, "I've got basic controls, but I need to know one thing. How do I kill the engine?"

"Forgive me, Violet, but I fail to see how that could possibly help our situation!"

"Not now! It's for when we land. . . if I can't turn the engine off all sorts of really colorful goddamn things are gonna happen!"

"Thonal dunfllg. . . flen reg glllbllll. . ." murmured Gathris.

"What?"

"Throttle down full. . . find. . . black panel. . . directly forward. . ." His head lolled again, and if he managed to say anything else I didn't catch it. 

Directly forward. I desperately searched the instrument board directly forward of the throttle, and found a square black panel about three inches wide. I flipped it up and saw that it was guarding a mushroom-shaped button. 

"A kill switch," I coughed. "I hope. Thank you, god."

The most elementary controls were in hand, then. Now all I had to do was get us into a proper crash attitude, shed some airspeed without stalling out, and pick a good place to scrape our smooth belly on the ground for a few thousand feet. Standard procedure on earth would have called for a survey loop of the chosen landing zone, but I didn't think that was wise. If we called attention to the fact that we still had control, we'd be begging the All-Sovereign's interceptors to pile more hot lead on us. Or Incendium. Or whatever. 

The valley was spread out before us now, visible in astonishing detail. It made the Grand Canyon look like a sidewalk crack. I realized with a start that we had already fallen well past the level of the distant cliff tops on either side-- they were literally miles high. Unfolding between them was a layered world of verdant jungle, thick forests of alien greens and blues and blacks floating up from a sea of shifting gray mist. At the center of it all was a wide blue-gray river.

That made my next decision easy, in one sense of the word. Landing on water was crazy as hell, but landing in trees was completely out of the question. 

"Can you swim, Avila?"

"I haven't been trained," he shouted, "but the theory seems perfectly straightforward."

Hell, I couldn't fault him for that. That was exactly the philosophy I was clinging to as I brought us in. 

"I'm gonna spill some velocity," I yelled, "and try to put us down near one of the river banks, so we won't have to swim very far. This is gonna be ugly, though! Butt-ugly. Hey, wait a minute. . . doesn't this bird have any of those inertial adjustment doohickeys?"

"Scientific craft don't rate inertial dampers! They're for Military Section, Loyalty Section, and Executive Section only!"

"Damn." My hopes died as suddenly as they'd flared. "Well then, we're gonna have to take whatever comes next John Wayne style."

"What?"

"Clench your ass and keep smiling, Avila."

Nose up, nose up. I tilted us by degrees while feathering the throttle down. The vast river loomed beneath us, filling the windscreen. I squinted-- I was having trouble telling river mist from cockpit smoke. If I could manage to skip us like a stone across that lovely Martian waterway, we'd be in good shape, but if I failed to spot a rock or some other large obstacle, we'd peel ourselves open in the blink of an eye.

Nose up, throttle back. It certainly would have helped if I'd had control of the airbrakes, but we were out of time. Any button I hit was as likely to pop the windshield wipers as it was to save our bacon. Nose up. . . I could hear the growing roar of the water just below us as we plunged into a corkscrewing haze of mist. 

We hit the river hard enough to rattle my teeth. It felt as though a giant, invisible hand had just slapped us all on our backs. And then we skipped, several tons of "stone," again and again and again. I barely managed to kill the engine as we jounced across the water. Everything that wasn't nailed down inside the strato-launch cabin did an aerial ballet, including the desiccator pistol that had relieved our qualified pilot from duty. 

I didn't quite black out, but when I realized we'd stopped moving, I was momentarily groggy. The view out the windshield was now just above the surface of the river, but the water was washing up against us and rising fast. Fumbling in haste, I unbuckled myself, groaned at the dull ache in my back and neck, and turned to help Gathris out of his chair. The smoke around us had thickened.

"Avila," I coughed, "get the door!"

I didn't see the controls he touched, but he followed my orders explicitly-- unfortunately. The hatch blew open with a sound that left my ears ringing, presumably some sort of emergency explosive bolt. An instant later, the river poured into the cabin, and Avila was swept back into his seat. 

If only I'd had the brains to take a few seconds to get us into escape position before the cabin flooded, imaginary reader! As it was, the water came on in a torrent, silty and cool and gray, and Avila and I had to fight like hell just to drag Gathris' limp form out through the rush. Foam bubbled around us as we swam clear of the rapidly sinking strato-launch.   

We'd ended up about seventy yards off one of the river banks, which wasn't too shabby, considering the thing was about three miles wide. A long, drifting trail of black and gray smoke marked the line of our descent from the clouds. Our pursuers were nowhere in sight, but my eyes were in a bad way from the smoke. I gulped down fresh warm air gratefully, and floated, content for a few seconds just to enjoy the marvelous sensation of swimming in Martian gravity. 

"Bring on the loaves and fishes, boys," I said, watching our formerly beautiful aircraft slip beneath the water, leaving only steam and smoke in its wake. "For her next miracle, Violet DeVere will--"

Something big and fast-moving brushed against my feet.

"Swim," said Avila. "Swim for the bank now."

Heart racing, I took this very sensible advice. Avila and I hauled Gathris along between us, kicking and splashing awkwardly. Avila's wild dog-paddle was something to see, and I massed more than he did, so we kept veering to his side and threatening to go around in circles. By frantic shouting and correction we somehow managed to avoid disaster.

There was another sensation of movement just beneath me, a tug like a strong current in the water. Whatever it was was a good dozen feet long, a sleek gray shape that set off every alarm-bell in every dark corner of my brain. Typical!There were no loaves on this Martian river, but there sure as hell were fish. 

Fifty yards, forty yards, thirty yards-- we thrashed steadily toward shore. My feet struck something unyielding and I choked out a scream before I realized we'd reached the shallows. Another few yards and the water was down below my elbows. Barely thinking, I heaved Gathris onto my left shoulder and surged forward, running for all I was worth. One more sinister movement close behind nearly bowled me over, and then we'd made it. The water was below my waist, below my knees, below my ankles. I let Gathris drop without much delicacy and I threw myself onto the soppy, dull red sand of the beach, gasping huge breaths of relief. 

I rolled over just in time to see the vague shape of our friend, no doubt disappointed at the escape of his free lunch, as he-she-it vanished back into the murk of the sluggish gray river. 

"Well," said Avila, half-laughing, "that was disagreeable."

"Any landing you can swim away from," I said. "How's Gathris?"

No sooner had I spoken his name than he rolled slowly forward, clutching his head. 

"We nearly died," he muttered. "That was damned close. Damned sloppy." Blinking, he seemed to recover himself, and glanced at me and Avila. "I. . . why. . . a water landing, yes. I suppose the launch sank. My gratitude for dragging me clear."

"Ah, you barely weigh anything," I said. 

"Did you manage to secure the emergency kit, Avila?"

"I'm-- afraid not, Gathris. There was no time, between the smoke and the water."

"What about the desiccator pistol?"

"I didn't pick it up," said Avila.

"Nor me," I muttered sheepishly. In fact, all I'd rescued from the strato-launch was myself, my clothes, and my flight jacket, all of which were now thoroughly soaked. 

"Damn," hissed Gathris. "That severely complicates the matter of our survival."

"It can't be all that bad," I said. "Look, a few minutes ago we were falling out of the sky with our asses on fire. If we can get past that--"

"This is the Valley of the Emerald Night," said Gathris. "Seven vertical miles of sloping walls covered in the densest, most predator-haunted jungle on this world. Nothing here is friendly, there's no civilization to speak of, and once the sun goes down I can assure you we're going to be sampled for taste and freshness by all kinds of fascinating creatures."   

"What about your friends?" I said. "Your resistance buddies who were supposed to be out looking for us?"

"I broadcast that radio nonsense in the clear, so if there was a rebel listening post in range, and someone was paying attention, and they have help to dispatch..." Gathris hissed. "Well, let's not get ahead of ourselves. By my best reckoning, we're six hundred miles west of our intended rendezvous and seven miles down. Even if help is coming, it can't possibly find us soon."

*****

I stared across the river at the settling hulk of our aircraft. It looked to be sunk in just a few yards of water… the forward section was completely immersed but the steaming tail still pointed skyward. Light-headed and probably light-witted, I resolved to do something awfully stupid. 

"Boys, if we're dead without equipment we might as well die trying to get it." I took two steps back into the water and felt that cool, silty flow around my ankles.

"By the tribes, what are you doing?" said Avila.

"If I go first," I said, "and splash around and attract attention, you two might be able to make it back to the ship. Get in, get your hands on a desiccator--"

"Your brain has gone into some sort of malnutrition shock!" Avila darted across the wet red sand toward me. 

"Blueworlder, you can't fight a--" shouted Gathris. The last word of his sentence was garbled; I caught hints of "lurk" and jaw." The translation fungus must have tripped hard over whatever the Thoraveds called our friendly river monster. 

"Well, if you've got any better ideas, I'll give you five seconds--"

"TAKE COVER," bellowed Gathris. 

There was a tree-sized stalk of dark, spongy wood a few yards up the beach. Gathris turned and dove for it without another word. Avila followed, and it was his wordless panic that shocked me out of my attempt to martyr myself. I executed a passably skillful leap and hit the blood-red grit beside the two crouching Martians, and as I landed I heard the scream of jet engines from the churning grayness overhead.

I squeezed up against the yielding, mushroom-scented surface of our cover, exposing only the top of my head to view. A delta-winged interceptor craft whooshed out of the clouds and made a leisurely pass over the wreck of our sky-launch.

A few seconds later, a second interceptor followed, made a shallow dive at the wreck, and hammered it with a burst of screaming golden fire. 

The hypersonic shells threw up white fountains of water in a hundred-yard line bracketing the ship. There was a curiously hollow sound like an air rifle pellet rattling inside a tin can, and an instant later the whole thing blew sky-high. I flinched away from the heat of the blast, then ducked as I heard the shriek and the soft pelting noise of fragments tearing up nearby sand and vegetation. 

I watched from my prone position as the two fighter craft flew on, not even bothering to circle and double-check their handiwork. If it was possible to fly smug, those sons-of-bitches were indeed flying smug. They vanished into the mist and clouds a few miles downriver, and even the rumbling echo of their engines faded quickly. 

"Very good," said Gathris, rising carefully to his feet, "that concludes the aeronautics portion of today's curriculum. Let's get out of here and arm ourselves before the biology lesson begins."

*****

Mars receives about half the sunlight Earth does, and any plant that wants to grab a piece of that sweet solar pie had best be as ornery and evil-tempered as possible. This explains the Valley of the Emerald Night.

Up top, hundreds of yards above the heads of visiting air-crash survivors, you'll find thatched layers of gleaming, sharp-edged leaves as black as asphalt.  Black chlorophyl rules on Mars, elbowing other varieties aside with its ability to absorb light across the broadest spectrum. Dark blues and jade greens keep up only by fighting dirty; those pretty reminders of earth tend to denote plants that are parasitic, or carnivorous, or some thoroughly horrifying combination of the two. 

Moving down, layer by layer through the circles of Dante's biological hell, you'll discover that the Valley isn't one system of life but dozens, stacked and stratified, as distinct from one another as the deep-sea zones of earth. Some of them are lively, raucous, lit by soft constellations of fungal lanterns and bioluminescent critters. Other layers are silent as library cloisters, where one instant of clumsiness can summon swift lurking death.

It's a hothouse canyon as long as a continent, where the depths lock swirling moisture safely away from the cool aridity of most of the surface. Imagine the secrets bound up in that deadly jungle, the million unknown forms of life, the mysteries of their chemistry and physiology. 

My advice is that the best place to admire it all is from a stable, slow-moving aircraft a few thousand feet above everything. 

If you can't swing that, of course, you can also study it in the firsthand account of someone who offered herself up as the belle of the banquet on her very first visit.

*****

Gathris took the lead, and we Mars-hopped along the rust-red beach, bounding in shallow arcs.

"We'll need spears," said Gathris. "Hard lengths of something we can sharpen. It's about three hours to dusk, and that's when we'll become local celebrities."

"God, I wish you boys hadn't confiscated my cigarettes and matches," I muttered, quite unfairly. "We could have had a fire in no time."

"Friction fire!" Avila clapped his hands together excitedly. "We can experiment with wood and fungal scale. . . I've read accounts in the sciences archives!"

"Fantastic," I said. Mentioning the magic word 'cigarettes' had darkened my spirits. "We can write a first edition of the Mars Scouts Handbook."

I tried not to think of the many obvious hurdles that lay between us and a comfortably torch-enclosed jungle patio. It was an awfully moist environment, for one. And even on earth there were woods that simply couldn't be rubbed to incandescence, on account of their saps and oils. Once I started dwelling on that pessimistic speculation, it was just a short mental hop to. . .

"Hey! Will they send troops down after us?" I shouted at Gathris, who'd increased the pace at which we were rabbiting along.

"Of course." His voice had the venom-drenched good cheer of someone who'd accepted that he was behind the eight-ball. "Stranding us here is nearly a death sentence, but nearly's not good enough."

"I hazard," said Avila, "that they're checking our security history at this very moment. That speeds up the timetable for their discovery of our true purpose."

"Significantly," said Gathris. "Though of course they won't be eager to advertise the fact that they mislaid a blueworlder. They'll send a small, elite force. Loyalty Section, probably. Our only hope to conceal our tracks is to move beside the waterline, and our only hope to avoid aerial spotting is to enter the forest, which is by far the faster suicide."  

"You keep insisting that we're doomed," said Avila, "and yet you seem anxious to keep fighting."

"I may have one piece of good news yet. And my survival urges are as primitive and dim-witted as anyone's." Gathris veered toward the edge of the jungle cover. "Here's just the thing for them!"

I peered uneasily into the mangrove-like concatenation of scaly, fungus-slippery surfaces at the base of the forest. Branch settled on branch in a cross-weave that faded into green and purple shadows, where pale lights flickered and bobbed. There were gaps and holes aplenty, dark places to hide a hundred nasty things. It was like peeking into H.P. Lovecraft's greenhouse, and I held my breath while Gathris rooted around in a pile of chitinous debris much like the "log" we'd used to hide ourselves from our pursuers. 

"Yes, these should adequately reinforce our delusions of effectiveness." Gathris twirled a gnarled, knobby branch over his head. It was about fifteen feet long, thick as a broom-handle, and mothlike lavender things fluttered frantically away from the debris pile as he disturbed it. "Come, gather all of this. We'll work on it in the open."

It sounded like an awful lot of work, until I watched Avila plucking up dark branches and was reminded that Martian gravity is the friend of those who toil. It was ticklish balancing and moving with that much mass, of course, but in just a few minutes each of us had a load of vinegar-scented "wood" across our shoulders that would have pinned us immobile on earth. 

I stared up into the canopy of the eerie jungle, expecting to see it rise to total darkness and impenetrability. To my surprise, I spotted several irregular patches of bright blue sky and soft white clouds.

"Amazing," I said. My sense of wonder temporarily got the best of my fear. "It has to be, what, half a mile to the top of this section of jungle? Maybe more? The sky looks so lovely from down here."

"That's not sky," said Avila. "Look more closely."

I stared upward for a few moments, breathing the moist musky scents of the alien trees, hearing the soft hoots and rustles and flutters of alien life. A small dark speck flew below one of the bright sky-patches, was briefly visible in contrast, and then-- the sky patch vanished in an instant, closing almost like a sphincter, disappearing into darkness. I blinked.

"What the hell was that?"

"Chromatomorphs," said Avila. "They can form the most complex camouflage patterns on their undersides, and even generate light. They hang there like. . . tent canopies, pretending to be patches of open sky. Eventually something edible will accept the invitation. As you just saw."

"Behold a true Synthesist of Sciences Section," said Gathris. "Thirsty for trivia! A sponge for irrelevancies. Seconded to the archives in a desperate, headlong flight from any practical competencies."

"Actually, I joined Sciences Section because I'm fond of science," said Avila with prickly dignity. "How did a creature like yourself ever acquire the patience for high-energy physics, anyway?"

For an instant I thought Avila had offered some deadly Martian insult, something too subtle or technical for my limited experience to grasp. Gathris flew at him, makeshift spear-branch clutched in both hands, the rest of his load of wood crashing back to the ground as he shrugged it off gracelessly. I opened my mouth to shout something incoherent.

That's when the dull, carapace-like tree-trunk closest to Avila unfolded itself with sinister elegance.

It was no tree-trunk at all, but a spindly Martian man-killer, something vaguely analogous to a barn spider, black as coal and six feet high. 

Segmented legs speared out with the speed and precision of pneumatic machinery, and two shorter probosces plunged toward Avila's back. These bore ominous sharp tips, curved like stylized daggers from an Arabian Nights painting. 

Gathris hit the creature hard and hit it well; more's the pity that he hit it with an unsharpened makeshift spear. The Martian wood flexed, splintered and snapped. The creature's fangs missed Avila by inches, but Gathris' Tars Tarkas act was sadly incomplete. Rather than a triumphantly impaled monster, we now had one that was frustrated and very, very pissed off. 

Screaming, the three of us leapt for the beach, scattering black branches in our wake. Damp red grit sprayed as we fled, and behind us the nightmare spider came on like a deadly engine, its legs a blur, its pumping fang-arms slicing the air a scant half-yard behind us. 

Two more leaps would land us in the water and bring us hard up against the threat of the lurk-jaws once again-- but even that dubious fate seemed too much to hope for. The thing from the forest was too damned fast, and at least one of us wasn't even going to get two leaps. 

*****

Chapter 7

Electric Armadillos and Invisible Men


"Flurrrrgh glarrrgh expostulate the rectal rod!" hollered Avila. 

Oh, intermittently useful telepathic fungus.

I've learned a great deal about both Martian anatomy and Martian vulgarity in the years since this incident, imaginary reader. To this day I still have no idea what Avila was driving at.

Whoosh whoosh hiss. The spider-creature didn't bellow back at us. Silently fixated on the loss of three possible meals, it announced its presence only with the deadly sound of legs hitting sand. Whoosh whoosh hiss. 

Jungle monster on one side, water monsters on the other. I had an icy sensation between my shoulder blades, the one that lets you know that a guy in a black cloak thinks you look ripe for the scythe. 

Plan A! Desperate sacrifice! But not by yours truly. 

If I hadn't been so exhausted and terrified I might not have thrown dear Fifinella into the jaws of peril on my behalf, but she was all I had. At the water's edge I whirled and flung my leather flight jacket into what I hoped was the monster's "face," just above its twitching fangs. 

Had this been one of my stories, the creature would have been politely discombobulated just long enough to allow our complete escape. Unfortunately, real life has no vested commercial interest in throwing protagonists a bone. 

One of the beast's legs whicked up and down like a windshield wiper. A scant moment was all it took-- Fifinella was down on the sand and we were back on the menu. Nothing gained but a couple of yards.   

Plan B, then! It leapt to mind instantly. It was not a good plan, nor even a sane plan, but it was now an only child. 

I shouted, "River! Follow me!" and took a flying jump for deep water.

I hit the cool gray flow like a torpedo, plunging face-first into that thrilling soft buoyancy of Martian water, and for a second all the light and noise of the world above was blotted out. I didn't have time to marvel, though. I regained the surface with frantic strokes and glanced backward. God willing, was the spider-thing a hydrophobe?

Of course not! Once again it came straight at us, splashing up white fountains as it pistoned into the river. Avila and Gathris were a few feet to my left, and together we thrashed away from shore with all of our might.

"This is madness! Lurk-jaws!" spat Gathris.

"The enemy of my enemy!" I sputtered back. 

The thing in the water at the crash site hadn't borne in with a direct attack. Like some of earth's aquatic predators, it had made a reconnaissance pass or two while deciding whether or not to take a bite. I hoped that meant something. If its cousins in this part of the river were as fastidious, they might detect the spider-thing. . . and hopefully the spider-thing would detect them. For at least a few moments, we might enjoy a safely neutral space in the water to plot our next move. 

Something heavy brushed against my right thigh. I felt the rush of a great dark mass as it slid past-- mottled, crocodilian, sinuous. It was the length of my pick-up truck, and it began to curl possessively around me. 

Did the spider-thing pause for reflection? No joy. It bobbed toward us like some kind of blood-mad squid. There didn't seem to be much room in that brain for any thought beyond the horizons of lunch.  

Frustration drove me to further insanity. I rolled in the water and threw my arms around the lurk-jaw. The beast was roughly my width, with skin like pebbled rubber. I dug my nails in, hard, and tried to wrench the thing around toward the oncoming spider creature. 

Finally I caught a break. 

I could only just scrape the river bottom for leverage, but this was an animal evolved in Martian gravity. At last my earth-born strength was a match for something! The beast thrashed and writhed, trying to somersault and bring its jaws into play. I caught a  glimpse of an eel-like head, with rows of pyramidal backward-angled teeth vanishing down a black gullet. Snarling, I shoved that head back under water, squeezed until my arms burned, and forced the river predator back toward the spider-thing. It was like fighting an over-pressurized fire hose.

At last neither of us could take any more. It slipped loose and shot away, slapping me hard with its tail, but my half-assed design was accomplished. The lurk-jaw rocketed directly into the oncoming spider beast, and in an instant the water lashed and foamed around them as they made their acquaintance. 

What a battle! The lurk-jaw wound the spider in its coils, rolling it over and over, attempting to drag it into the depths where the air-breathing creature would presumably be doomed. The spider flailed wildly with its legs, the cruel hooks and edges of its carapace slashing softer lurk-jaw flesh. Its fangs plunged and stabbed, an arachnid Brutus et tu-ing Caesar again and again.       

I was hypnotized to stupidity by the spectacle. My Martian companions seized me and hauled me back to shore. There we all collapsed on the red sand, panting, and by the time I'd recovered the diminishing balance of my wits the fight was over. There was no winner. 

The spider-thing drifted motionless in a cloud of dark blood, like a half-sunk ship, while nearby the lurk-jaw had floated to the surface and was feebly shuddering into death. Better it than me, I told myself, though a strange guilty sourness was settling over my relief. 

"The enemy of my enemy," said Gathris. "A blue world aphorism? The foe of one's foe can be manipulated. A useful philosophy."

"Actually, strangely enough, it's more about making friends." I stared at the lurk-jaw as it twitched its last twitch. "I guess some friends are just very temporary."

*****

I fetched my jacket from the beach. It was undamaged, and, being inanimate, bore no grudge for having been used as a sacrifice.

Next we retrieved most of our wood, very cautiously, only gathering what we could reach while staying clear of the jungle's edge. The stuff was hard and glossy but slightly flexible, like bamboo, and neither Avila nor Gathris had ever handled it before. City boys, the pair of them. 

We moved a few hundred yards down the river from the floating corpses. Then we dug into the sand, hunting flakes of rock, and with these we began the painstaking process of peeling and chipping makeshift spear points into the branches of our choice. The acetic-smelling branches gave off further odors of  sulfur and rubbing alcohol as I pried their resinous fibers apart.

Hunkered on the beach, tensely alert for surprises, we spent an hour at our seemingly ridiculous task. Yours truly, aerial expert, and two scientists from a race that could banish planetary magnetic fields, chiseling wooden spears. Cave-woman and cave-Martians! 

Breezes stirred on the face of the gray water as we worked, and the clouds darkened overhead. Pale flickering insects annoyed Gathris and Avila, but didn't bother sinking any sharp little bits into me. The peculiar chemistry of my blood and sweat, I presumed. 

The hunger of the flying pests did, however, remind me of my own. Milder discomforts had been shoved out of my mind by the stark terror of our plunge from the sky, but now I was well past running on empty. I caught myself staring at the river again and again… a little water had seeped past my lips, of course, but I'd so far fought the urge to take deep gulps. Back on earth, you could get knocked on your ass for drinking water from a few hundred miles away. What gut-rot might be lurking a hundred million miles from Abilene?  

"Is your thirst upon you?" said Avila.

"That obvious, huh? I'm worried about germs."

"Ah. You needn't, you know. The mycomatrix." Avila halted in his work, flexed his long leathery fingers, and studied me. I flattered myself that I was beginning to see nuances in Martian faces-- not read them, just yet, but at least I could identify repeated tics and creases in the skin that must have some meaning. Avila, shed of his mask, struck me as a more expressive Thoraved than his colleague.

"It's not merely a tool for communication," he continued. "It strengthens your immune system. It seems to me that the Old Makers must have intended it to facilitate the mingling of the tribes. Our microscopic life should be all but harmless to you by now."

"My physiology, though--"

"Remember the pictograms at Dawning Deep," said Gathris. He didn't stop working for an instant as he spoke; his spear points were the least amateurish-looking of all that we had made. "The Old Makers were familiar with your species. Besides, we're likely to be stewing in some creature's digestive juices before long. That's the only gastric distress I'd worry about."

Fatalism and telepathic space fungus. What a basis for hope. Resigned, and damned thirsty, I shouldered my longest spear and hopped down to the river's edge. From cupped hands I took my first deliberate taste of the natural waters of Mars. 

I ran the lukewarm stuff around in my mouth, savoring the faint flavor of alien rust, and trying not to think about whether the current was seasoned with traces of spider blood and exploded aircraft. Beggars can't be choosers. I drank my fill and wondered if I would regret it, or live long enough to. 

*****

Armed, for a certain optimistic value of that word, we proceeded down the river bank while the purple shadows deepened around us with all the charm of a pair of closing jaws. In the darkness of the jungle biological lamps kicked to life, sparking jade and saffron and aquamarine fires to warn or beckon or deceive. The Martian gloaming is long, lasting nearly two hours in some places, and we moved on through that twilight until it was nearly used up and the silence made me restless. 

"Hey, Gathris," I said, "What's this good news you mentioned earlier?"

"I preserved one useful device in my belt pouch. A chirp."

"What the hell's a chirp?" I said, hoping it would be a portable cross between a pizza oven, a bazooka, and a flying saucer.

"A pre-coded radio," said Gathris. "I can send out micropulses on a rotating set of resistance bands. It will also tell me if it receives such a pulse. It was meant to aid our rendezvous."

"Well, push that button and get us the hell out of here! Or at least order us a snack," I said.

"Using it now would be madness. Somewhere over our heads, that swarmship and its auxiliary craft will be orbiting our crash site. The chance of detection is too great."

"So we just bounce like hell along the river and try not to die for as long as possible?" I said.

"A keen tactical summary, blueworlder."

Bounce along we did, spears gently rattling, pale insects following. The water in my stomach sloshed rhythmically. The veils of the coming night drew down upon us, and when shadowy shapes appeared in our path, we bounded very close before I realized they were artificial constructs.

"This looks like some kind of landing!" I peered at the rough crumbling shapes, hexagonal black stones with time-eaten silvery mortar. A broken line of blocks ran out into the river, vanishing under the mist-crowned currents. Whatever walls or structures had once stood here, none of the ruins were higher than my shoulders. 

"Vashanka work," said Avila, "the old people of the valley."

"I don't think their postal service still delivers to this address," I said. "Are they your species?"

"Another tribe," said Gathris. "When the All-Sovereign proposed to lead us into the cities of the Old Makers, only the Thoraveds followed. The Vashanka turned their backs on him."

"As have you two," I said.

"Well, yes," said Avila. "But you see what the Vashanka missed. Their villages are flotillas, and the only land they touch is the water's edge. Without Thoraved weapons, the jungle rules them entirely. How I sympathize!"

"These Vashanka," I said, "do they have anything to do with your resistance?"

"Some bands do," said Gathris. "Others are content to be savages. The All-Sovereign ignores them, though sometimes Military Section drops clouds of death-enzymes on them for practice. With a swarmship at hand, let's hope no flotillas draw near."

"So many ways to be slaughtered by random chance," I said. "So little time."

*****

We left the crumbling landing and rabbited along the wet sand. I was drowsy, but hunger-pains and fear kept me tolerably perked up as night fell; the bioluminescence of the jungle wavered on the river like ripples of bright paint. Only a few stars burned through the cavernous mists overhead. My eyes rapidly adjusted, but I wished for something like the sharp light of earth's full moon.  

Things shuffled and snorted and screamed in the forest depths. Nature, red in tooth and claw, red in proboscis and tentacle, up to business as usual.  

I was checking our six from time to time, an old pilot's habit. The fifth or sixth time I glanced behind, I saw that low lean shadows had come out of the edge of the jungle.

They moved like wolves, though I could see little of their bodies, except the eerie gleam of the jungle lights in their eyes. Too many eyes, black glossy eyes that caught the jungle lights and gleamed like fairy-story jewelry. 

"Guys," I whispered, "trouble." 

Gathris put his back against mine, then grabbed Avila, dragging the synthesist into our impromptu triangle. We dropped our extra spears with a clatter.

"They're ahead of us, too," said Gathris.

The ones coming from behind were enough trouble for me. I could see at least four of them, crouched and committed. Pack hunters! Multiple attackers from multiple directions. Would they find my terran proteins inedible or would the mycomatrix, that bridge across species, that meat-seasoning of the Old Makers, render me as tasty a snack as my buddies? One of the creatures darted toward me, eager to find out. 

It didn't find me quaking in my boots. Had I really come a hundred million miles, and then through ray-gun fire, alien sewers, air battle, giant spiders and lurk-jaws just to end up as burgers and a shake for some nameless critter? Hell no! In that instant I was Jirel of Joiry! Conan in soggy ladies' work clothes! I let that sucker have it with my spear and felt the point sink into soft, squirming flesh. The creature moaned and howled. 

I released the spear, leaving the wounded beast impaled on the sand, and snatched up another one. Noise and Martian vulgarity behind me told me that Avila and Gathris were similarly engaged. Something hit my shoulder, and I flinched, nearly striking backward with my spear before I realized it was Gathris.

"Creep forward with me, but keep back to back," he shouted. It was sound advice. I took the tailgunner position as we hefted spears and shuffled along the dark riverbank in the midst of moaning and scuffling. Another of the things lay speared on my right, and the uninjured members of the pack let us have enough room to move away. They milled protectively around their fallen kindred, or so I thought.

A moment or two later they fell on the injured beasts, and what I saw by the faint light turned my water-heavy stomach. The creatures vomited forth pulsing coils of glistening, tendril-threaded innards, like certain ocean creatures on Earth that fling their stomachs around their prey and digest them less politely than we do. Those sacks of flesh fell on the injured creatures with wet sucking sounds, and the howling rose to a horrible crescendo before it died out. Luminescent insects fluttered past in little streams, hungry for their own tiny portion of the feast.

"I'd trade my left arm for that desiccator pistol that cracked your skull, Gathris," I muttered.

"I would also trade one of your arms for that pistol," said Gathris.

"They may be satisfied with the bodies of their kin, and they may not," said Avila. "I suggest we run like frightened children before they have to make up their minds."

All agreed, we bounced along with wary abandon, splashing in the soft wash of the river's edge, and left the impromptu Martian Murder Bear picnic far behind. I was gasping now, and I wasn't alone. 

"More ruins," said Avila. "If we can put stone at our backs and set spears to block other gaps, we might stand a chance of making it to sunrise. If we can't rest we'll be incapable of defending ourselves." 

"I'm forced to agree," said Gathris. An instant later he grabbed my by my shirt and flung me into the shadow of more hexagonal stones. 

"Conceal yourselves," he hissed. "Be silent!"

I hugged the wall and listened. After a moment I heard a rhythmic noise, somewhere out on the water. It was a soft buzzing purr, almost like a gasoline motor. I crept carefully to an edge of the old stones and peered out across the river. Yes, there in the misty dark not a hundred yards out a little gray shape was bobbing along above the waves... many feet above the waves. A flying craft, low and lightless. I fancied I could see a dark Martian shape crouched upon it.

"A flitter? The resistance!" whispered Avila.

"My chirp is dead silent," said Gathris. "Whoever's out there is no friend of ours."

We waited, tense, as the mysterious craft buzzed along above the rolling river, seemingly oblivious to us. After a few minutes it was lost to sight and hearing.

"That engine had a ragged sound to it," said Avila. "I can't imagine the All-Sovereign's forces would be out here in such a tiny piece of junk."

"You're not wrong." Gathris held out a thumb-sized cylinder and shook it. "But until this thing chirps good news, any mystery we meet is a bad mystery."

"Speaking of bad mysteries, have any of our hungry friends crept up on us from behind?" I said. I didn't leave cover, but I adjusted my position against the wall, relieving the pressure on my left leg, which had been falling asleep.  

"Not that I can see," said Gathris. "But they could be--"

"Greep," said something just above my right ear.

I whirled, right arm raised, and caught the briefest glimpse of a silvery-dark shape against the stone. It brushed my hand, and a dry popping sound seemed to go off in my head. The world spun; in an instant I was sprawled dizzily on the wet sand and needles of prickling heat were stitching their way up my arm to mid-bicep. 

I slurred out quite a few bad words with a tongue that behaved like I had it on loan from a drunk. Confused and horrified thoughts chased each other through my head-- had I been stung or bitten by something? A blind demon? Of all the idiotic fates!

Avila and Gathris dragged me away and fussed over me, but their lack of panic was calming. The pain faded to a hint of numbness and my wits soon made it back home safely. 

On the sand before us a little animal crouched, something like a flatter version of an armadillo, eight-legged. All ten eyes in its triangular head glared at me. I caught these fine details because blue light now gleamed from under the joints of its shell and ran along its silvery tail. 

"Greep," it said sharply, its voice half-cricket and half-bird.

"It's a battery burrower!" said Avila. "I've seen specimens in our observation gardens. They feed on bioluminescent plants and use the enzymes to power their electrical organs. When startled--"

"I think I figured out what they do when startled," I grumbled, heaving myself back to my feet. "I ever find out the son of a bitch is edible, I'm coming back with rubber gloves."

"Greep," said the battery burrower, "greep, greep!"

More such cries came from beyond the next section of collapsed wall. Gathris, Avila and I shuffled back in alarm as a half-dozen of the cat-sized things scampered into sight, greep-greeping to beat the band. They formed a circle and wound their tails tightly together. Their bioluminous threat display instantly flared to blue-white. Some of the pale insects fluttered greedily toward them and paid for it, sparking and sizzling like a miniature fireworks show. 

"Fascinating," said Avila, "as an aggregate, they seem to form a capacitor bank substantially increasing their electrical current. They must think we threaten a nest."

"It's not just us," said Gathris.

Our earlier friends had returned, creeping up on us silently while I'd recovered from my mild shock. There were more of the sleek pack hunters this time; the Martian Murder Bears had called in the clans. 

"Greep, greep, greep," chorused the battery burrowers. So long as the shockadillos circled their wagons in the ruins, there was absolutely no room to maneuver if the pack hunters moved in. We could be live-digested from the front or electrocuted in the ass. Never a dull moment in the Valley of the Emerald Night!

Poised for desperate action we stood, spears raised, between the greeping and the growling. And then... the hunters continued circling, a dozen paces from the ruins, attentive but coming no closer.

"I doubt they're terribly impressed with us, so it must be the battery burrowers," said Gathris. "So long as we can stay in proximity to them, we might be safe!"

"Their juice can't last forever," I said. I began to spin a ludicrous plan in my head. Was there some way I could snatch one of the burrowers, using my flight jacket as an insulator, and throw it at the pack hunters? No dice. Even if the little guys were polite enough to let me handle them without fighting back, my jacket was still wet. I'd probably die on the spot.  

"We find ourselves in the crux of a painfully ridiculous dilemma," said Gathris. 

"Greep greep greep," said the Greep Enthusiasts Local 501.  

That's when something whistled out of the darkness, swift and unseen, and impaled one of the pack-hunters in a gout of dark blood. 

*****
 
I blinked, sure that panic and drowsiness and after-shock were playing tricks on me. The creature slumped to the ground with a feathered dart embedded deep in its neck.

The others snarled and moaned. Another dart fell and another hunter died; another leapt back from a dart that scattered sand an inch from its paw. One of the creatures rushed us in panic, and Gathris and I speared it simultaneously, determined not to be pushed back to the electric trap at the heart of the ruins. The impaled creature coughed out its sinister digestive organ; fluids that smelled like chemical warfare class spattered the sand as it shuddered and died.

That was enough for the survivors. They turned and ran like India ink, pouring themselves back into the jungle darkness, scattering sand in their haste and leaving nothing behind them but the corpses and a few bobbing pearls of bio-light from plants disturbed by their passage. 

The battery burrowers never stopped greeping. 

Figures appeared before us out of thin air. Not merely out of shadow or darkness, imaginary reader. Thin air, between one rise and fall of my eyelids! 

They were Martians like Avila and Gathris, though their skulls were somewhat higher and narrower, curving back at the top with a convex sweep.  Their faces were uncovered and their clothes were chitinous hides and dark leathers. Around their shoulders they all wore ragged black-green mantles of vegetable fibers thatched with slender threads of emerald bio-light.

"I don't believe it," said Avila.

The newcomers carried weapons primitive but far superior to our own: double-ended spears with points of gleaming black glass, clubs studded with rows of serrated rocks, and darts poised on little throwing-sticks that must have given them impressive leverage in Martian gravity. One of them stepped forward, and at his belt I saw a desiccator pistol.

"Hail Vashanka," said Gathris uneasily.

"Hail idiots," said the Vashanka with the pistol, his voice melodious. "How long do you intend to keep standing next to a battery burrower nest?"

We moved out of the ruins slowly, and the "greep greep" diminished behind us, though the critters refused to leave their defensive circle.    

"You're not Thoraved," said the pistol-carrier, his eyes gleaming at me.

"We have that in common." I raised my spear-point to the sky but didn't set it down

"You're a blueworlder," said Pistol Boy, and the amazement was thick in his voice. At least a dozen of his buddies had us surrounded, and they all started muttering to themselves. "Mask-wearers without masks and a blueworlder, all running from a fallen sky-launch and not waiting for aid. You are outlaws."

I said nothing else, assuming Gathris or Avila would know how best to deal with these folks.

"Come," said Pistol Boy, and he rested a hand on his gun. "Drop those toys you're holding and be honest. You have no chance to run or fight. A lie might anger me; the truth is probably no more than I have guessed. Your situation need not grow any worse."

"We have... fled from the City of the Sovereign Eye," said Gathris. He set down his spear, and I slowly did the same. "We are here by accident, but we have friends looking for us. Friends who may be far away, but they would give you many useful things in exchange for your aid and protection."

"I am Azon Arazef of the Emerald Night Vashanka," said Pistol Boy. "Line Mother of a Moving Village. First Huntress of all my kin."

So Pistol Boy was really Pistol Girl. Again with the retractable mammary glands! So much for my ability to read Martian nuance. 

"You have my protection," she said. "Leave those ridiculous spears. I shall guard you from all things in the jungle and the rivers, and bring you safe and to my Moving Village."

"Thank you," said Gathris. "Can you aid us in contacting our friends?"

"I know these friends of which you speak. They are indeed far from here, and they burrow in fear of the All-Sovereign. I don't desire their poor gifts and I don't fear their wrath. So we'll keep you safe in a place of secrecy, and send to the mask-wearers that we have captured outlaws unlike any ever seen."

She made a casual gesture with the hand that wasn't resting on her gun, and her armed dozen moved on us in smooth unison.

"Yes," said Azon Arazef. "Much shall we ask, and much shall we receive. It's obvious the All-Sovereign would pay dearly to have you returned."   



*****

Chapter 8

Across Savage Mars


"This is just swell, guys. We're gonna end up with our own exhibit hall in the Museum of All-Time Screw-Ups."

When the Vashanka trussed us and started marching us along the river's edge, my mood took me right off even the most generous possible scale of cosmic usefulness. The gnawing emptiness of my stomach and the rasping of alien vines against my wrists were like the lead violins in my personal frustration orchestra.

What a thought. My solipsistic Martian adventure serial, now with a private musical accompaniment. What would be appropriate to my situation? Something from a Looney Tunes short?

"Hardly likely," sighed Avila. "Since a visit to your world is next to impossible for any of us."

"Ain't a real place," I growled. "But if it were, there'd be statues of us. Big ones."

I knew, of course, that even eternal embarrassment would be a luxury compared to what was really looming. The All-Sovereign had broadcast my alleged death across his civilization in three dimensions; as soon as his goons had me back they'd grind me up for plant food, then burn the plants. As for Avila and Gathris...

"The good news is, we all have to die so quickly and quietly they won't have any chance to get creative," I said. I peered at our captors, their lithe shadowy shapes outlined by the luminescent threads of their mantles and the eerie jewel-gleam of jungle plants. I raised my voice. "In fact, since the All-Sovereign won't want to advertise the fact that I survived, you idiots are looking pretty ripe for the bump-off, too. Might be something to consider before you try to convince him I'm worth thirty pieces of silver."

"A provocative and compelling argument," said Azon Arazef. She was at the water's very edge, about ten feet to my right. I could see the telltale sheen of the pistol in her belt. "Your profound wisdom humbles me, blueworlder. I had given no thought to the most glaringly obvious aspect of your presence here. Please do continue lecturing me as though I were unweaned."

"Damn," I said. "You got yourself a sarcasm merit badge, huh?"

"If the All-Sovereign needs you hidden," she said, her voice languidly confident, "he needs you hidden from the mask-wearers. What we know is irrelevant. Keeping ourselves beneath his concern is part of our way of life." 

"Seems a hell of a chance to take with the lives of... oh, all of you."

"It's a matter of finesse. We contact the mask-wearers circumspectly. We demand our price in goods easily supplied by one of their swarmships. We make it too attractive not to pay. Just weapons and tools."

"If staying beneath their concern is so important, you can't be serious about asking for weapons!"

"A trifling number. Something they can surrender without a care." She tapped the butt of her desiccator. "Ten of these would set my Moving Village above any in the Valley of the Emerald Night, and still it would be as nothing to the All-Sovereign."

"The servants of the All-Sovereign will cry with laughter," said Gathris, the sneer in his voice so palpable you could have hung a coat on it. " 'Much will you receive,' indeed! You hold the single most valuable thing on the planet and you'd trade it for sidearms and hand lights. Imbecile children begging for festival favors!"  

"Let them laugh." Azon Arazef didn't sound rattled. "Our power on the river will be supreme, and still the All-Sovereign will never have to spare another thought for us. All is relative." 

"Nothing is relative to the All-Sovereign!" yelled Avila. "He gives nothing! He takes as a matter of principle! You fools don't know what it's like in the City of the Sovereign Eye! The cruelty, the treachery, the sheer stupid--"

"You Thoraveds followed him up the mountain," said Azon Arazef. "You kissed his robes and let him unlock the halls of the Old Makers for you. You're the ones who put his hands on your throats, so don't cry to me if he tightens his grip."

"It's not just us," said Avila. "He won't spare anyone. He'll let you skulk here only while it suits his whim. Some day he'll decide there's something he wants in this valley, and he'll wipe you all out in an hour!"

"When the shadow passes overhead, the prey moves or dies," said Azon Arazef.  "A Line Mother must be persuasive and a First Huntress must be sly. If I can't be those things in dealing with mask-wearers, I and my people deserve to fall."

She was a hot-dogger, all right. It oozed out of her voice. Total self-assurance, like some of the fighter pilots I'd known during the war. Boys with little Japanese flags painted under their cockpits. I tried to plow through the haze of annoyance and exhaustion coming down over my brain, picking her words apart, looking for the lever points. She took a hell of a lot of responsibility for her people on herself. I wondered...

"Easy to shoot your mouth off when your audience has their hands tied," I said. "Big tough leader like you. Bet your people think you're pretty slick, honey."

"They deem me sufficient."

"Are you sufficient? Without that gun in your belt, without these vines around my wrist, without a dozen friends carrying spears for you?"

"Would you challenge me, blueworlder?"

"Hell yes! I'll face you any way you people do it."  It was a Flash Gordon ploy, imaginary reader, and though I'd learned to my sorrow just how few citizens of other planets actually played by Flash Gordon rules, what choice did I have? I tried not to think of how tired and weak I was, or how it had felt to have that Thoraved guard in my prison cell bounce me off the floor. "Just you and me, First Huntress. Tell me how it's done. You can even have choice of weapons, if you like."

"I choose logic," she said. "On my honor, I can wager your freedom and the freedom of these naked mask-wearers. I can risk my position. Since I consider myself able in that position, I can also risk the safety and future of all my people. What can you wager that I don't already possess?"    

"What about skills? I'm an aircraft pilot and mechanic. I could teach you and your people how to build flying machines."

"I assisted in building my first flying machine when I was a child," she said. "We use terrain-hugging flitters to scout the river ahead of our Moving Villages. Counter-rotating blades in a chassis suffused with buoyant gas."

"Damn. Well, I can show you something bigger and better than that. Fixed-wing flight."

"And that would put us in the sky, which the All-Sovereign jealously guards, and  directly attract the very attention we're resolved to avoid. I'm amused that you seem to think I must be a simpleton," said Azon Arazef. "Is this a bargaining posture, or are all the blueworlders of your tribe so untrained in the employment of their brains?"

"Uh... it's a bargaining posture?"

"Of course."

Our trudge continued through the humid darkness. Things shuffled and howled and flapped unseen, but the size of our Vashanka escort seemed to cow anything that might have wanted to sample the buffet. Fungal perfumes drifted out of the jungle depths, warm exhalations carrying pale insects and spore-falls gleaming like tiny constellations. The thickly-threaded clouds and fog grew salmon-colored as we walked. Dawn was near. 

By the time we reached the Vashanka landing site the sun was nestled in the eastern mists like a red jewel in cotton. The river ran pink, ludicrously warm and inviting pink, beneath the bobbing black hulls of angular boats that looked like the war-canoes of Haida Indians I'd read about at the library. These craft were fifty or sixty feet long, and guarded by another dozen Vashanka who came out to stare at us and gossip.

I had no fight left in me. In fact, I was having trouble keeping my eyes open as our captors pushed me the last few steps. To my surprise it was Avila who found a sudden burst of contrariness. He kicked, spat, shouted and swore-- oh, the blue-assed blasphemy that came out of his mouth! I'd have to explain some unsettling things about Martian reproduction, imaginary reader, to give you the full picture, but in the general sense they're a lot like us. Same song, different lyrics. 

Avila made so much noise they kicked him unconscious before throwing him into a boat with me. I maneuvered myself to rest his head on my legs, for what it was worth, as the Vashanka rowers chanted a cadence and pushed us off from shore. 

*****

A loud noise startled me awake. Hours had passed; the too-small sun was nestled in bright sky above the translucent wrapping-paper mists. Groggily, I realized that Avila had reversed our positions. My head was pillowed on the lean muscle of his leg, which was barely wider than one of my arms. 

"She must have sustenance!" he was shouting. "Blueworlders will starve just as we do!"

"And take weeks, as we do?" Azon Arazef stood over us, casually gnawing on something that looked like waxy meat. "Assuming she has sufficient access to moisture, of course."

"I simply don't know," said Avila. I could see that his face was bruised, and his left eye half-swollen shut. "The All-Sovereign never worried about feeding any of his captives. We need to conduct experiments. Little bites, the tiniest possible quantities, to establish--"

"Out of the question," said Azon Arazef, swallowing the last of her meal. "Those of us who live in the valley know what a death-allergy is. There are a dozen plants and animals that kill by that means, and we're strengthened with the mycomatrix from youth. She's only just received it! One taste of the wrong food might burst her like a ripe seed-pod."

Hunger was in me like a living thing, a gut-chewing goblin, and still that ghastly image conjured fresh beads of sweat on my brow. Swelling up like a Violet-sized blister! Now there was a death that fell too far south of 'heroic' for my taste. 

"The Vashanka has a point," said Gathris, speaking from somewhere behind me. "Even if we could conduct experiments with Violet's diet, this is hardly a clean, controlled environment for it. And we've no means of arresting anaphylaxis if it does set in."

"She's already tasted the water and breathed the air of the valley for some time," said Avila. "And she clearly hasn't exploded. I'd call that encouraging."

"Dead, she has some value to the All-Sovereign. Alive, she may possibly have even more. That's the only reason any of you are still breathing, and the reason I take no chances" said Azon Arazef. "I see you're awake, blueworlder. Tell me, does one of your hands serve you more adroitly than the other?"

"Uh... why do you ask?" I sat up as slowly as I could, and still the world wobbled around me in a way that had nothing to do with rowers or river currents.

"This is my weapon hand," she said, waving her right hand at me. "My tool hand. My mark-making hand. All Vashanka and Thoraveds favor one. I simply wish to know if blueworlders are the same."

I sighed and held up my own right hand, with one finger specifically extended in an undiplomatic fashion. "Guilty as charged."

"Excellent." She knelt, took firm hold of my left arm, and ran a scaled finger up and down it from wrist to elbow. "Then you can afford to lose this one. If sustenance becomes an issue, we'll sever it above the middle joint and prepare it for you. Your own flesh is the only substance on this planet guaranteed safe for your consumption."

"The hell you say!" I snatched my arm back, weak as a child and all the more petulant for knowing it. "Bitch!"

"Pragmatist," said Azon Arazef as she stood up. "And I'd guard my tongue, were I you. Once I've concluded my negotiation with the mask-wearers, the prospect of such a meal might be the last thing you'll ever have to look forward to."

*****


TO BE CONTINUED...
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